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CALLARI YUYAICUNA 
Ricardo Aschmann 

 

FOREWORD 
Richard Aschmann 

 

Cai librotaca pani Ellen Rossmi quillcashca. 

Paica shuj huatallatami cai Ecuadorpica causashca, 

1958 huatapi cashcachari, mana cashpaca 1959 

huatapi. Chai huatapica Chimborazo runacunapaj 

rimaitami yachashca, ashtahuanpish ashallatami 

shujtaj urcucunapi tiyaj llajtacunapaj runa 

rimaicunataca yachashca. Chai huatallapitajmi cai 

 librotapish, shuj diccionario librotapish 

quillcashca. ( shimica shuj rimai ima shina 

rurarishcata ricuchina nisha ninmi.) Cai librocunataca 

huaquincunallatami rurashca, mana manta 

tucui ladoman llujshichishcachu. Paicunapura turi ñaña 

misionerocunata chai huatacunapi runa rimaita 

yachachun munaillamanta rurashca cashcamantaca 

inglés rimaillapimi cai  libroca rurashca. 

Pani Ellenca chai huata ñaupacunapipish q'uipa 

huatacunapipish Bolivia llajtapi misionera shinami 

trabajashca. Chaipica Quechua runacunapaj rimaitami 

yachashca. Cai librotapish diccionario 

librotapish shuj huatallapi quillcashpaca, shujtaj 

rimaicunatapish allitataj ñapish jahualla yachai tucuj, 

allitataj yachaisapa huarmi cashcatami ricuchishca. Cai 

libropish diccionario libropish asha 

pandacunallatami charin, shina cashpapish manamari 

yalli pandacunaca tiyanchu. 

Pani Ellenca ñami huañushca. Chashna 

cajpipish, cai libroca achca valij cashcatami ricunchij. 

Ashtahuanpish quichua rimaita yachashpa 

catingapajpish ashtahuan alli minishtirishcatami 

ricunchij. Chaimantami castellano rimaiman 

ch'imbachishpa ishqui rimaipi tucui gentecunapaj 

llujshichicunchij. 

Ellen Ross, the author of this 

work in its original form, lived in Ec-

uador for only one year, in 1958 or 

1959, and during that year she learned 

Ecuadorian Highland Quichua (focus-

ing on the Quichua of Chimborazo 

Province) and wrote this grammar and 

a dictionary. These were never offi-

cially published. She wrote them in 

English, not in Spanish, since her im-

mediate purpose was to help her mis-

sionary colleagues learn Quichua. 

Ellen Ross had worked both 

before and after this time as a mission-

ary in Bolivia, and had learned Boliv-

ian Quechua. She was clearly a person 

of amazing intelligence and ability 

with languages, since she was able to 

learn Highland Ecuadorian Quichua 

well enough in only one year to pro-

duce this grammar and a dictionary, 

both of which, though containing a 

certain number of errors, contain far 

fewer than would be expected under 

the circumstances! 

Ellen Ross is now deceased, 

but we believe that her grammar is of 

great value, that its pedagogical meth-

odology is excellent, and that it merits 

being translated into Spanish and made 

available to the public in a bilingual 

format. 
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jaźinda





j 

ź

jaźinda

amo ama

Cai libroca chashna ñaupa huatacunaman 

quillcashca cashcamantaca, huaquin shimicunaca 

cunanpica ña mana tanto uyarinchu. Cai libropica 

tauca cutin jaźinda nishca shimimi ricurin. (Cunan 

punlla castellano rimaipica shimica 

 nishcami. Chashna cajpicarin, chuscu 

patsaj huata ñaupamanca castellano rimaipica 

 nishcami carca. Quichua rimaipica 

jaźinda shimica caźi cai ñaupa  
nishca shina cunan uyarishcami.* Chaimantami j 

letrahuan ź letrahuan quillcashca.) Cai librota 

quillcashca horasca, caźi tucui quichua rimaita rimaj 

runacunaca, paicunapaj quiquin allpata mana 

charimantaca jatun jaźindayuj mishucunapaj 

allpallatami trabajashpa causaj cashca. Chashna 

shujcuna llaquichijpi trabajashpa causanapish 

achcacunapaj llaqui, sinchitajmi cashca. 

nishca “Tucui allpapi trabajaj gentecuna 

paipaj quiquin allpata charinami can” nishca 

yuyaicuna tiyarishcamantami, 1964 huatapica shuj 

ley 

tiyarishca. Chai leyca 

shuti leyhuanmi 1973 huatapica allichishca tucurca. 

Cai leycunamanta runacunapaj allpapi tucui 

cambiarishcamantami cunanca tauca quichua 

shimita rimaj runacuna paicunapaj quiquin allpata 

charin. Chaimi cunanca paicunapaj yuyaipi 

charishca munashcacunata rurai tucun, paicunapaj 

quiquin causaitapish pushai tucunmi. 

Chaimantami, cunan punlla cai jaźinda 

shimica caźi mana uyarin. Chashna cajpica, cai 

libro quillcashca huatacunapi, runacuna 

cai shimica punllantami nij carca. Chaimantami cai 

libropica achcata ricurin. (Ashtahuanpish pi 

amo shimimanta ama shimimanta nishcata 

ricupangui.) 

Because of the time period in 

which it was written, this grammar 

contains certain anachronisms. For ex-

ample, it frequently uses the term 

jaźinda “hacienda”, referring to a large 

plantation. (The Spanish word 

is now pronounced  
in Latin American Spanish, but four 

hundred years ago it was pronounced 

.* The current Quichua 

pronunciation reflects this archaic 

Spanish pronunciation, which is why it 

is spelled with j and ź.) At the time of 

its writing very few of the speakers of 

Highland Ecuadorian Quichua owned 

their own land, and the vast majority of 

them worked for non-Indian landowners 

of large plantations, often under ex-

tremely difficult working and living 

conditions. Because of the agrarian re-

form movement, which culminated in 

the Agrarian and Colonization Reform 

Law of 1964, subsequently modified by 

the Agrarian Reform Law of 1973, this 

entire situation changed, and many of 

the Quichuas now own their own land 

and have much greater personal free-

dom and control over their own lives. 

Because of this, the word 

jaźinda is now seldom used in 

Quichua, but at the time this grammar 

was written it was part of daily life, 

which is why it frequently appears in 

this work. (See also the note about the 

words amo and ama in Lesson 5.) 

One positive feature of using the 

                                                 
* en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Spanish_language 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Spanish_language
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Cai libroca chashna ñaupa huatacunaman 

quillcashca cashcamantaca shuj laya allimi: Runa 

rimai ima shina tucushcallatatajmi ricuchin. Cai 

rimaita rimajcunata mishucuna llaquichijpipish 

“Runa rimaipish runacunapish mana valinchu” 

nijpipish yaya mamacunaca paicunapaj 

huahuacunamanca huatan huatan yachachishpa 

caticuncunallami. 

España llajtamanta gentecuna cai Ecuador 

llajtata quichushpa mishashca q'uipaca chuscu 

patsaj huata yallicamami quichua rimaita 

rimajcunaca punllanta mishucunahuan parlaj 

cashcamantaca, castellano rimaita quichua rimaipi 

tauca shimicunata japishpaca chagrushca. Cai libro 

quillcaringacamaca caźi tucui runacunami 

castellano rimaita mana yachaimanta runa rimaillata 

punllanta rimacushpapish chai castellano 

shimicunataca runa rimaipi chagrushpa rimaj 

cashcacuna. Tucui rimaicuna chashnallataj 

chagrushcami: Ishqui rimaicunahuan punllanta 

parlanacushpaca tucui rimaimi chaishuj rimaimanta 

shimicunata japinga. Castellano rimaipish tauca 

patsaj shimicunatami quichua rimaimanta japishca, 

chaitaca cai ucuman quillcashca shimicunami 

ricuchin: 

Quichua language as it existed in this 

time period is that it represents the 

Quichua language in its most natural de-

velopment, as it had been preserved by 

its speakers and transmitted from par-

ents to children through the centuries in 

spite of conditions of oppression and 

discrimination by the ruling Spanish-

speaking culture. 

As a result of the constant con-

tact between the two languages during 

more than four centuries since the 

Spanish conquest, many words had been 

incorporated into Quichua from Span-

ish, even though the vast majority of 

Quichua speakers at this time were still 

monolingual, speaking only Quichua in 

their daily lives. It is a natural develop-

ment of all languages to borrow words 

from other languages with which they 

come in contact, and Spanish (especially 

Andean Spanish) has also borrowed 

many hundreds of words from Quichua, 

words like the following: 

 Quichua English 

 papa (potato) 

 huahua (child) 

 huambra (young person) 

cuyi (guinea pig) 

chaqui ñan (“foot path”) 
 

Cai pachapi rimashca jatun 

rimaicunapipishmi quichua rimaimanta japishca 

shimicuna tiyan, chaitaca cai ucuman quillcashca 

shimicunami ricuchin: 

There are also Quichua borrow-

ings in many of the major world lan-

guages, words like the following: 
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Quichua English 

cundur condor 

llama Chimborazo and South Highland  llama 

pamba  pampa  pampa 

puma puma, cougar, mountain lion 

huanu (Imbabura and South Highland: “excrement”) guano 
 

 

Cai castellanomanta quichua rimaiman japishca 

shimicunaca, ashtahuan ñaupaman japishcacunaca, 

ñami quichua rimaipaj shimicunataj tucushca. Ashalla 

quichua rimaita rimaj runacunami chai shimicunaca 

castellanomanta japishca cashcata yachan. Quichua 

rimaimanta castellanoman japishca 

shimicunahuanpish chashnallatajmi. Tucui laya 

gentecuna rimashca rimaicunapish chashnallatajmi 

tucun. Chashna tucushpaca, chai rimaicunaca 

ashtahuan jatun valijmi tucun. 

Tauca gentecunami cai mana jahualla 

yachaipaj sumaj quichua rimaitaca yachashun nin. 

Chaimantaca cai ashtahuan valij quichua rimaita 

yachachina librota chai yachasha nijcuna charichun 

cui tucushpaca cushicunchijmi. Ashtahuanpish cai 

Ecuadorpi quichua rimaita rimaj runacuna cai librota 

ricushpa paipaj yaya mamamanta yachashca rimaita 

ashtahuan valichishcata ricuchun ninchijmi. 

Ashtahuanpish Pani Ellen Rosstaca pagui ninchijmi. 

Pai “ña huañushca cajpipish, [pai rurashcacunaca] 

huillacunmi” (Hebreos 11:4). 

Most of the Spanish borrowings 

in Quichua, especially the older ones, 

have now been fully incorporated into 

the language, and most Quichua speak-

ers are not aware that they were origi-

nally Spanish words. The same is true 

of the Quichua words borrowed into 

Spanish and other languages. This is a 

normal development in human lan-

guage, and has served to enrich all of 

these languages. 

We are proud to be able to make 

this valuable tool available to the many 

who have a desire to learn this beautiful 

and complex language. We also hope 

that it will serve to encourage the 

Quichua speakers of Ecuador to value 

more their mother tongue. Finally, we 

are grateful to Ellen Ross, who “being 

dead yet speaketh” (Hebrews 11:4). 

  

(Cai quillcashcataca cutin cutinmi allichicunchij. 

Tucui p'anga tucuripimi ima punlla quillcashcata 

ricuchij tiyan. Chai punllaca ima horaspi, ima 

capitulota allichishcatami ricuchin.) 

(This text is being updated con-

stantly. The dates at the foot of each 

page indicate when any given chapter 

was updated last.) 

(Many changes were made be-

tween February, 2009, the last time the 

grammar was uploaded, and October 

17, 2017, the current upload. To see all 

of these changes, see: 
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http://www.quichua.net/Q/Ec/Librocun

a/Ross Grammar 1-25-changes since 

February 2009.pdf

http://www.quichua.net/Q/Ec/Librocun

a/Ross Grammar 1-25-changes since 

February 2009.pdf, which shows all 

changes in Microsoft Word’s revision 

format, with a vertical line in the right 

margin if an edit was made, and inser-

tions in red. Deletions are not shown.) 

http://www.quichua.net/Q/Ec/Librocuna/Ross%20Grammar%201-25-changes%20since%20February%202009.pdf
http://www.quichua.net/Q/Ec/Librocuna/Ross%20Grammar%201-25-changes%20since%20February%202009.pdf
http://www.quichua.net/Q/Ec/Librocuna/Ross%20Grammar%201-25-changes%20since%20February%202009.pdf
http://www.quichua.net/Q/Ec/Librocuna/Ross%20Grammar%201-25-changes%20since%20February%202009.pdf
http://www.quichua.net/Q/Ec/Librocuna/Ross%20Grammar%201-25-changes%20since%20February%202009.pdf
http://www.quichua.net/Q/Ec/Librocuna/Ross%20Grammar%201-25-changes%20since%20February%202009.pdf
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Ellen Ross 

ORIGINAL FOREWORD 
(1958 or 1959) 

Ellen Ross 

 

This course has been prepared with a view to providing a con-

cise but comprehensive teaching guide for missionaries wishing to 

learn Ecuadorian Highland Quichua. Emphasis throughout is on 

learning to speak the language and to understand it when spoken. To 

this end all the basic constructions of the grammar have been pre-

sented in practical contexts, as nearly as possible in the order of their 

frequency of occurrence in actual colloquial speech. The lessons are 

based on a grammatical analysis of over 100,000 words of Quichua 

text, secured from some dozen different language helpers
*
 and cover-

ing a wide variety of topics in many different styles. A careful study of 

this book should give one a firm grasp of all the main grammatical 

patterns of the language, as well as the ability to converse with a fair 

degree of fluency on all the more important topics of everyday 

Quichua life. It should be emphasized, however, that this is meant to 

be an introductory course only, and not a complete reference grammar. 

For this reason, a number of the more difficult aspects are presented 

only in broad and general outline, an exhaustive treatment being re-

served for the advanced grammar which it is hoped may someday be 

prepared. A mastery of these lessons should by no means mark the end 

of the Quichua learner’s efforts, but should rather be thought of as an 

essential foundation for the further study which will be necessary if 

the language is to be adequately learned. 

                                                 
* 

Information with gray background was changed from Ellen Ross’s original English text, usually to clarify or occasionally to correct. This is generally only marked in the English text, 

not in the Spanish translation, unless it is an additional comment on my part. -RPA 
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Reformed Presbyterian Church the Bronx

No one can be more acutely aware than the author of the many 

imperfections still present in this work. While confident of the relia-

bility of the basic grammatical analysis on which it is founded, I am 

painfully aware that both pressure of time and unavailability of ade-

quate language helpers when most needed have taken their inevitable 

toll. I should greatly appreciate it if all who use the book would keep a 

careful record of their criticisms, corrections, and suggestions, in order 

to send to me when completed. Such records would be of much help in 

the preparation of a future improved and more permanent edition.
*
 

I would like to take this opportunity to express my deep appre-

ciation to all my language helpers (too numerous to mention by name), 

and to the many missionaries in the Ecuadorian sierra, particularly 

those of the Gospel Missionary Union, whose helpfulness and hospi-

tality during the time of my stay with them played a most important 

part in making this work possible. Very special thanks are due the 

pastor and members of the Reformed Presbyterian Church of the 

Bronx, New York, who most generously undertook entire responsibil-

ity for the publication of the course in its present form—a most diffi-

cult and exacting task particularly in view of the language barrier and 

the much revised typescript from which they had to work! I am sure 

that all these my coworkers will wholeheartedly echo the wish and 

back the prayer that this work may be used in some small way to open 

wider that “door of utterance” of which Paul spoke—a door of utter-

ance for our Good News— “that we may make it manifest, as we 

ought to speak,” in the Quichua language. (Colossians 4:3-4) 

                                                 
* 

 Ellen Ross was never able to publish that improved and more permanent edition. However, just as the author requests, as editor and translator of this edition I 

would appreciate receiving your suggestions and corrections for its improvement. -RPA 
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Ellen Ross 

METHOD OF STUDY 
Ellen Ross 

 

These lessons are intended to be studied only with the regu-

lar help of a Quichua language helper. Like all languages, Quichua 

varies considerably from one locality to another. In this grammar 

only the more important dialect variations have been mentioned, 

since the student is expected to check all material with his own lan-

guage helper. When the latter objects to a word or construction—as 

he undoubtedly will, at least occasionally, and perhaps frequently—

it should be changed to suit him. The language helper, not the 

grammar, should be the final authority in all matters of usage. Lan-

guages are spoken by people, not by books! 

Each lesson begins with a series of “Models”—model sen-

tences chosen to illustrate the grammatical points to be discussed. 

Have your language helper read aloud the first Model (or, better still, 

have him read it silently and then say it) in a natural tone of voice. 

Repeat it after him (looking as little as possible at your book), trying 

to imitate him as closely as you can. Mimic not only his pronuncia-

tion and intonation but also his manner of enunciation, the set of his 

mouth, his facial expression, etc. If he speaks with spread lips and 

bared teeth, you should spread your lips and bare your teeth too. If 

he “swallows” his words, you try to do the same. If his voice 

“swoops up” at a certain spot, let yours rise in the same way. How-

ever, rather than consciously trying to think of all these factors, first 

merely try to mimic automatically everything you hear and see. If 

you have any particular trouble, then take time out to do some con-

scious analyzing. 

Each Model should be repeated and mimicked three times, as 

well as the Model “break-downs” which follow. Try to improve your 

pronunciation with each successive effort, but don’t prolong the ag-

ony if, after your third try, your language helper is still dissatisfied 

with your efforts. Go on to the next utterance instead of belaboring 

the one which is giving you trouble. If a language helper is kept 

droning away at the same sentence too long, he may either wear out 

or run down. So may you. Or he may let an intonation pattern of 

boredom or exasperation creep in as he repeats it, thereby throwing 
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you even farther off the track. The trouble-spots may be worked on 

again later. 

After going over the Models in this way, let your language 

helper have a short rest or change of activity while you read through 

the notes on pronunciation (found mostly in the earlier lessons). 

Then have him repeat for your mimicry each of the words listed for 

special practice. Do the same with each of the words in the vocabu-

lary. Then go over the exercises in the same way (taking care to 

change any with which he disagrees). This will doubtless seem to 

both of you like a great deal of tiresome repetition, but it is im-

portant, for it provides invaluable and essential practice in both 

hearing and speaking Quichua. After a few days of doing this faith-

fully, you will probably find that even when studying alone you can 

“hear” the sound of your language helper’s voice in the background 

and gradually you will acquire a sort of built-in monitor and 

prompter which will be a tremendous help in speaking the language 

correctly. 

A word about the exercises: do not either skip or skimp 

them. They may seem too easy to spend much time on, but they rep-

resent the climax of each lesson. It is one thing to be able to read and 

understand them, but quite another thing to have practiced them to 

the point where they will be at the tip of your tongue whenever you 

need them. Each of these exercises is like one rail of a long track—a 

track which leads through the Quichua language. If each of the rails 

is carefully laid, and firmly nailed down with the monotonous ham-

mering of practice, you will one day have a line on which your train 

of thought can travel freely and smoothly in this new territory. But 

the laying of the track comes first, the travelling later. Work hard to 

achieve perfect fluency on each exercise. In other words, don’t stop 

hammering until you stop stammering. 
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-chu -mi  (Greetings; roots and suffixes; -chu; -mi) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Allillachu cangui? Are you (feeling) well? 

 (Literally: Are you just fine?)
*
 

 2. Ari, allillami cani.   Yes, I’m (feeling) well.

  (Literally: Yes, I’m just fine.) 

VOCABULARY 
†
 

 

alli  good 

allilla  well 

ari  yes 

cani  I am 

cangui  you are 

-lla -la  just 

-mi

-chu

<indicates an affirmative statement> 

<indicates a yes-no question> 
 

ari aris (In Colta, ari has a variant form aris which is used to indicate 

respect.) 

EXERCISES 

In this preliminary lesson, the only exercise suggested is that of 

completely mastering the Models, with special attention to the sounds 

mentioned under Pronunciation. 

PRONUNCIATION 

1. Dialect variation (sometimes abbreviated to DV) 

Although there are a number of dialects of Highland Quichua in 

Ecuador, there exists between them a very high degree of mutual intel-

ligibility. However, some differences do appear, especially in the pro-

nunciation of certain frequently used suffixes. Only the more important 

dialect variations are noted in these lessons. Your language helper will 

probably point out others to you as you check through the material 

                                                 
* 

Information with dotted underline was changed from Ellen Ross’s original English text, usually to 

clarify or occasionally to correct. This is generally only marked in the English text, not in the Spanish translation. In charts and vocabulary such changes will often not be marked. -RPA 
†

Ellen Ross always put the Vocabulary and the Exercises at the end of each lesson, but we have moved them to the beginning. We have also removed the comments from the models and placed them in the Vocabulary. 

-RPA 
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with him. 

Numbers are used to identify usages of the different districts, 

which are numbered in the order in which they were visited during 

these studies: 

 

   

Dialect    Language  

1 Central Highland Quichua (CHQ) 

2 Central Highland Quichua (CHQ) 

3 Central Highland Quichua (CHQ) 

4 Pichincha  

5 Imbabura/Cayambe (Imb.) 

6 South Highland Quichua (SHQ) 

7 South Highland Quichua (SHQ) 

8 South Highland Quichua (SHQ) 

9 * Salasaca (Tungurahua)  

 

(The only part of the above chart included in Ellen Ross’s 

original is the part enclosed in the thick lines. She used these numbers 

throughout her grammar and dictionary, but in this revision I will use 

the names or abbreviations instead. Ellen Ross did not include infor-

mation on Cañar or Salasaca, but no description of highland Quichua 

would be complete without at least mentioning these two important 

variants. This grammar does not deal with Lowland Quichua. I have 

changed quite a few of Ellen Ross’s terms and abbreviations for 

greater clarity. - RPA) 

The first three named are classed together occasionally as rep-

resenting Central Highland Quichua (CHQ), while  is considered 

representative of Imbabura/Cayambe Quichua (Imb.). Such a classifi-

cation is admittedly a rough one, but is occasionally useful.  

is in a class by itself, resembling Salasaca and lowland Quichua much 

more than do the others. Data on South Highland Quichua is incom-

plete. 

The dialect variations which your language helper points out 

will seem much less confusing if you learn to sort them out into several 

different categories. Some will be merely on a sound level (for exam-
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ll 

ll l

ll

i alli ali

allcu alcu

c cangui cana g 

-lla allilla

-la

ple, a certain sound used in CHQ may always be changed into another 

sound in Imbabura). Others will be on the suffix level, as when a cer-

tain suffix is pronounced one way in Colta but another way in 

. Still other changes will be on the level of vocabulary, as when a 

word that is often used in Colta is substituted by another in . 

Still others will be on the level of grammar, and others in the matter of 

style. In this lesson only the first two kinds of dialect variations appear. 

ll is in CHQ, Imbabura, Salasaca and Pichincha always pro-

nounced like the zh sound in “azure”.
**

 

Imbabura also pronounces it this way. However, in many words 

that have ll in CHQ, Imbabura has a simple l. This occurs when the 

CHQ ll is followed immediately by the vowel i, or by a consonant. 

Thus, CHQ alli “good” is ali in Imbabura, and CHQ allcu “dog” is 

alcu in Imbabura. 

The c in cangui and cana becomes g in  and Sala-

saca. 

The suffix -lla occurs in allilla, “well”, (although for the pres-

ent it is not being studied in detail). In ,  and  (in 

Chimborazo), and in Pichincha it is pronounced (and spelled) -la. 

2. Word accent 

Quichua word accent is very regular, falling as a general rule 

on the penult (second-last syllable) of each word. In the following ex-

amples, the accented syllable of each word is capitalized: 

 aLLIlla CANgui 
 alliLLAchu Ari 

Sometimes, for added emphasis, the accent is shifted to the fi-

nal syllable of a word. This is indicated by the use of a written accent 

mark over the accented syllable. An example of such a “displaced” ac-

cent will be seen in the next lesson. 

                                                 
ll 

In South Highland Quichua, and in the Quichua of the Eastern jungles of Ecuador, the letter ll has its original pronunciation, a palatal lateral, which is also the original Spanish pronunciation, which is still used in the 
Spanish of the South Highlands of Ecuador, many other parts of the Andes, and parts of northern Spain. - RPA 
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a, 

i, u i

u

a, i, u

3. Quichua vowels 

There are really only three distinctive vowels in Quichua—a, i, 

u. However, in certain situations the i sounds almost like an e, and the 

u almost like an o. Since all these five vowels do occur in Spanish, 

from which language many words have been “borrowed” by the 

Quichuas, the five-vowel system is being used here in writing Quichua 

too. 

These three vowels (a, i, u) of Quichua have, however, a wider 

range of pronunciation than they do in Spanish, as follows: 

 

a a “sofa” 

i e

u o

a usually as in “father”, but sometimes as in “sofa” 

i (sometimes spelled e) anywhere from the i in “machine” to the  in 

Spanish ) 

u (sometimes spelled o) anywhere from the u in “blue” to the  in 

Spanish  

 

Listen for these variations as your language helper repeats the 

Models, and try to imitate him closely. 

c ch

“cat” “church” 

4. Unaspirated sounds (c and ch) 

These sounds are like those in Spanish  and  

(NOT as in English “cat” and “church”). In the English words the ini-

tial sounds are aspirated (pronounced with a little puff of air after 

them), but in the Spanish words they are not. CHQ has both aspirated 

and unaspirated sounds, so care must be taken to differentiate between 

them, or embarrassing mistakes may result. If you already speak Span-

ish correctly, the unaspirated sounds (of which c and ch are only two) 

will give you no trouble. If you have difficulty with them, try the fol-

lowing simple exercises. 

Start by pronouncing aloud the word “scat”. After the letter s in 

English, sounds which we ordinarily aspirate automatically lose their 

aspiration (as the little puff of air is called). So the c of “scat” is unas-

pirated. Now say a prolonged “ssss” before the “-cat” part, thus— 

“sssssscat”. Then merely think the “ssss” to yourself without saying it 

out loud, but say the “-cat” aloud as before. It should sound a little dif-

ferent from the word “cat” for in the latter the c is aspirated, while in 

the former it should be unaspirated. Test your success by saying the 
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two aloud one right after the other. Now work on the ch in the same 

way, but starting out with the word “eschew”. Test yourself on this by 

contrasting the “-chew” with the word “chew”. Next practice carefully 

the words cangui, cani, allillachu, with special attention to the c 

and ch sounds. 

gui, n, r 

gui

n

c g

hu m q r y s

cangui

nr ny

r

5. Sounds of gui, n, r 

gui sounds like the gee in “geese”, being written thus because 

we are conforming to Spanish orthography, in which a silent  is al-

ways inserted between a  sequence (if the  is a “hard g”). 

n is pronounced like that in “neat”, except when it occurs at the 

end of a word, or immediately before the letters c, g, hu, m, q, r, y, 

and in some regions, s. In such situations it sounds like the ng of 

“sing”. You will hear such a sound in cangui. (This is also the pro-

nunciation pattern used in Ecuadorian Spanish, except that before  and 

 the  of “neat” is used.) 

r is unlike any English sound, but is similar to the Spanish  as 

in . It is made by giving a quick flip of the tongue against the 

ridge just behind the upper teeth. (In certain situations the r has a dif-

ferent sound, which will be discussed when encountered.) 

6. Punctuation 

As far as possible, Spanish punctuation usage is followed. This 

accounts for the “fore-and-aft” question marks.  

GRAMMAR 

Ari -chu

1. Roots and suffixes 

Quichua words are often quite long because of the addition of 

several suffixes to the root of the word. The root is the “stripped-

down” essential (or basic) form of a word; a suffix is a short meaning-

ful “bit” which may be attached to a root, thereby modifying its mean-

ing. Ari is an example of a root and -chu an example of a suffix. (The 

hyphen placed before such suffixes when they are written in isolation 
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-chu -mi

-chu

-mi
††

is intended to indicate that they are not words in themselves, and can-

not occur alone, but must always be attached to some root.) 

2. Suffixes -chu and -mi 

Both of these are emphatic suffixes, indicating primary empha-

sis on the word to which they are attached—something that in English 

we usually do by raising the pitch and increasing the volume of the 

voice on the emphasized word. They are also modal suffixes, indicat-

ing the mood of the sentence in which they occur—again something 

which in English is done largely by intonation. The -chu is used for 

questions (of the true-or-false variety that must be answered by either 

“Yes” or “No”), while -mi occurs in affirmative statements.
††

 

                                                 

In my grammar (A Reference Grammar of Ecuadorian Quichua) I have called these suffixes “Sentence Focus Suffixes” to show these two functions of this group of suffixes. For more information see that volume. - 

RPA 
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-ca; -pish cana

(-ca; -pish; greetings; final accent; present singular of cana) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Allillachu cangui? Are you well? 

 2a. Ari, allillami cani. Yes, I’m well. 

 2b. ¿Cancá?  And how about you?

3. Ñucapish allillami cani. I’m fine too.

4. ¿Allillachu cambaj yaya? Is your father well?

 5a. Ari, paipish allillami. Yes, he’s fine too.

 5b. ¿Cambaj yayacá? How about your father?

6. Ñuca yayapish allillami. My father’s fine too. 

VOCABULARY 
 

ñuca  I, my 

can  you 

pai  he, she 

cambaj  your, yours 

cana  to be 

churi  son 

ushushi (Imb. ushi)  daughter 

mama  mother 

yaya (DV taita)  father 

cayacama (Imb., SHQ cayacaman)  “See you tomorrow” 

-cá “And how about…?” 

-pish also, too 

cancá and you? 

 

EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Allillachu cambaj yaya? Ari, paipish allillami.  <mama; churi; ushushi> 

2. ¿Cambaj yayacá? Ñuca yayapish allillami. <mama; churi; ushushi> 

3. ¿Cambaj mamacá? Paipish allillami. <ushushi; churi; yaya> 

 

(These exercises are a type of “substitution drill”, built on the 

Models already studied. Be sure first that you can repeat each one as 

given, not only correctly, but to the point of ease and fluency, and 

translate it into English. Then vary it by substituting for the underlined 

part the successive “fillers” given in parentheses. Each time be sure to 

repeat the entire sentence or phrase, and if a question-answer sequence 

is given, repeat the whole thing. Practice each different substitution 

several times too. Unless a sentence slips smoothly and automatically 

from our lips under ideal conditions such as those of private study, we 
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can never expect it to come out even half-properly under the pressure 

of actual conversation with a Quichua speaker.)  

ADDITIONAL EXERCISE 

Be sure that you have thoroughly mastered all the Models of 

this lesson. After working them over alone, go through the entire con-

versation with a partner if possible. Then switch sides, making sure 

that you can take either part fluently and confidently. Then try standing 

in the middle of the room with your costar (and without the book). See 

if your fluency and confidence stay with you. If not, more study is in-

dicated, and more practice. 

PRONUNCIATION 

ai, j, ñ, p, sh 

ai

j 

cambaj

jatun

h

ñ

p

'

sh

“sheep”

n b p 

can n n

b p m cam-

baj n 

b p

ñanpi ñampi

Sounds of ai, j, ñ, p, sh 

ai is pronounced somewhat like the ie in “pie”. 

j at the end of a word (as in cambaj “yours”) sounds rather 

like a heavily rasped English h, or like the sound made in clearing the 

throat. When it begins a word (as in jatun “big”), j has much less 

“rasp,” and more closely resembles a normal English h as in “him”. 

ñ is like the ni of “onion”, or the first sound of “new” if you 

pronounce this “nyoo”. 

p is unaspirated (like c and ch). To work on eliminating Eng-

lish aspiration from this, use the exercise already described. Begin with 

the word “spy”, then “sssspy” and finally contrast “-py” with “pie”. 

Practice the word paipish with special attention to the p. 

sh is pronounced as in “sheep”. 

Sound of n when followed by b or p 

The word for “you”—can—ends in n. However, whenever the 

n is immediately followed by a b or a p, it is changed to m as in 

cambaj “your”. This always happens in the pronunciation when an n 

is followed by a b or a p, though the spelling will not always represent 

this, as in ñanpi “on the road”, which is pronounced ñampi. The 

same thing also happens in Spanish pronunciation, but does not neces-

sarily occur in English, or at least not in all dialects. 
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GRAMMAR 

-ca -pish -pash

-chu -mi

-ca

-ca

-pish

1. Suffixes -ca and -pish (Imbabura -pash) 

Both of these suffixes indicate a secondary emphasis on the 

words to which they are attached. They do not, however, indicate the 

mood of the sentence (as do suffixes of primary emphasis like -chu 

and -mi). 

In Models 2b and 5b, -ca is used with the subject to highlight 

the fact that there has been a change of subject, although the under-

stood verb remains the same. (In other words, the suffix -ca is fre-

quently used as a topic marker, to mark the current topic. - RPA) 

In Models 3, 5a and 6, -pish is used with the subject to high-

light the fact that the same thing holds true of each one of these differ-

ent subjects.  

“¿Cancá?” 2. Final accent in “¿Cancá?” 

This final accent has the effect of referring back to the original 

question and making it unnecessary to repeat the verb: 

 

 ¿Cancá?  (literally) And you? 

 (freely) And you, are you well? 

 

cana 3. Present singular of the verb cana “to be” 

 

 cani  I am 

 cangui  you are 

 can  he (she, it) is

 

ca-

-ni, -ngui, -n. 

¿Allillachu cangui?

The Quichua verb is almost completely regular, so once you 

have learned the forms for one verb, you have learned them for all 

verbs. The present singular is formed by attaching to the root ca- the 

suffixes -ni, -ngui, -n. Note that these suffixes indicate both the per-

son of the subject and the tense of the verb. Because the subject is al-

ready stated in the verb itself, it is often not explicitly given in a sepa-

rate word, just like in Spanish, as in Model 1 ¿Allillachu cangui? 

“Are you well?” 

Conversely, if a third person subject (he, she, it) is explicitly 
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can

can

named in the sentence, the verbal form can “he (she, it) is” is almost 

always omitted, as in Models 4, 5, and 6. This is something we need to 

watch in our own speech in Quichua, as our English tendency is to feel 

that a verb is needed, but such redundant use of can may sound rather 

stilted and pedantic to Quichua ears.  
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-man; -taj~ ; -cu

(Types of suffixes; -man; -taj~ as question marker; -cu) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Maimantaj ricungui? Where are you going?

 2. Huasimanmi ricuni. ¿Cancá?   I’m going home (to the house). And you?

3. Ñucaca pueblomanmi ricuni. I’m going to town.

4. Cambaj yayaca ¿maimantaj ricun? Where is your father going?

 5. Paica chagramanmi ricun. He is going to the field.

6. ¿Cambaj mamacá? How about your mother?

 7. Paipish chagramanmi ricun.  She’s going to the field too.

VOCABULARY 
 

chagra  field (cultivated) 

huambra**  youngster, youth (about 6-16) 

mai  where, what place, some place 

huauqui  brother (of a male) 

turi  brother (of a female) 

pani  sister (of a male) 

huahua  baby, child, offspring 

huasi  house, home 

pueblo  town 

pugyu  well of water, spring 

   

rina   to go 

ñaña  sister (of a female) ricuni I am going 

-man to, toward (Adverbial Postposition) ricungui you are going 

-cu progressive action (in verbs) ricun he/she is going 

-mi   

-chu  

-taj~  

<indicates an affirmative statement> 

<indicates a yes-no question> 

<indicates an information question, or the emphatic suffix> 

 In CHQ refers to youngster of either sex, but in Imbabura only to a boy. 

EXERCISES (Translate, and then substitute underlined items. - RPA) 
 

1. ¿Allillachu cambaj mama? Ari, paipish allillami. <huauqui/turi; pani/ñaña; huahua; huambra; yaya> 
2. ¿Cambaj mamacá? Ñuca mamapish allillami. <churi; ushushi; yaya; pani/ñaña; huauqui/turi> 
3. ¿Maimantaj ricungui? Huasimanmi ricuni. <chagra; pueblo; iglesia;* pugyu; Quito; Guayaquil> 
4. ¿Cancá? Ñucaca Quitomanmi ricuni. <pugyu; huasi; pueblo; iglesia; chagra> 

5. Cambaj yayaca ¿maimantaj 
ricun? 

Paica chagramanmi ricun. <mama; huahua; huambra; huauqui/turi; pani/ñaña; churi; 
ushushi> 

6. ¿Maimantaj ricungui? 
Ñucapish pugyumanmi ricuni. 

Pugyumanmi ricuni. ¿Cancá? <chagra; pueblo; iglesia; huasi; Quito; Guayaquil> 

 

                                                 
*  Some words in these exercises have been added or changed from Ellen Ross’s original. -RPA 
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PRONUNCIATION 

-man

-mun  

-taj~ †

-tij~

-ta~ t n

d -ta

-da

1. Dialect variations 

, , Imbabura, and SHQ use -man, but Colta 

uses -mun. 

, , and SHQ use -taj~,
†
 but Colta, Los Ángeles, 

and some other sections of Chimborazo and Bolívar provinces use 

-tij~, and Imbabura uses -ta~. (In Imbabura a t following n usually be-

comes d, so -ta in such positions becomes -da.) 

2. Borrowed words 

Quichuas have adopted many Spanish words, and in doing so 

have changed any “foreign” sounds to fit the Quichua sound system. 

However, in this grammar such borrowed words are usually spelled as 

in Spanish, not always as pronounced in Quichua. Notice carefully the 

Quichua “twist” given such words by your language helper, and imi-

tate it when speaking Quichua (but NOT when talking Spanish). 

hu, qui, r t 

hu w

“water”

w

qui

r

rr

r

3. Sounds of hu, qui, r at the beginning of a word; t 

hu is pronounced like the w in “water”. This is another conces-

sion to Spanish usage, as in . This functions as a distinct sound 

or letter of the alphabet in the Quichua sound system, just like w in 

English. 

qui is pronounced like the ki in “ski”, as in Spanish a silent u is 

always inserted in a qi sequence. Whenever qu occurs in Quichua, it 

has exactly the same sound as c. 

r when occurring at the beginning of a word (as well as in some 

other situations) closely resembles the Spanish sound rr. That is, it has 

a distinct buzzing sound, a little like that of the z in “azure”, but made 

with the tip of the tongue trilling against the ridge behind the upper 

teeth. Note the contrast between the r sound in the following sets of 

words: 
 

                                                 
~ -taj+

When I refer to this suffix, I will write it with the symbol ~ to distinguish it from the other -taj+ suffix presented in lesson 30. -RPA 
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ricuni  I am going ari  yes 

ricungui  you are going turi  brother (of a female) 

ricun  he (she) is going churi  son 

rina  to go chagra  field 

 

t c ch p t, like c, ch, and p, is unaspirated, as in Spanish . For 

practice on this, use the English word “style”, pronouncing it 

“ssssstyle”, then isolating the “-tyle”. Contrast this with “tile”, and 

then practice the sound in the Quichua words maimantaj and turi.  

GRAMMAR 

1. Classification of Suffixes 

By far the great majority of roots in Quichua belong to either 

the verb-root category or the noun-root. Suffixes may conveniently be 

classified according to the type of root to which they may be attached. 

Those which occur with verb-roots are called verb suffixes. Those 

which occur with noun-roots are called noun suffixes. Some suffixes 

may be attached to either verbs or nouns and these are called neutral 

suffixes. 

 

-ni -ngui -n

-chu, -mi -ca -pish

The person-tense suffixes -ni, -ngui, -n, are examples of verb 

suffixes; -chu, -mi, -ca, and -pish are neutral suffixes, for they may 

occur with either nouns or verbs. So far no noun suffixes have oc-

curred. 

 

-man

Still another type of suffix, while it occurs with nouns, is not a 

noun suffix because the resultant combination no longer functions as a 

noun, but as an adverb. Such suffixes are called adverbial postposi-

tions. The -man used in the Models of this lesson is such an adverbial 

postposition. 

-man -mun

-man

2. Adverbial postposition -man (-mun) 

This indicates motion to or toward the noun with which it oc-

curs. A word in which this -man occurs functions as an adverb in the 

sentence, modifying the verb, since it tells in what direction the action 

takes place. 
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huasi  house huasiman  to the house, towards home 

pueblo  town puebloman  to the town, to town 

chagra  field chagraman  to the field 

-taj~† -tij~ -ta~

-chu -mi

-taj~

-taj~ -chu

-taj~

-chu

3. Neutral suffix -taj~†
 (-tij~, Imb. -ta~) 

This is a suffix of primary emphasis, like -chu and -mi. As 

well as giving primary emphasis to the word with which it occurs, 

-taj~ indicates the mood of the sentence as being interrogative. The 

difference between -taj~ and -chu is that: 

-taj~ indicates a question requiring an answer other than “Yes” 

or “No”. Instead, it requests information. 

-chu indicates a question requiring a “Yes” or “No” answer. 

Thus the question: 

 
 ¿Maimantaj ricungui?  Where are you going? 

 

is answered by new information, as in: 

 

 Huasimanmi ricuni.  I’m going to the house. / I’m going home. 

 

but 
 

 ¿Allillachu cangui?  Are you well? 

 

is answered by an affirmative, as in: 

 

 Ari, allillami cani.  Yes, I am well. 

 

or may be answered by a negative statement, as in: 

 

 Mana, ungushcami cani.  No, I am sick. 

 

-taj~

-chu -chu

-taj~

Right from the start, try to keep your -taj~ and -chu straight, 

as a common mistake is to put a -chu on a -taj~ sort of question or, 

less often, vice versa.  
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-taj~ -mi 

-taj~ -mi

4. Optional use of -taj~ and -mi 

There is a good deal of variation among the different Quichua 

languages and dialects with respect to the use of these suffixes, alt-

hough all dialects do make use of them. Even in Colta, where they 

seem to be most extensively used, they are quite often dropped, espe-

cially in familiar, colloquial speech. However, whenever a question or 

statement is to be emphasized, they must be used. The Models given 

here are in the more complete form, using the -taj~ and the -mi. If 

your language helper objects to them, don’t insist on using them. They 

are given here for much the same reason that prompts us to teach a for-

eigner “Where did you go this morning?” before “Wheredya go 

s’morning?”  

-cu -ju -gu

ri- -cu

5. Verb suffix -cu (Imbabura -ju, Salasaca -gu) 

This indicates progressive
*
 action. It closely resembles the pro-

gressive form of the English verb. (e.g. “I am going” vs. “I go”.) The 

verb forms in this lesson are all combinations of the verb root ri- with 

this progressive -cu, plus the person-tense suffixes. Note the following 

contrast:  

 

rini  I go ricuni  I am going  

ringui  you go ricungui  you are going  

rin  he (she) goes ricun  he (she) is going  

                                                 
*

Ellen Ross had used the term “continuative”, but I have changed this to the better-known term “progressive”. -RPA 
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-man -na (-man used as “for”; -na of infinitive; roots vs. stems) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Maimantaj ricungui?  Where are you going? 

 2. Yacumanmi ricuni. ¿Cancá?   I’m going for water. How about you? 

3. Ñucaca yantamanmi ricuni.  I’m going for firewood. 

4. Cambaj yayaca ¿maimantaj ricun?  And where is your father going? 

 5. Paica randinamanmi ricun.    He’s going to do some buying. 

6. ¿Yacumanchu ricungui?  Are you going for water? 

 7. Ari, yacumanmi ricuni.    Yes, I’m going for water. 

8. ¿Pueblomanchu ricungui?  Are you going to town? 

 9. Ari, pueblomanmi ricuni.    Yes, I’m going to town. 

VOCABULARY 
 

c'atuna (Imb. jatuna) to sell 

jaźinda*  plantation, large farm 

q'uihua (Imb. jihua)  grass, plant, fodder 

ujsha (Imb. ujsha, jupa)  Andean bunch grass, straw 

t'iyu sand 

tío (pron. tiyu)   uncle 

yanta (Imb. yamda/yanda)  firewood 

yantana (Imb. yamdana/yandana)  collect or cut firewood 

cusa husband 

escuela  school 

huarmi woman, wife 

micuna to eat, food 

randina to buy 

trabajana to work 

yacu  water 

-na  <infinitive>  

 

qu c

c ch p q t ts

t' t “top” 

t

c' q'u j

q'uihua jihua c'atuna jatuna.

(Note: qu and c represent the same sound, just as in Spanish. 

The apostrophe after the letters c, ch, p, q, t, and ts stands for aspira-

tion, a brief explosion of air or an h sound after a letter, which in Eng-

lish always occurs after voiceless stops like these at the beginning of a 

word. Thus, t' indicates the same sound as that of the t in “top”. This 

aspiration only occurs in Imbabura after t; CHQ c' and q'u are usually 

replaced in Imbabura by j, so that CHQ q'uihua becomes Imbabura ji-

hua and CHQ c'atuna becomes Imbabura jatuna.) 

                                                 
hacienda jazinda jazinda

jazinda z
Throughout the Chimborazo Bible, and in the original form of this grammar, this word is always spelled hacienda. However, it is almost always pronounced jazinda in the Highlands. For this reason I spell it 

jazinda here. In the Imbabura Bible it is spelled jazinda. See the comments in Lesson 7 about the pronunciation of the letter z in Quichua. -RPA 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Maimantaj ricungui? Yacumanmi ricuni. <yanta; ujsha; q'uihua; micuna; randina> 

2. Canca ¿maimantaj ricungui? Ñucaca escuelamanmi ricuni. <pugyu; Quito; jaźinda; chagra> 

3. Cambaj yayaca ¿maimantaj ricun?  <mama; cusa/huarmi; huahua; huauqui/turi> 
4.  Paica randinamanmi ricun. <yacu; trabajana; c'atuna; micuna; 

escuela; jaźinda> 

5. Cambaj huauquica/turica ¿maimantaj ricun? 
¿Cambaj panicá/ñañacá? 

Escuelamanmi ricun. 
Paipish escuelamanmi ricun. 

<randina; trabajana; micuna; jaźinda; 
pugyu; chagra; pueblo> 

6. ¿Yacumanchu ricungui? Ari, yacumanmi ricuni. <yanta; randina; ujsha; q'uihua> 

7. ¿Pueblomanchu ricungui? Ari, pueblomanmi ricuni. <pugyu; jaźinda; trabajana; randina> 

GRAMMAR 

-man

-man

-man

1. -man used in the sense of “for”, or “to get” 

In English we say that we are going “for water”, or “to get wa-

ter”, but in Quichua one may merely say that they are going “to water”. 

This -man is the same one studied in the last lesson, but its usage here 

is slightly different. There is little danger of ambiguity however, for 

the type of noun used will suggest whether the -man means simply 

“to”, or whether it means “to get”. Movable objects of general use like 

water, firewood, hay grass, etc., are usually being “got”, while places 

like house, field, town, etc. are always being “gone to”. 

-na 

-na

-na randina

huasi

2. Nominalizing suffix -na 

While it occurs only with verb roots, -na changes such roots 

into infinitives, which function as nouns. Hence -na is a nominalizing 

suffix. An infinitive form like randina may take most of the suffixes 

that a simple noun like huasi takes: 

 

huasi  house huasiman  to the house 

yacu  water yacuman  to the water, for water 

randina  to buy, the buying randinaman  to the buying, for buying 
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3. Roots versus Stems 

Another useful distinction in Quichua grammar is that between 

a root and a stem. As we have seen, the root is the bare, basic and irre-

ducible part of a word. The combination of such a root plus any suffix 

is called a stem, provided this combination is still open to further suf-

fixation. 

 



randi- + -na  randina  

the verb root + the nominalizing suffix  the noun stem “buy” 



randi-na + -man  randinaman  

the noun stem + the adverbial postposition  the adverb “to buy” 



ri- + -cu  ricu-  

the verb root “go” + the verb suffix  the verb stem “be going” 



ri-cu- + -ni  ricuni  

the verb stem “be going” + the verb suffix  the verb “I am going” 
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-manta  (-manta; demonstratives; movability of emphatic suffixes) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Maimantataj shamucungui?  Where are you coming from? 

 2a. Chai chagramantami shamucuni.   I’m coming from that field. 

 2b. ¿Cancá/Quiquincá?* ¿Maimantataj shamucungui?   And you? Where are you coming from? 

3. Ñucaca pueblomantami shamucuni.  I’m coming from town. 

4. Chai huarmica ¿maimantataj shamucun?  Where is that woman coming from? 

 5. Ñuca huasimantami shamucun.    She’s coming from my house. 

6. ¿Maimantataj cangui?  Where are you from? 

 7. Ñucaca Coltamantami cani. ¿Cancá/Quiquincá?*    I’m from Colta. And you? 

8. Ñucaca Quitomantami cani.  I’m from Quito. 

 9. Chai huarmica ¿maimantataj?    Where is that woman from? 

10. Paipish Quitomantami.  She’s from Quito too. 
 

quiquin

can

* In many communities it is more appropriate to use the formal form quiquin “you” rather than the fa-

miliar form can “you” with anyone with whom one has not already established a relationship, or with any 
outsider. 

VOCABULARY 
 

amo
*

 white man, master (respectful) 

ama
*

 white woman, mistress (respectful) 

mishu  white man; non-Indian man (neutral) 

misha  white woman; non-Indian woman (neutral) 

apana  to take, to carry away 

apamuna  to bring 

cai  this 

chai  that 

culto  religious meeting (evangelical) 

laguna (Colta, Imb. cucha)  lake 

larca ( /SHQ parcu)  irrigation ditch, watercourse 

runa  person, man (primarily an Indian) 

shamuna  to come 

yachana  to know, to learn 

-manta  from huasimanta  from the house 
 

                                                 
amo ama

The words amo “master” and ama “mistress” are borrowed from Spanish, and were originally used in the context of the hacienda system, in which the condition of many of the Quichuas wasn’t very different from 
slavery. However, the words are now used in Quichua without any such negative connotations, and with a much wider meaning than the original Spanish words. 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Maimantataj shamucungui? Chai chagramantami shamucuni. <huasi; larca; pugyu; jaźinda> 

2. ¿Cancá? ¿Maimantataj shamucungui? Ñucaca pueblomantami shamucuni. <culto; laguna; chagra; pugyu; escuela> 
3. ¿Maimantaj ricungui? Randinamanmi ricuni. <yachana; c'atuna; trabajana> 
4. Cambaj yayaca ¿maimantaj ricun? Yantamanmi ricun. <yacu; ujsha; q'uihua; chagra; pueblo> 
5. Chai runaca ¿maimantataj shamucun? Larcamantami shamucun. <pueblo; culto; laguna; chai chagra; chai huasi; 

chai jaźinda; escuela> 
6. ¿Allillachu cambaj yaya? 

 
      Paipish allillami. 

Ari, ñuca yayaca allillami. 
¿Cambaj yayacá? 

<mama; huahua; huauqui/turi; pani/ñaña; churi; 
ushushi> 

7. ¿Maimantataj cangui? 

 

Ñucaca Coltamantami cani. ¿Cancá? 
<Substitute five different names of nearby localities, and be sure you can rattle off smoothly espe-

cially the name of your own place of origin. This is tough on Americans but after a while even 

Estados Unidosmantami cani becomes simple.> 
 

8. Chai huarmica ¿maimantataj? Paipish Coltamantami. <runa; huahua; huambra; amo; ama> 
 

GRAMMAR 

-manta -munta

-manda

-manta -man

1. Adverbial postposition -manta “from, whence” (DV’s -munta, 

Imb. -manda) 

-manta is in direct contrast to -man, the former referring to 

the point of departure or origin, the latter to the destination point: 

 
huasiman  to the house 

huasimanta  from the house 
 

2. Demonstratives 

There are only two commonly used demonstratives in Quichua: 
 

cai

chai

cai “this”, used to describe anything fairly close to the speaker 

chai “that”, used to describe anything not quite close to the speaker 

 

When used to describe a noun, these words function as adjec-

tives and, like all Quichua adjectives, precede the noun being modi-

fied: 
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cai huasi  this house chai huasi  that house 

cai huahua  this child chai huahua  that child 

cai huarmi  this woman chai huarmi  that woman 

 

-chu -mi -taj~ -ca -pish

3. “Movability” of emphatic suffixes 

Suffixes of primary and secondary emphasis (so far: -chu, -mi, 

-taj~ and -ca, -pish), being neutral, can be attached to either verbs or 

nouns, as well as other parts of speech. Keep watching them closely, 

and be sure that you understand why they occur where they do in each 

particular case. But don’t make the mistake of thinking that they al-

ways have to occur just as given in the Models. Their use is one of the 

most flexible things in Quichua, because emphasis can vary tremen-

dously in this language, just as in English:  

 
Juanmi ñuca huasiman shamurca. John came to my house. (Rather than Joe.) 

Juanca ñuca huasiman shamurcami. John came to my house. (Rather than not coming.) 

Juanca ñuca huasimanmi shamurca. John came to my house. (Rather than going to town.) 
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-ta 

(demonstratives used as nouns; -ta of direct object; suffix order) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Imataj caica?  What is this? 

 2. Chaica yantami.   That’s firewood. 

3. ¿Caicá? And this? 

 4. Chaica q'uihuami.   That’s grass. 

5. ¿Imatataj randicungui?  What are you buying? 

 6. Yantatami randicuni.    I’m buying firewood. 

 7. Canca ¿imatataj randicungui?    And what are you buying? 

8. Micunatami randicuni.  I’m buying food. 

9. ¿Jaźindamantachu shamucungui?  Are you coming from the plantation? 

 10. Ari, chaimantami shamucuni.    Yes, that’s where I’m coming from. 

11. ¿Yantachu caica?  Is this firewood? 

 12. Ari, yantami.    Yes, it’s firewood. 

VOCABULARY 
 

ima  what, something, anything 

tanda  bread 

aicha  meat, flesh 

lulun  egg (s) 

cebada (pron. sibada)  barley 

cuta (Imb. jacu)  flour, powder 

machca (Imb. jacu)  barley, roasted and ground 

leche (pron. lichi)  milk 

café (pron. cáfi)  coffee 

papa  potato(es) 

rurana (DV rurrana)  to do, to make 

yachacuna  to learn, to study 

yachachina  to teach 

 

r

rurana rr

rurrana

r

r

(Note: In most of the Central Highlands, the second r in 

rurana, as well as the first one, is pronounced with the buzzing sound 

already mentioned. As a matter of fact, it would actually be more cor-

rect to write this word rurrana. However, since this is practically the 

only case on record where an r occurring between two vowels is thus 

pronounced in a native Quichua word, and since it is probably merely 

due to the influence of the initial r, it is being spelled traditionally—

but remember to put the buzz in if your language helper does! In other 

regions, like Imbabura, it is not pronounced this way, but is pro-

nounced like it is spelled.) 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Imatataj randicungui? Yantatami randicuni. <ujsha; lulun; tanda; aicha> 

2. ¿Imataj caica? Chaica yantami. <q'uihua; yacu; leche; café; cebada> 

3. Cambaj mamaca ¿imatataj randicun? Paica micunatami randicun. <machca; papa; tanda; aicha; lulun; 
cebada> 

4. ¿Maimantataj chai q'uihuata 
apamucungui? 

Chagramantami apamucuni. <larca; laguna; jaźinda; huasi; chai chagra; 
chai jaźinda; chai larca> 

5. Cambaj yayaca ¿maimantaj chai 
q'uihuata apacun? 

Jaźindamanmi apacun. <mama; cusa/huarmi; churi; ushushi; 
huambra; huauqui/turi; pani/ñaña> 

6. ¿Imatataj micucungui? Aichatami micucuni. <tanda; lulun; machca; papa> 

7. ¿Chai huambraca imatataj micucun? Paica tandatami micucun. <lulun; aicha; machca; papa> 

8. ¿Jaźindamantachu shamucungui? Ari, chaimantami shamucuni. <escuela; larca; laguna; culto; pueblo> 

9. ¿Micunatachu randicungui? Ari. <yanta; cebada; ujsha; machca; papa; 
tanda> 

10. ¿Tandachu caica? Ari, tandami. <machca; aicha; cebada; q'uihua; papa> 

11. ¿Escuelamanchu ricungui? Ari, escuelamanmi ricuni. <culto; laguna; pugyu; yacu; randina; 
yachachina> 

12. ¿Imatataj ruracungui? Micucunimi. <yachachina; yachana; trabajana; randina; 
c'atuna> 

(In Exercise 12 above, only substitute the underline part for the 

underlined part. This is the verb stem. - RPA) 

GRAMMAR 

cai

chai

cai huasi, chai huarmi

-ca -chu -mi -ca

1. Demonstratives used as nouns 

In the last lesson we saw the demonstratives cai “this” and 

chai “that” used as adjectives in phrases such as cai huasi, chai 

huarmi. They can also be used in the place of independent nouns (just 

as the English demonstrative pronouns “this, that”). However, to func-

tion in this way they require an emphatic suffix like -ca, -chu, or -mi. 

Notice that in Models 1 to 4 the suffix -ca of secondary emphasis is 

used with each: 

 

 caica  this (thing) 

 chaica  that (thing) 
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-ta 2. Adverbial postposition -ta; its use to mark the direct object 

 ¿Imataj caica?  What is this? 

 ¿Imatataj randicungui?  What are you buying? 

 Micunatami randicuni.  I’m buying food. 

-ta

-man -manta

-ta

The -ta in the last two Models given here is an adverbial post-

position (like -man and -manta), which may be added to any noun to 

change it into an adverb. In Quichua, the direct object of a verb may be 

thought of simply as a certain type of adverb, for it modifies the verb 

by telling what the action was done to, or on. The use of the -ta to 

mark the direct object is something that requires a bit of practice for 

English speakers, since in our language we rely mainly on word order 

to tell us who or what did what to whom or what, thus: 

 
Mary saw bread. (bread is the object) 

 Mary saw Peggy. (Peggy is the object) 

 Peggy saw Mary. (Mary is the object) 

 

-ta In Quichua, however, a -ta on a noun is what alerts us to the fact that 

this is the direct object. Contrary to English usage, Quichua objects 

usually (though not invariably) precede the verb. 

3. Order of suffixes 

Since several different suffixes may occur at one and the same 

time in a word, it is important to know in what relative order they are 

attached to the root. (Fortunately they don’t just occur helter-skelter, 

but in orderly fashion.) While one of the purposes of the Models and 

Exercises is to make this sort of knowledge automatic, it’s a very good 

idea to also have the information in your conscious mind. In the Ap-

pendix is a chart giving the relative order of all suffixes, for quick ref-

erence. However, in each lesson, as new suffixes are met with, they 

will also be “located” for you with reference to those already studied. 

Here is a summary of suffixes so far taken up, with relative order 
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given: 

 
 Verb Suffixes    Adverbial Postpositions 

-cu -ni  -man 

 (progressive) precedes -ngui  -manta (All belong to the same order, and never occur at the same time in one word.) 

  -n  -ta  

 

-chu, -mi, 

-taj~, -ca, -pish

Neutral Suffixes 

Until near the end of these lessons, none of the neutral suffixes 

so far studied (-chu, -mi, -taj~, -ca, -pish) will ever occur together 

in the same word, so for all present practical purposes they may be 

considered as belonging to the same order. All of them follow any 

verb, noun, or adverbial suffix, thus: 

 
 ¿Ricunguichu? 
 Ricunimi. 
 ¿Maimantaj ricungui? etc. 
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imanalla -paj

Voiced sounds and their influence on other sounds; (imanalla; possessive -paj)

MODELS 

1. ¿Imanallataj cangui?  How are you? 

 2. Allillami cani.    I’m fine. 

 Canca, ¿imanallataj cangui?    And how are you? 

3a. Ñucapish allillami cani.  I’m fine too. 

 3b. Cambaj mamaca ¿imanallataj?    How is your mother? 

4. Paipish allillami. 5. ¿Pitaj caica?  She’s fine too. Who is this? 

 6. Chaica ñuca huahuami.    That is my child. 

7. ¿Pitaj chai huambraca?  Who is that youngster? 

 8. Ñuca huauquimi/turimi.    He is my brother. 

9. ¿Pitaj shamucun?  Who is coming? 

 10. Cambaj yayami shamucun.    Your father is coming. 

11. ¿Pipajtaj cai tandaca?  Whose is this bread? 

 12. Ñuca mamapajmi.
*
    It’s my mother’s. 

13. ¿Pipajtaj chai yantaca?  Whose is that firewood? 

 14. Cambajmi.*
    It’s yours. 

15. Chai chagraca, ¿pipajtaj?  Whose is that field? 

 16. Ñucapajmi.*
    It’s mine. 

VOCABULARY 
 

atillpa*  chicken 

burro  donkey 

huacana  to cry 

misi, mishi  cat 

mula  mule 

allcu (Imb. alcu)  dog 

cuchi  pig 

   (Colta, Ángeles, Salasaca c'uchi) 
cunu (Imb. conejo)  rabbit 

oveja  sheep 

cayana  to call, to summon 

cuyi  guinea pig 

huagra  cow, ox, bull 

imanalla how (someone) is 

pi  who; someone 

    (Imb., Pichincha, Salasaca, Cotopaxi llama) -paj  of <possessive> 
 

cambaj + -mi  cambajmi (pron. cambagmi)* “it is yours”

mamapaj + -mi  mamapajmi (pron. mamapagmi)* “it is mother’s”

ñucapaj + -mi  ñucapajmi (pron. ñucapagmi)* “it is mine”
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EXERCISES 
 

1. Cambaj mamaca ¿imanallataj? Allillami. <yaya; huahua; churi; ushushi; huauqui/turi; pani/ñaña> 

2. ¿Pitaj caica? Caica ñuca mamami. <huahua; churi; ushushi; yaya> 
3. ¿Pitaj chai huambraca? Cambaj huahuami. <churi; ushushi; huauqui/turi; pani/ñaña> 
4. ¿Pitaj shamucun? Pedropaj yayami shamucun. <churi; ushushi; huauqui; pani> 
5. ¿Pipajtaj cai tandaca? Ñuca huauquipajmi/turipajmi.* <allcu; misi; cuyi; cunu; mula; huagra> 
6. ¿Pipajtaj chai yantaca? Cambajmi.* <cuchi; oveja; atillpa; burro; mula> 
7. Chai chagraca ¿pipajtaj? Ñucapajmi.* <machca; cebada; ujsha; q'uihua> 
8. Cai atillpaca ¿pipajtaj? Pedropajmi.* <huagra; burro; mula; allcu; misi; cuyi> 

9. ¿Pitaj shamucun? Cambaj huauquimi/turimi shamucun. <trabajana; yachana; yachachina; huacana; cayana> 
10. ¿Maimantaj ricun chai allcu? Chagramanmi ricun. <oveja; cuchi; mula; burro; huagra> 
 

PRONUNCIATION 

j

g

j

g

b, d, g, 

hu, l, ll, m, n, ñ, r, y, ź

s

ź

źuyuyana guźu ź

ja-

źinda duźi reźana cuźicha-

Voiced sounds and their influence on others 

If one tries saying a prolonged “ssssssss” aloud while holding a 

hand on the throat, nothing can be felt, since the vocal chords (located 

in the throat) do not vibrate for making the s sound. However, change 

the sound to a “zzzzzzzz” and immediately a steady vibration can be 

felt by the hand on the throat. To pronounce the z sound (which we are 

spelling ź in Quichua) the vocal chords must be vibrating. This is the 

only difference between the s and the ź. The s is an example of a 

voiceless sound, the ź of a voiced sound. Voiced sounds in Quichua 

consist of all the vowels plus the consonants b, d, g, hu, l, ll, m, n, 

ñ, r, y, ź. You can prove this for yourself by the hand-on-the-throat 

test. 

In Spanish the letters and  are both pronounced like s in 

English, but in native Quichua words there is another sound, pro-

nounced the same as z in English, which we are writing in this gram-

mar with the letter ź, as in the words źuyuyana “to get dark (at night-

fall)” or guźu “marsh”. This letter occurs frequently in native Quichua 

words, and also frequently in words borrowed from Spanish, as in 

jaźinda (Lesson 4), duźi (Lesson 13), reźana (Lesson 19), 

cuźichana (Lesson 22), caźi (Lesson 23), etc. The reason for these 

pronunciations is that four centuries ago Spanish also had a z sound in 

                                                 
g j

j -paj j 
Ellen Ross writes all of these words with a g instead of a j. She is correct as to the pronunciation, but in nearly all the literature written in Highland Quichua, including the published Scriptures, such words are spelled 

with a j, to preserve the form of the suffix -paj and other suffixes and stems. All such j’s will be marked with a double underline in this edition. -RPA 
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na caźi

ź

aźul bautiźana cañamaźu almuźana 

s azadón

plaza zapato luz

these words, and Quichua retains this archaic pronunciation. However, 

in words borrowed from Spanish that are spelled with a  in Spanish, 

the situation is a bit more confusing: the Spanish spelling is usually 

retained in these words when they are written in Quichua, and some-

times these words will be pronounced with a ź sound in Quichua, as in 

aźul “blue”, bautiźana “baptize”, cañamaźu “burlap” (Spanish 

), almuźana “eat lunch” (Spanish ), but sometimes 

with an s sound, as in azadón (Lesson 10), plaza, zapato “shoe”, 

luz “light”, and in these cases these words will be spelled as in Span-

ish. - RPA
**

 

 

can -paj

cambaj n

m m p

b p

can

-pish campish

canpish p -paj

p -pish

-paj

j

g

These voiced sounds noticeably affect the pronunciation of 

certain voiceless sounds which occur immediately before or after them. 

A simple way to fix this in one’s mind is to think of voicing as being 

contagious, the contagion reaching only as far as any sound that comes 

close enough to “touch” the voiced one. We have already seen one ex-

ample of this in the case of can “you”, plus the suffix -paj becoming 

cambaj. The n (for a reason we won’t go into here) became m, but 

this was not the only change. The voiced m affected voiceless p, 

changing it into its voiced counterpart b. However, not all p’s are thus 

influenced by a voiced sound next to them. If can “you” occurs with 

-pish “too”, the result is merely campish (normally still spelled 

canpish). The p of -paj is susceptible to the “contagion” while the p 

of -pish is immune. Both the consonants of the suffix -paj are thus 

susceptible, so whenever this suffix is immediately followed by any 

voiced sound, the j likewise changes to g, which is its voiced counter-

part. (However, note that it is what might be called a “soft g”, not hard 

and clear as in “go”.) Thus: 

                                                 
ź z

z z
ź 

ds
d dz

In most of the printed literature in Highland Ecuadorian Quichua, the sound written ź here is simply written z. This has meant that there has been a serious ambiguity in the pronunciation of the letter z in Quichua: 

sometimes it indicated the Quichua phoneme ź, and sometimes it simply represented the letter  in a Spanish borrowing, which should be pronounced like an . For this reason we have adopted an unambiguous 

spelling for the Quichua ź phoneme, and this has been welcomed by the native speakers, since it barely changes the appearance of the word, but makes the pronunciation unambiguous. In the Lowland Quichua 

languages the solution of spelling this sound as ds was used in the New Testaments, and this seems to work quite well, since many speakers seem to feel like this sound has as much similarity to d as it does to the 

Spanish . Another possibility would be dz, and at least one native speaker of Highland Quichua has proposed this spelling, but others have rejected it as looking too different from the spelling they are familiar with. - 

RPA 
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cambaj + -mi  cambajmi (pron. cambagmi)* “it is yours”

mamapaj + -mi  mamapajmi (pron. mamapagmi)* “it is mother’s”

ñucapaj + -mi  ñucapajmi (pron. ñucapagmi)* “it is mine”

 

-paj

j

g

This “contagion” reaches even over the space that separates one 

word from another, so that if a word ending in -paj is followed by a 

word that begins with a voiced sound, the j is also pronounced more 

like a g, thus:  
 

cambaj† mama (pron. cambag mama) 

cambaj† yaya (pron. cambag yaya) 

 

j j

-paj

a, i, u, b, d, g, hu, l, ll, m, n, ñ, r, y, ź

Have your language helper repeat Models 3b and 10 again and 

listen closely to this. However, since this “contagion between words” 

is not quite as uniform with all voiced letters, we are from now on 

merely writing the j as a j in such situations. Don’t let this spelling 

compromise make you less alert to the actual pronunciation though, 

when a -paj is followed by a word which begins with a voiced sound 

(a, i, u, b, d, g, hu, l, ll, m, n, ñ, r, y, ź).  

GRAMMAR 

¿Imanalla(taj) cangui? 

¿Allillachu 

cangui?

¿Allillachu cangui?

-taj~ “¿Imanalla 

cangui?” “¿Imanalla?”

1. ¿Imanalla(taj) cangui? 

This greeting is frequently used instead of ¿Allillachu 

cangui? When someone does greet you in Quichua, be sure to notice 

which of these forms is used, as the answer must vary accordingly. 

¿Allillachu cangui? requires a “Yes” or “No” answer, while the 

other requires a statement like “I’m just fine,” or “I’m feeling simply 

awful.” The -taj~ is very often dropped and simply “¿Imanalla 

cangui?” or even just “¿Imanalla?” is used.  

-paj -man, -manta, 

-ta -puj -paj -pa

2. Noun suffix -paj “of, belonging to” (precedes -man, -manta, -ta; 

DV: -puj, and in Imbabura -paj or -pa) 

 

                                                 
† j g

j
As she explains here, Ellen Ross usually writes words like these with a j, though occasionally she uses a g. For the same reason as the words discussed in previous footnote, in this edition all such words will be 

written with j’s marked with a double underline. -RPA 
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ñuca mama  my mother ñucapaj  mine 

cambaj† mama  your mother cambaj  yours 

paipaj† mama  his mother paipaj  his, hers, its (of animate object) 

Pedropaj† mama  Peter’s mother Pedropaj  Peter’s 

 

-paj When -paj is added to any noun or pronoun, it indicates that 

the latter is the possessor of something. Such a possessive form may be 

used either as an adjective (as in the first column above) or as a noun 

in its own right:  

 
Ñucapajmi.*  It’s mine. 

Yantami.  It’s firewood. 

 

Ñuca ñucanchij

-paj

-paj

Ñuca and its plural ñucanchij are the only words which can 

be used as a possessive adjective without requiring the -paj. Note, 

however, that they take the -paj when used as an independent noun.  
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-paj -ngapaj; -pajman; -pajmanta (-paj used purposively; -ngapaj; -pajman; -pajmanta)

MODELS 

1. ¿Imapajtaj trabajacungui?  What are you working for? 

 2a. Ñuca yayata ayudangapaj(mi trabajacuni).*    (I’m working) in order to help my father. 

2b. ¿Cambaj huauquicá/turicá? ¿Imapajtaj trabajacun?  And your brother? What’s he working for? 

 3. Cullquita japingapaj(mi trabajacun).*
    (He is working) to get (some) money. 

4. ¿Imapajtaj puebloman ricungui?  What are you going to town for? 

 5. Micunata randingapaj.    To buy food. 

6. ¿Pipajtaj chaita randicungui?  For whom are you buying that? 

 7. Ñuca huahuapaj.    For my child. 

8. Ñuca amopajmanmi** ricuni.  I’m going to my master’s. 

9. Pedropajmantami** shamucuni.  I’m coming from Peter’s place. 

VOCABULARY 
 

allana  to dig 

cuchuna  to cut 

japina  to get, to seize 

sara  corn 

tarpuna  to plant 

trigo  wheat 

ayudana ( aidana)  to help 

cullqui (Imb. culqui)  money, silver 

jallmana (Imb. jalmana)  to weed by hoeing 

michina  to pasture, to herd animals 

tsagmana†
 (Imb. tulana)  to prepare soil for planting by hoeing 

tutura  reed used for fodder and weaving 
 

EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Imapajtaj trabajacungui? Ñuca yayata ayudangapaj. <tarpuna; tsagmana; jallmana; allana; michina> 
2. ¿Imapajtaj puebloman ricungui? Micunata randingapaj. <cebada; machca; lulun; aicha; tanda; trigo; sara; papa> 
3. ¿Pipajtaj cai cullquica? Ñuca mamapajmi. <sara; trigo; tutura; cebada; allcu> 
4. ¿Pipajtaj chaita ruracungui? Ñuca mamapaj. <huahua; amo; ama; huauqui/turi; pani/ñaña; churi; ushushi> 

5. ¿Imapajtaj trabajacun cambaj yaya? Chai amota ayudangapajmi trabajacun. <mama; churi; ushushi; cusa/huarmi> 

6. ¿Pitaj huacacun? Ñuca huahuami huacacun. <cayana; trabajana; shamuna; pugyuman rina; tsagmana; tarpuna; 
jallmana; sarata cuchuna; papata allana; ovejata michina; ayudana> 

7. ¿Imapajtaj chagraman ricungui? Papata tarpungapaj. <sara - jallmana; trigo - cuchuna; cebada - cuchuna> 
8. ¿Maimantaj ricungui? Ñuca amopajmanmi ricuni. <ama; mama; yaya; huauqui/turi; pani/ñaña> 

                                                 
*  See Grammar explanation 4 below. 
** g j  Ellen Ross writes words like this one with a g instead of a j. See the footnote in lesson 7. -RPA 

† tsagmana gm jm
gm

Words like tsagmana are spelled with gm rather than jm by Ellen Ross and also in nearly all of the literature written in Highland Quichua, to show the actual pronunciation. The reason for this is that the 

combination gm is contained entirely within the stem, rather than involving two suffixes or a stem and a suffix. -RPA 
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GRAMMAR 

1. -paj  Purposive use of -paj 

 ¿Pipajtaj caica?  Whose is this? 

 ¿Imapajtaj trabajacungui?  What are you working for?

-paj

-paj

The -paj in the two sentences above is one and the same suffix, 

but it is used in two slightly different senses, the purposive as well as 

the possessive. (A little thought will show some sound logic behind the 

identification or relation of these two ideas!) The context almost al-

ways makes clear which one of these two meanings is uppermost. 

When the word to which -paj is attached is used as an adjective, the 

possessive idea is central; if used as an adverb, the purposive idea. In 

other words, a person or other object is described in terms of its pos-

sessor, while an activity is described in terms of its purpose: 
 

¿Pipajtaj chaica?  Whose is that? 

¿Pipajtaj chaita randicungui?  For whom are you buying that? 

2. -ngapaj  “in order to” 

randi-  +  -ngapaj††
  = randingapaj  randi-  buy +  -ngapaj††

  = randingapaj  in order to buy 

c'atu-  +  -ngapaj  = c'atungapaj  c'atu-  sell +  -ngapaj  = c'atungapaj  in order to sell 

yacha-  +  -ngapaj  = yachangapaj  yacha-  know +  -ngapaj  = yachangapaj  in order to know 

 

-ngapaj

-ngapaj

The suffix -ngapaj, unlike the other adverbials so far studied, 

is attached to verb roots, changing them into words used as adverbs in 

the sentence. 

This suffix is only used when the subject of the main verb is the 

same as the subject of the -ngapaj form, as in the following examples: 

 
Ñuca yayata ayudangapajmi trabajacuni. I am working in order that I may help my father. 

Ñuca yayata ayudangapajmi trabajacungui. You are working in order that you may help my father. 

(or your father, or anybody else) 

Ñuca yayata ayudangapajmi trabajacun. He is working in order that he may help my father. 

(or your father, or anybody else) 

                                                 
†† -nga-paj

This explanation was changed from Ellen Ross’s original. She treated this as two suffixes -nga-paj, which is no doubt its origin historically, but grammatically it is currently a single suffix. -RPA. 
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-ngapaj

-ngapaj -naman Randingapaj

randinaman

randinaman

randingapaj

If I am working in order that you may learn Quichua, the sub-

jects are not the same, and -ngapaj cannot be used. 

There is not a great deal of difference, practically speaking, 

between the -ngapaj construction and that using -naman. 

Randingapaj is about as close to randinaman as is “in order to 

buy” to the simple phrase “to buy” in English. 

RPA: The actual difference is that with randinaman it is nec-

essary to go from one place to another in order to do the buying, 

whereas with randingapaj this is not necessary: 

 

Tandata randinamanmi ricuni.  I am going to buy bread. 

   Or: I am going to (a place to) buy bread. 

Tandata randingapajmi trabajacuni.  I am working (in order) to buy bread. 
 

-pajman -pajmanta  

-paj

-paj

-pajman and -pajmanta with personal objects 

Motion towards or away from an animate object is expressed 

by means of these combinations. The -paj may be thought of as refer-

ring to a limited area around the person or animal, or to its “wherea-

bouts”. Only if the action is performed directly to or upon, or directly 

from the actual person of the object can this -paj be dispensed with. 

 

huasiman  to the house  ñuca amopajman  to my master’s 

huasimanta  from the house but ñuca amopajmanta  from my master’s 
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-mi, -chu, -taj~

 

-mi

-mi  

4. Primary emphasis suffixes (-mi, -chu, -taj~) in incomplete 
sentences 

In the models in lessons 1 through 7, only complete sentences 

were used, with very few exceptions. However, like speakers of any 

language, Quichua speakers often use incomplete sentences, especially 

in answers to questions or in informal conversation. In this lesson we 

have several examples of answers which are not complete sentences 

(Models 5 and 7), and several examples showing alternate forms of an 

answer, one complete and one incomplete (Models 2a and 3). 

One interesting rule in Quichua is that these primary emphasis 

suffixes (also called sentence focus suffixes) may only occur on a 

complete sentence (though in informal conversation they are not al-

ways required). In nearly every sentence in the Models of lessons 1 

through 7 there is a primary emphasis suffix. But if the sentence is not 

complete, in other words, does not have a main verb, the sentence may 

not have a primary emphasis suffix, and putting one on will always 

sound wrong to a native speaker. For this reason Models 5 and 7 do not 

have the suffix -mi, even though normally an answer to a question 

should. Similarly, in the complete forms of Models 2a and 3 the -mi is 

used, but in the incomplete form it is not. - RPA 
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-hua -pa  

(Sg. and Pl. imperative; immediate and future imperative; -hua “me”, “us”; -pa of respect)

MODELS 

  Immediate Imperative, singular 

1. Shamui. Come (here) 

2. Aichata randi. Buy meat. 

3. Chai huambrata ayudai. Help that youngster. 

4. Ayudahuai. Yachachihuai. Help me. Teach me. 

5. Ñuca ushushita yachachipai. Please teach my daughter. 

  Immediate Imperative, plural 

6. Shamuichij. Y’all come. 

7. Aichata randichij. Y’all buy meat. 

8. Chai huambrata ayudaichij. Y’all help that youngster. 

9. Ayudahuaichij. Yachachihuaichij. Y’all help me. Y’all teach me. 

10. Ñuca ushushita yachachipaichij. Y’all please teach my daughter. 

  Future Imperative, singular 

11. Shamui, micungui. Come (and) eat. 

12. Shamui, ñucata ayudangui. Come (and) help me. 

13. Caita rurangui. Do this. 

  Future Imperative, plural 

14. Shamuichij, micunguichij. Y’all come and eat. 

15. Shamuichij, ñucata ayudanguichij. Y’all come and help me. 

16. Caita ruranguichij. Y’all do this. 
 

VOCABULARY 
 

-pa  “please” -hua  me, us 

cuna to give 

jatarina  to rise, to get up 

ricuna  to see, to look at 

ricuchina  to show 

tiyarina  to sit down 

uyana  to hear, to listen to 

carana  to give food, feed (Imb. “give as gift”) 

huillana  to inform, notify, declare, tell, communicate 

   (Imb. villana, Pichincha huillina) 

llujshina  to emerge, to go out 

pushana  to take along, lead, guide, drive 

    (people or animals) 

yaicuna  to enter, to go in 
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ricu-

ri-cu-

hui vi

huillana villana

(Note that the verb root ricu- “to see” is exactly the same as 

the verb stem ri-cu- “to be going”, which is an occasional source of 

confusion to the Quichua learner. 

All cases of hui in CHQ become vi in Imbabura, so CHQ 

villana becomes Imbabura villana.) 

EXERCISES 
 

1. 

Practice repeating aloud the immediate imperative forms (Sg. and Pl.) of these verbs: 

<randina; c'atuna; trabajana; micuna; apana; apamuna; yachana; yachachina; huacana; rurana; cayana; japina; 
jallmana; tarpuna; allana; cuchuna> 

2. 

Practice repeating aloud the future imperative forms of the verbs in #1. 

3. Tandata apamui. <aicha; lulun; yanta; cullqui; papa; machca> 
4. Tandata apamuichij. <aicha; lulun; yanta; cullqui; papa; machca> 

5. Chai huambrata ayudai. <runa; huarmi; huahua; amo; ama> 
6. Chai huambrata ayudaichij. <runa; huarmi; huahua; amo; ama> 

7. Ayudahuai. <carana; pushana; ricuchina; huillana; cuna; tandata carana; cullquita cuna> 
8. Ayudahuaichij. <carana; pushana; ricuchina; huillana; cuna; tandata carana; cullquita cuna> 
9. Tandata carahuai. <aicha; lulun; machca; café; leche; papa> 

10. ¿Imatataj ricucungui? Chai allcutami ricucuni. <misi; cuchi; huagra; burro; huambra; 
mula; cuyi; cunu; atillpa> 

11. Cambaj yayaca ¿Imatataj chai 
huambraman ricuchicun? 

Chai allcutami ricuchicun. <misi; cuchi; huagra; burro; huambra; 
mula; cuyi; cunu; atillpa> 

12. Chai huambramanca tandata carai. <aicha; lulun; machca; café; leche; papa> 

13. Cambaj yayata ricungui. <pushana; ayudana; cayana> 
14. Cai cullquita Pedropaj yayamanca cungui. <huauqui; pani; huahua; huarmi; amo; ama> 

GRAMMAR 

-iˆ
†

-ichij -pa

-ichi -ichij

-iˆ -ichij

i randi-

i ¡Randi!

1. Immediate imperative; verb suffixes -iˆ 
†
 and -ichij (follow -pa; 

Imbabura uses -ichi for -ichij) 

The singular imperative suffix is -iˆ. The plural is -ichij. When 

these are added to a verb root which ends in i (as randi-), one of the 

i’s is dropped as in ¡Randi! “Buy!” 

This imperative form is used in brisk commands which are 

meant to be obeyed immediately. Its brusqueness may be softened by 

                                                 
ˆ -iº

When I refer to this suffix, I will write it with the symbol ˆ to distinguish it from the other -iº suffix presented in lesson 24.-RPA 
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-pa the addition of the suffix -pa seen in Models 5 and 10 and discussed 

below.  

-hua

ñucata ñucanchijta

-hua

ñucata ñucanchijta ñucata ñucanchijta

-hua

2. Verb suffix -hua “me, us” 

This suffix is sometimes used (more in Colta than elsewhere) 

instead of the separate word ñucata (or supplementing ñucanchijta) 

when the direct object of the verb is the first person. Its use is not con-

fined to the imperative. 

(In my grammar (A Reference Grammar of Ecuadorian 

Quichua) I explain in detail the difference between using -hua and 

using ñucata or ñucanchijta. In summary, ñucata and 

ñucanchijta are just ordinary direct objects, whereas the use of -hua 

indicates that “special attention” is being paid to me or to us. This suf-

fix can be found in section 5.4.4.4.4.1.1.1, in the group of suffixes 

called “Attention Suffixes”. - RPA) 

-pa -cu

-pa

Shamupai Shamui

3. Verb suffix -pa (follows -cu, precedes person-tense suffixes) 

To indicate special respect, courtesy, pleading, etc., -pa is used 

in the verb. When occurring with the imperative form, it is almost 

equivalent to “please”. Its use on other verb forms varies a good deal 

from one district to another, in some places being considered more 

“sissified” than polite, but in others being considered almost obligatory 

if one is talking to a social superior or showing courtesy. Thus, to in-

vite an approaching visitor to come along towards the house, 

Shamupai is almost invariably used. Shamui in such a situation 

would be positively rude and indicate that the visitor was unwelcome.  

. -ngui -nguichij

-nguichi

-ngui

-nguichij

4. Future imperative (-ngui, -nguichij; same order as person-tense 

suffixes;  -nguichi) 

To give an order which is not intended to be carried out imme-

diately, or on the spot, the future tense of the second person is used. 

This happens to be identical with the present tense form already 

learned (verb root plus -ngui), and the plural is -nguichij. An imme-

diate imperative may often be followed in the same sentence by a fu-

ture imperative, the former calling for an action which precedes the 

latter, as in Models 11 and 12.  
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(noun and pronoun plurals; verb plural; negative imperative) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Pipajtaj chai ovejacunaca? Whose are those sheep? 

 2. Chai ovejacunaca ñucapajmi. Those sheep are mine. 

3. Chai huambracunaca ¿imatataj ruracun? What are those youngsters doing? 

(Chai huambracunaca ¿imatataj ruracuncuna?)               ” 

 4. Trabajacun(cuna)mi. They’re working. 

5. Cancunaca/Quiquincunaca ¿maimantaj ricunguichij? Where are y’all going? 

 6. Pueblomanmi ricunchij. We’re going to town. 

 ¿Cancunacá/Quiquincunacá?  What about y’all? 

7. Ñucanchijca escuelamanmi ricunchij. We’re going to school. 

8. Ama shamuichu. Don’t come (right now). 

9. Ama shamuichijchu. Y’all don’t come (right now). 

10. Ama shamunguichu. Don’t come (in the future). 

11. Ama shamunguichijchu. Don’t y’all come (in the future). 

VOCABULARY 
 

ahuana to weave 

azadón  large hoe 

charina  to have 

jatun  large, tall, high 

pugllana  to play 

anacu  Indian skirt ( ) 

baita / bayeta  Quichua shawl 

lampa / pala  shovel 

millma ( millhua, Imb. milma)  wool, body hair, fur 

puchcana ( pushcana, Imb. puchana)  to spin 

tisana  to card (wool) 

uchilla ( uchila)  small, short 

ama -chu  -cuna  

ama + verb + -chu = <prohibition> <plural> (nouns and third person verbs) 

 

/ Personal Pronouns 

ñuca   I 

can (familiar)  you 

quiquin (formal)  you 

pai   he / she 

ñucanchij ( ñucunchij)  we 

cancuna (familiar)  y’all 

quiquincuna (formal)  y’all 

paicuna  they 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Pipajtaj chai ovejacunaca? Ñuca yayapajmi. <lampa; azadón; huagra; mula; burro; 
atillpa; cuyi; cunu; cuchi; allcu> 

2. Chai huambracunaca ¿imatataj ruracun? Trabajacuncunami. <jallmana; tarpuna; tsagmana; pugllana; 
michina; allana> 

3. ¿Imatataj ruracun chai huarmicunaca? Trabajacuncunami. <jallmana; tarpuna; tsagmana; pugllana; 
michina; allana; puchcana; tisana> 

4. Chai uchilla huambramanca tandata carai.  <leche; machca; aicha; lulun> 
5. Cancunaca ¿maimantaj ricunguichij? Pueblomanmi ricunchij. <escuela; chagra; culto; laguna; pugyu; 

larca; Quito; Guayaquil> 
6. ¿Cancunacá? Ñucanchijca escuelamanmi 

ricunchij. 
<chagra; culto; laguna; pugyu; larca; Quito; 

Guayaquil> 

7. 

Repeat exercises 1 and 2 from the last lesson, but using the negative (prohibition) 

form this time, thus: 

Ama randichu. Ama randichijchu. 
Ama randinguichu. Ama randinguichijchu. 

<randina; c'atuna; trabajana; micuna; apana; 
apamuna; yachana; yachachina; 
huacana; rurana; cayana; japina; 
jallmana; tarpuna; allana; cuchuna> 

8. ¿Huagrata charinguichu? Ari, charinimi. <azadón; lampa; bayeta; anacu; cullqui; millma> 
9. ¿Pipajtaj chai jatun ovejaca? Ñuca yayapajmi. <allcu; misi; huagra; cuchi; mula> 
10. ¿Pipajtaj chaita ahuacungui? Ñuca huahuapajmi. <churi; ushushi; mama; huauqui/turi> 
11. ¿Pipajtaj chai uchilla ovejaca? Cambaj huauquipajmi/turipajmi. <allcu; misi; huagra; cuchi; mula> 

GRAMMAR 

-cuna -paj -guna

-cuna

-man -manta,

1. Noun plural suffix -cuna (precedes -paj; DV -guna) 

All nouns form the plural by adding -cuna. Other suffixes such 

as -man, -manta, etc., may then be added to the plural noun: 

 

huasicunaman  to the houses 

huasicunamanta  from the houses 

huasicunata  the houses (direct object) 

huarmicunapaj  of the women, for the women 
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2. Plural personal pronouns 
 

ñuca   I 

can (familiar)  you 

quiquin (formal)  you 

pai   he / she 

ñucanchij ( ñucunchij)  we 

cancuna (familiar)  y’all 

quiquincuna (formal)  y’all 

paicuna  they 

 

-cuna

-nchij

Personal pronouns form their plurals exactly as do other nouns 

(by adding -cuna) except in the case of the first person, which adds 

-nchij. Like their singular counterparts, plural pronouns may be omit-

ted from a sentence, just like in Spanish, for the verb suffixes alone in-

dicate the person and number of the subject. Model 6 is an example of 

such an omission of the subject pronoun. 

3. Complete present-tense verb conjugation 

The following is the complete conjugation of a present-tense 

verb: 

 

ahuana  Present Tense of ahuana “to weave” 

 Singular   Plural   

1  ahuani  I weave  ahuanchij  we weave 

2 ahuangui  you weave ahuanguichij  y’all weave 

3 ahuan  he weaves, she weaves, etc. ahuancuna  they weave 

 

ahuanchi, 

ahuanguichi, ahua(naju)n

-nˆ -nˆ †

(In Imbabura the plural forms are ahuanchi, ahuanguichi, 

ahua(naju)n, respectively.) 

These forms should be thoroughly memorized. They work for 

all Quichua verbs. 

RPA - Note that all present tense suffixes start with -nˆ. This 

-nˆ † could be considered the marker of the present tense in main 

verbs, to which the person-number suffixes are added, as in the fol-

lowing chart: 
 

                                                 
ˆ -nº

When I refer to this suffix, I will write it with the symbol ˆ to distinguish it from the other -nº suffix presented in lesson 33.-RPA 
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 Singular   Plural   

1  ahua-nˆ-ni  I weave  ahua-nˆ-nchij  we weave 

2 ahua-nˆ-ngui  you weave ahua-nˆ-nguichij  y’all weave 

3 ahua-nˆ  he weaves, she weaves, etc. ahua-nˆ-cuna  they weave 
 

-n

n

However, as you can see, in the first and second person forms 

the person-number suffix already starts with an -n, so the two n’s are 

reduced to one. In the third person singular form, we see that there is 

no person-number suffix, only the present tense suffix. 

In lesson 11 we will see that this exact same system holds true 

in the past tense as well. - RPA 

-cu-

na -cuna

4. Optional use of third person verb plural 

In English to say “they goes” strikes one as quite incorrect, but 

in Quichua such a construction is perfectly acceptable. If a 3rd person 

plural subject having the subject -cuna is explicitly stated in the sen-

tence, the -cuna need not be repeated in the verb. Thus one often 

hears such sentences as:  

 
Chai huambracunaca ¿imatataj ruracun?  What are those children doing? 

Paicuna puebloman ricun.  They’re going to town. 

 

-cuna

-cuna

It may be easier to remember this by thinking of it as the ob-

servance of a sort of “principle of economy”, avoiding needless repeti-

tion of the -cuna plural suffix. It seems to be more observed by older 

Quichua speakers than by the younger ones. The influence of Spanish 

is probably responsible for this. Younger Quichuas will often use a 

singular verb with a plural subject, then stop and “correct” themselves, 

adding the -cuna in the verb as well. They have probably had it 

dinned into them in school that a plural subject must always take a plu-

ral verb (which is of course quite true in Spanish), and are now trying 

hard to speak their own language “correctly”. The fact that each lan-

guage is a grammatical law unto itself has so far escaped them. 

Although this repetition of the plural in the verb probably sounds 

stilted and affected to older Quichuas, the trend towards its use may in 

the end win out over the original usage. Here again you should merely 

follow your language helper’s choice.  
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ama … -chu 

-chu

ama -chu 

-chu

ama

5. Negative imperative (or prohibitive) with ama … -chu 

The -chu in Models 8 to 11 is the same neutral suffix encoun-

tered in earlier lessons. When preceded by the word ama, the verb 

form containing -chu functions as a negative, the combination of ama 

… -chu being equivalent to English “Don’t” in prohibitions. If it 

seems hard to relate these two different functions of -chu, think of its 

central meaning being something like “true”. When it occurs with 

ama, it still retains this central meaning, the combination meaning, 

freely, “Let it not be true that…” —in other words, “See to it that this 

does not become true of you!” 
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 / REVIEW #1: Lessons 1-10

You have probably noticed—and wondered about—the absence 

of any traditional “Translate from. English to Quichua” exercises. The 

reason for their non-inclusion is this: to adequately learn another lan-

guage we must make a conscious effort to think in it, dropping as soon 

as possible the crutch that our native language represents. One can 

learn to translate exercises ever so smoothly and correctly, but still re-

main tongue-tied and blank of mind in actual situations requiring the 

use of Quichua. The exercises given in each lesson are meant not only 

to give fluency of utterance, but also to stimulate thinking in Quichua. 

If each vocabulary is properly learned, these exercises should conjure 

up regular moving-pictures of real-life situations—those situations in 

which they can be used. Everything in them not only can be said, but is 

said, and said often, in day-by-day Quichua living, so fixing them 

firmly in our minds should be a quick way to learn to think Quichua. 

However, now that you have covered ten lessons of this type of 

direct exercise, check to see if you can give the Quichua equivalent of 

all the following English sentences. Make a note of any which give 

you trouble, and go back to the lesson in which they occur, to polish 

them up before tackling anything new. A little review will prevent a lot 

of confusion and discouragement. 

To check on your progress, grade your answers by asking the 

following questions: 

 

1. Was my response immediate, without noticeable delay for 

“figuring it out”? 

2. Was it fluent, without a break from beginning to end? 

3. As I said it, was I visualizing the actual situation in which it 

could be used (rather than concentrating on which word came next)? 

 

If you can answer “Yes” to all these questions, give yourself an 

A on the test. If you miss on only one count, take a B. If on two counts, 
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consider yourself barely C-worthy. If you have to honestly answer 

“No” to all of these questions, give yourself a big black D and 

PLEASE DON’T go on to the next block of lessons until you have re-

done the first. You may understand all the rules perfectly and be able 

to rattle off all the verb forms, but the real test is to learn to TALK 

Quichua. 

 

Can you say these sentences in Quichua, 

fluidly and with confidence? 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

1. How are you? I’m fine. And you? 
I’m fine too. 
How about your mother? She’s fine too. 

2. Where are you going? I’m going to town. 
What for? To buy bread. 

3. Where is that youngster going? He’s going for water. 
And you? I’m going to work. 

4. Where are you coming from? I’m coming from that field. 
   And you? 
I’m coming from my house. 
Where are you bringing that I’m bringing it from the 
 firewood from?  plantation. 

5. What is this? That is grass. 
And that? That is straw. 

6. Who is that? That’s my mother. 
Whose is that child? He’s mine. 

7. What are you buying? I’m buying barley. 
For whom? For my mother. 

8. What are you working for? To help my father. 
9. Whose are those mules? They belong to my father. 
10. What are those children doing? They’re playing. 
11. Come and help me <Sg. imp.>. Go <Pl.> and tell your father. 
12. Help <Sg.> that youngster. Please come. 
13. Don’t come. <Sg. and Pl.> 
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/ Quichua-English Translations 

This exercise was not in Ellen Ross’s review chapter, but I 

think they are an important part of any review. I have simple selected 

Model sentences from the various lessons. – RPA 

 

Can you say these phrases in English, 

fluidly and with confidence? 

1. ¿Imanallataj cangui? Allillami cani. ¿Cancá/Quiquincá? 
Ñucapish allillami cani. 
¿Cambaj mamacá? Paipish allillami. 

2. ¿Maimantaj ricungui? Pueblomanmi ricuni. 
¿Imapaj? Tandata randingapaj. 

3. ¿Chai huambraca ¿maimantaj ricun? Yacumanmi ricun. 
¿Cancá/Quiquincá? Trabajanamanmi ricuni. 

4. ¿Maimantataj shamucungui? Chai chagramantami shamucuni. 
   ¿Cancá/Quiquincá? 
Ñuca huasimantami shamucuni. 
¿Maimantataj chai yantata apamucungui? Jaźindamantami apamucuni. 

5. ¿Imataj caica? Chaica q'uihuami. 
¿Chaicá? Chaica ujshami. 

6. ¿Pitaj paica? Paica ñuca mamami. 
¿Pipajtaj cai huahuaca? Ñucapajmi. 

7. ¿Imatataj randicungui? Cebadatami randicuni. 
¿Pipaj? Ñuca mamapaj. 

8. ¿Imapajtaj trabajacungui? Ñuca yayata ayudangapaj. 
9. ¿Pipajtaj cai mulacunaca? Ñuca yayapajmi. 
10. Chai huahuacunaca ¿imatataj ruracun? Pugllacuncunami. 
11. Shamui, ñucata ayudangui. Richij, cambaj yayaman huillanguichij. 
12. Chai huambrata ayudai. Shamupai. 
13. Ama shamuichu. Ama shamuichijchu. 
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 / Summary of Suffixes Studied So Far 

 

 Verbs - Present Tense / Pronouns 

ahuani  I weave 

ahuangui  you weave 

ahuan  he/she weaves 

ahuanchij  we weave 

ahuanguichij  y’all weave 

ahuancuna  they weave 

ñuca   I 

can (familiar)  you 

quiquin (formal)  you 

pai  he / she 

ñucanchij ( ñucunchij)  we 

cancuna (familiar)  y’all 

quiquincuna (formal)  y’all 

paicuna   they 

  

 / Immediate Imperative Verbs  

ahuai  weave! 

ahuaichij  y’all weave! 

 

  

 Other Verb Suffixes  / Noun Suffixes 

-cu  (progressive action) 

-hua  me, us 

-pa politeness, with

imperative “please” 

-cuna  plural 

 

  

 / Verb Nominalizer 

 / (converts verb into noun or adjective) 

/ Nominal Postposition 

(converts noun into noun or adjective) 

-na  (infinitive) -paj  of (possessive) 

  

 / Verb Adverbializer 

 / (converts verb into adverb) 

/ Adverbial Postpositions 

 / (convert noun into adverb) 

-ngapaj  in order to (purpose) -man  to, towards 

-manta  from 

-ta  (direct object) 

-paj  for (purpose) 
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Neutral Suffixes (General Suffixes) 

 / 

primary emphasis (Sentence Focus Suffixes)  / 

secondary emphasis 

 (Phrase Separators) 

Adverbial Suffix

-chu  <yes - no question> 

-taj~  <information question> 

-mi  <affirmative statement> 

-ca

<topic or simple separation> 
-pish  too, also 

-lla ( -la)  just 
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 / Suffix Order 

 

This information was not in Ellen Ross’s review chapter either, 

but is important for understanding how to form Quichua words. – RPA 

 

Non-Final Verb Suffixes Verb suffixes -cuna 

Noun suffixes 

(-cuna can also be used on verbs) 

Suffixes for any part of speech 

 

 Attention Aspect Attention Verb 

Category 

Suffixes 

Person & 

Number 

(Verbs) 

Nominal 

Postpositions, 

etc. 

Adverbial 

Suffixes 

Adverbial Postpositions  Secondary 

Emphasis 

(Phrase 

Separators) 

Primary 

Emphasis 

(Sentence 

Focus) 

 B3
*
 B4 B5 C D F G H J2 P1 P2 

Verb suffixes 

-hua** -cu -pa -nˆ -ni 
-ngui 
-nchij 
-nguichij 

-cuna      

   -iˆ 
-ichij 
-na 
-ngapaj 

       

Noun or adjective 

suffixes

     -cuna 
-paj 

 -man 
-manta 
-ta 

   

Neutral Suffixes 
(General 

Suffixes) 

      -lla†  (-lla)† -ca 
-pish 

-chu 
-taj~ 
-mi 

 

                                                 
*  These codes are the ones used in my grammar (A Reference Grammar of Ecuadorian Quichua). - RPA 
**  In Imbabura this suffix comes in column B5, because it comes after the suffixes in column B4. 

-lla

In CHQ, and in most of the Quichua languages of Ecuador, the suffix -lla usually comes before the postpositions in column H, but can occasionally come afterwards. However, in Imbabura it is the other way around. 
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Lesson Examples of Suffix Order No. of suffixes 

1 ¿Alli-lla-chu ca-nˆ-ngui? Are you (feeling) well? 2 

2 Ñuca-pish alli-lla-mi ca-nˆ-ni. I’m fine too. 2 

3 Pai-ca chagra-man-mi ri-cu-nˆ. He is going to the field. 2 

4 randi-na to buy      1 

6 ¿Jaźinda-manta-chu shamu-cu-nˆ-ngui?  Are you coming from the plantation? 3 

8 Cullqui-ta japi-ngapaj(-mi trabaja-cu-nˆ).  (He is working) to get (some) money. 2 

8 Ñuca amo-paj-man-mi ri-cu-nˆ-ni.  I’m going to my master’s. 3 

9 Ñuca ushushi-ta yachachi-pa-iˆ. Please teach my daughter. 2 

9 Ayuda-hua-ichij. Yachachi-hua-ichij. Y’all help me. Y’all teach me. 2 

10 ¿Pi-paj-taj~ chai oveja-cuna-ca? Whose are those sheep? 2 

10 Trabaja-cu-nˆ-cuna-mi.  They’re working. 4 

10 Pueblo-man-mi ri-cu-nˆ-nchij. We’re going to town. 3 

10 Ama shamu-nˆ-nguichij-chu. Don’t y’all come (in the future). 3 

10 Ama randi-nˆ-ngui-chu.  Don’t buy (in the future). 3 

10 Ama randi-nˆ-nguichij-chu.  Don’t y’all buy (in the future). 3 
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-lla  (past tense of verb; neutral suffix -lla) 

MODELS 

1. Cainaca, ¿maimantaj rircangui?  Where did you go yesterday? 

 2. Pueblomanmi rircani.   I went to town. 

3. Cambaj yayaca ¿maimantaj rirca? And where did your father go? 

 4. Paica Quitomanmi rirca.   He went to Quito. 

5. ¿Ima punllataj rirca?  What day did he go? 

 6. Lunestami rirca.   He went on Monday. 

7. Cancunaca ¿maimantaj rircanguichij?  And where did you (all) go? 

 8. Escuelamanmi rircanchij.   We went to school. 

9. ¿Maimantaj ricungui?  Where are you going? 

 10. Huasillamanmi ricuni.   I’m just going home. 

11. Cambaj yayaca ¿ima punllataj Quitoman rirca?  What day did your father go to Quito? 

 12. Cainallami rirca.   He went only yesterday. 

13. ¿Pitaj shamucun?  Who’s coming? 

 Ñuca mamallami shamucun.   Just my mother’s coming. 

14. ¿Imatataj randicungui?  What are you buying? 

 Tandallatami randicuni.   I’m just buying bread. 

15. Shamuilla. Shamuichijlla.  Just come! Y’all just come! 

16. Shamunguilla. Shamunguichijlla.  Just come (later)! Y’all just come (later)! 

                                         

VOCABULARY 
 

caina  yesterday 

punlla ( /SHQ punzha*
)  day 

tuta  night 

caina yalli(j)  day before yesterday 

cainapaj cainandij  day before yesterday 

-lla ( -la)  just, only (neutral suffix) 

-rca verb simple past tense) 

domingo (pron. dumingu) Sunday 

lunes (pron. lunis) Monday 

martes (pron. martis) Tuesday 

miércoles (pron. mircúlis) Wednesday 

jueves (pron. júyvis) Thursday 

viernes (pron. birnis) Friday 

sábado (pron. sabádu) Saturday 

 

cainapaj cainandij

cainapaj caina

(There are several variations of cainapaj cainandij, 

cainapaj caina being one more.) 

 

                                                 
ll 

This word is pronounced the same in CHQ, Imbabura, and SHQ, but is written differently. This is because the letter ll has a different pronunciation in SHQ. See footnote ** in Lesson 1. - RPA 
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 Simple Past Tense  Simple Past Progressive Tense

ahuarcani  I wove 

ahuarcangui  you wove 

ahuarca  he/she wove 

ahuarcanchij  we wove 

ahuarcanguichij  y’all wove 

ahuarcacuna  they wove 

ahuacurcani  I was weaving 

ahuacurcangui you were weaving 

ahuacurca  he/she was weaving 

ahuacurcanchij we were weaving 

ahuacurcanguichij  y’all were weaving 

ahuacurcacuna  they were weaving 
 

EXERCISES 
 

1. Cainaca ¿maimantaj rircangui? Pueblomanmi rircani. <Quito; escuela; laguna; Otavalo; Riobamba; Cuenca> 
2. Cainaca ¿maimantaj ricurcangui? Pueblollamanmi ricurcani. <Quito; escuela; laguna; Otavalo; Riobamba; Cuenca> 
3. Cambaj yayaca ¿maimantaj rirca? Paica chagrallamanmi rirca. <yanta; ujsha; tutura; pueblo; trabajana; tsagmana; jallmana> 
4. ¿Ima punllataj Quitoman rirca? Lunestami rirca. <lunes; martes; miércoles; jueves; viernes; sábado; domingo> 

5. Cancunaca ¿maimantataj shamucunguichij? Escuelamantami shamucunchij. <pugyu; culto; chagra; laguna; huasi; jaźinda> 
6. Cainaca ¿maimantaj rircanguichij? Trabajanallamanmi rircanchij. <tarpuna; trigota cuchuna; papata jallmana; 

ovejata michina; papata allana> 

7. Cainallami rircani.  <conjugate> 

8. Caina tutami shamurcani.   <conjugate> 

9. Caina yallijmi trabajarcani.   <conjugate> 

10. ¿Pitaj shamucun? Ñuca mamallami shamucun. <yaya; huahua; huauqui/turi; pani/ñaña; huambra; churi; ushushi> 
11. ¿Imatataj randicungui? Tandallatami randicuni. <aicha; machca; lulun; cebada; café; leche; yanta; ujsha; millma> 

12. Shamuilla. Shamuichijlla.  <rina; trabajana; ayudana; cuna; yaicuna; tiyarina; jatarina> 
13. Shamunguilla. Shamunguichijlla.  <rina; trabajana; ayudana; cuna; yaicuna; tiyarina; jatarina> 
 

PRONUNCIATION 

j -chij -paj

g,

The final j of -chij (just like that of -paj) is affected by a 

voiced sound immediately following it, becoming its voiced counter-

part, a g, as in: 

shamuichijlla (pron. shamuichiglla) 

 

GRAMMAR 

-rca -pa

-rca

1. Past tense of verb; verb suffix -rca (follows -pa, precedes personal 
endings) 

The past tense is formed by adding -rca to the verb root or 

stem, and then using the same personal endings which were used for 

present tense, as in the following chart: 
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 Singular   Plural   

1  ahua-rca-ni  I wove ahua-rca-nchij  we wove 

2 ahua-rca-ngui  you wove ahua-rca-nguichij  y’all wove 

3 ahua-rca  he wove, she wove, etc. ahua-rca-cuna  they wove 
 

Just as we saw in lesson 10 for the present tense, in the third 

person singular form there is no person-number suffix, only the past 

tense suffix. - RPA 

-rca

The use of this past tense corresponds quite closely to that of 

English, but the present tense is often used instead, in situations where 

we would use the English past. In such cases, the present functions 

very much like a present perfect (“I have gone” etc.) or as a narrative 

present. (e.g. “I take a look at him, and he takes a look at me, and then 

we both start to laugh.”) However, in all cases where one wishes to 

emphasize the fact that an action took place in the past, the -rca form 

can safely be used. 

 

-cu

 

The progressive -cu may be used in this tense also, referring to 

a past action that was still being carried out. (See chart above.) 

-ta

-ta

-ta

-ta

caina

-ta

2. More about the adverbial postposition -ta 

The -ta occurring in Model 6 is the same one already studied. 

So far we have seen it used only to mark the direct object. Here it is 

used in what to English speakers seems more like a “real” adverbial 

sense. Attached to time-terms (like names of the days of the week, etc.) 

this -ta changes them into adverbs of time which tell when the action 

of the verb takes place. It is very like the English word “on” in such 

phrases as “on Monday” etc. Note, however, that the -ta does not al-

ways have to occur on all such adverbs. Some words, like caina 

“yesterday” are adverbs in their own right, and do not need to be “ad-

verbialized” by a -ta: 
 

Lunestami rirca.  He went on Monday. 

Cainami rirca.  He went yesterday. 
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-lla -la

-paj -man

3. Neutral suffix -lla “just, only” (DV -la; in non-verbs follows -paj, 
and usually precedes -man; in verbs usually follows 

plural endings and precedes emphatic suffixes) 

In most districts this is a suffix of very frequent occurrence. 

(Some language helpers wanted to use it right from the very first les-

son!) However, in some areas it is considered a bit on the sissified 

sense, especially if over-worked. Check with your language helper to 

make sure whether he’s quite happy about it. Some may even want to 

add it in more places than it is here given, which will probably indicate 

that in your district it is a mark of polite, refined speech. 

 

-lla When used with the imperative, -lla has the effect of “gentling” 

the command, adding a tone of encouragement and sympathy, or even 

coaxing. 
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-huan mashna mana -chu  (-huan; mashna; mana… -chu; numbers from 1 to 10) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Imahuantaj trabajacungui?  With what are you working? 

 2. Lampahuanmi trabajacuni.   I’m working with a shovel. 

3. ¿Pihuantaj Quitoman rircangui?  With whom did you go to Quito? 

 4. Ñuca huauqui/turihuanmi rircani.   I went with my brother. 

 5. Pedrohuan Manuelhuan rirca(cuna).   Peter and John went together. 

 6. Ñucahuan ñuca huauqui/turihuan rircanchij.   My brother and I went together. 

7. ¿Mashnataj shamurca(cuna)?  How many came? 

 8. Pichcallami shamurca.   Only five came. 

9. ¿Mashnatataj charingui?  How many (how much) do you have? 

 10. Pichcallatami charini.   I have only five. 

11. ¿Mashna huagracunatataj charingui?  How many cows do you have? 

 12. Shujllatami charini.   I have just one. 

13. ¿Mulata charinguichu?  Do you have a mule? 

 14. Mulataca mana charinichu;   I don’t have a mule; 

           burrollatami charini.          I have only a donkey. 

15. Cambaj yayaca ¿mulata charinchu?  Does your father have a mule? 

 16. Mulataca mana charinchu;   He doesn’t have a mule; 

           shuj burrollatami charin.        He just has a donkey. 

VOCABULARY 
 

shuj  one, a, an 

ishqui (Imb., QSS ishcai)  two 

quimsa (Imb.-alt., Salasaca quinsa)  three 

chuscu  four 

pichca ( pishca, pichja picha)  five 

sujta  six 

canchis  seven 

pusaj  eight 

iscun  nine 

chunga  ten 

mana na  not, no 

mashna  how many, how much, what amount 

tiyana  to be, to exist (Span. ) 

tiyacuna  to be sitting 

mana… -chu  not -huan with (adverbial postposition) 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Imahuantaj trabajacungui? Lampallahuanmi trabajacuni. 

 <3rd person Sg. and Pl.; 2nd 

person plural, each with appropriate answer> 

2. ¿Pihuantaj rircangui? Ñuca huauqui/turihuanmi rircani.  <same as 1> 

3. ¿Pitaj chai yantata apamurca? Pedrohuan Juanhuanmi apamurca. <tanda; ujsha; q'uihua; cebada; trigo; papa> 
4. ¿Pihuantaj pueblomanta shamurca? Paipaj huauqui/turihuanmi shamurca. <yaya; mama; pani; huahua; churi; ushushi> 

5. Mana mulataca charinichu; burrollatami charini.  <conjugate> 

6. Mana apamurcanichu. Mana escuelaman rircanichu.  <conjugate> 

7. ¿Huagrata charinguichu? Mana huagrataca charinichu; 
mulallatami charini. 

<mula - burro; burro - oveja; oveja - cuchi; 
cuchi - atillpa> 

8. Cambaj yaya ¿mashna 
 ovejacunatataj charin? 

Quimsallatami charin. <huagra; mula; burro; atillpa; cunu; cuyi; cuchi> 

9. ¿Mashna ovejacunatataj 
 charingui? 

Chungallatami charini. <9; 8; 7; 6; 5; 4; 3; 2; l> 

10. ¿Ima punllatataj chai yantata 
 apamuparcanguichij? 

Lunestami apamurcanchij.  <days of week> 

11. ¿Quitomanchu ricungui? Mana Quitomanchu ricuni. 
Riobamballamanmi ricuni. 

 <use five local names> 

12. Cambaj huauqui/turi 
 ¿escuelamanchu ricun? 

Mana escuelamanchu ricun. 
Jaźindallamanmi ricun. 

<laguna; pugyu; trabajana; randina; culto; chagra> 

13. ¿Manachu shamurca? Mana shamurcachu. <jatarina; tiyarina; cuna; carana; huillana; 
ricuna; uyana; c'atuna; randina; apamuna> 

14. ¿Tanda tiyanchu? Mana tiyanchu. <aicha; lulun; leche; café; cebada; papa; yacu> 
15. ¿Imatataj ruracun cambaj yaya? Tiyacunllami. <cusa/huarmi; amo; ama; churi; ñaña> 
16. ¿Aicha tiyanchu? Ari, tiyanmi. <lulun; leche; café; cebada; papa; yacu> 

GRAMMAR 

-huan -man

-huan

-huan -ta

1. Adverbial and conjunctive Postposition -huan (same order as 

-man) 

This suffix transforms nouns into adverbs which indicate either 

instrumentality or accompaniment. When used with two or more suc-

cessive nouns in the same sentence it may be simpler to think of it 

functioning as a conjunctive suffix, fulfilling the function of English 

“and” as used in such phrases as “Pete and Jack”, “my brother and I”. 

Note that such words linked together by -huan act like regular 

plural subjects, and require a plural verb. 

Objects too can be linked together by -huan and in such case 

require no -ta, thus: 
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 Tandahuan aichahuan randirca.  He bought bread and meat together. 

 

-huan

-huan

While perfectly acceptable, however, this type of construction 

(objects linked by -huan) is not so common as another, which will be 

taken up later. The subjects-linked-by-huan construction, on the other 

hand, is very common.  

mashna 2. Noun phrases; mashna “how much, how many”  

 

 ¿Mashna huagratataj charingui? 
 Shuj burrollatami charin. 

 

mashna shuj -taj~ -mi

Notice the location of the emphatic suffixes in the above sen-

tences. Although we might expect primary emphasis to be given to 

mashna and shuj, respectively, the -taj~ and the -mi occur else-

where instead. In each of these sentences the first two words function 

as one close-knit phrase, and the emphatic suffix placed on the last 

word of the phrase actually imparts its primary emphasis to the whole 

phrase. When a noun is preceded by an adjective (which includes any 

noun functioning as an adjective by being used descriptively), it and its 

modifiers become such a close-knit phrase, and such a phrase functions 

just as if it were a single noun:  

 
chai huasi  that-house 

shuj burro  a-donkey 

cambaj yaya  your-father 

huagra aicha  beef (Lit. cow-meat) 

papa chagra  potato-field 

mashna huagra  how-many-cows 

 

-man -manta

The last word of such a noun phrase is always the most im-

portant one, and it is to it that other suffixes, if used, are always at-

tached. It can be changed into an adverb-phrase, just as a single noun 

may be changed into an adverb, by the use of an adverbial postposi-

tion, like -man, -manta, etc. 
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mashna While mashna can function as an independent noun (as in 

Model 7), it can also be used as an adjective, forming the type of 

phrase described above. Its use in Model 11 is an illustration of this.  

mana … -chu

-chu

ama -chu

-chu mana

-chu

-chu -ca

3. Use of mana … -chu in negative statements. 

We have already seen that -chu alone is used in questions 

asking for a “Yes” or “No” type of answer. Preceded by ama, this 

same -chu, attached to imperative forms of the verb, was used in pro-

hibitions as “Don’t do that!” One more important use of this suffix is 

seen in Models 14 and 16. 

The emphatic negative form of any verb consists of the verb 

plus -chu, and is preceded by mana. In such negative forms, -chu 

retains its primary-emphasis status, the combination being freely 

translatable as “It isn’t true that…” In a negative statement which is 

not meant to be strongly emphasized, the -chu may be omitted on the 

verb, which may take either the -ca of secondary emphasis or no em-

phatic suffix at all. 

The formation of the negative is entirely regular, but for con-

venience here are the emphatic negative forms of both present and past 

tense:  

 

 Present Emphatic Negative  Simple Past Emphatic Negative

mana rinichu  I do not go 

mana ringuichu  you do not go 

mana rinchu  he / she does not go 

mana rinchijchu  we do not go 

mana ringuichijchu  y’all do not go 

mana rincunachu  they do not go 

mana rircanichu  I did not go 

mana rircanguichu  you did not go 

mana rircachu  he / she did not go 

mana rircanchijchu  we did not go 

mana rircanguichijchu  y’all did not go 

mana rircacunachu  they did not go 

 

-cu If progressive -cu is added, these forms would become:  

 

mana ricunichu  I am not going 

    etc. 

mana ricurcanichu  I was not going 

    etc. 

 

-chu Remember that the -chu, if it occurs, does not have to be at-

tached to the verb, occurring in that position only when the negation 
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primarily emphasizes the action of the verb alone. However, such ne-

gation may fall on the subject, or on an adverb, etc.:  

 

Mana escuelamanchu rircani.  I didn’t go to school. (I went somewhere else). 

Mana ñucachu rircani.  It wasn’t I that went—I didn’t go! (Someone else went.) 
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-pi hora horas -ta

(-pi; hora vs. horas for “time when”; use of -ta for “time how long”) 

MODELS 

1. Cambaj yayaca ¿maipitaj trabajacun?  Where is your father working? 

 2. Chagrallapimi trabajacun.   He’s just working in the field. 

3. ¿Maipitaj cambaj mama?  Where is your mother? 

 4. Huasillapimi tiyacun.   She’s just staying in the house. 

      (Or: She’s just sitting in the house.) 

5. ¿Imapitaj Quitoman rircangui?  How did you go to Quito (Lit. in what)? 

 6. Carropimi rircani.   I went by car. 

7. ¿Imapitaj puebloman rircanguichij?  How did you all go to town? 

 8. Chaquillahuanmi rircanchij.   We just went on foot. 

9. ¿Ima horataj jaźindaman rircangui?  When did you go to the plantation? 

 10. Cainami rircani.  I went yesterday. 

11. ¿Ima horastaj rircangui?  What time did you go? 

 12. Chishitami rircani.   I went in the afternoon. 

13. ¿Mashna punllapitaj shamurca?  How many days later did he come? 

 Pichca punllapimi shamurca.   He came after five days. 

14. ¿Mashna tiempotataj chaipi trabajarca?  For how long did he work there? 

 15. Shuj huatallatami chaipi trabajarca.   He worked there for just a year. 

VOCABULARY 
 

changa  leg 

chaqui  foot 

huata  year 

maqui  hand 

máquina  train 

quilla  month 

rigra  arm 

semana  week 

ashalla  just a little bit 

achca (Imb. ashtaca)  much, a lot 

carro  car, truck, bus 

chishi  afternoon 

hora  time (indefinite), hour 

horas  time (of day), o’clock 

maillana  to wash (any surface) 

tiempo (pron. tyimpu, chimpu)  time (general) 

-pi  “in, on, at” (adverbial postposition ) 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Maipitaj cambaj mama? Huasillapimi tiyan. 

<all the person-nouns you know> 

2. Cambaj yayaca ¿maipitaj trabajacun? Chagrallapimi trabajacun. <huasilla; jaźindalla; pueblolla; Quito; Guayaquil; Cuenca; 
Ibarra> 

3. ¿Maipitaj ñuca churi? Pedropaj huasipimi pugllacun. <Mariano; Juan Manuel; Francisco> 
4. ¿Mashna tiempotataj jaźindapi trabajarcangui? Shuj punllallatami chaipi trabajarcani. <semana; quilla; huata> 

5. Cambaj panica/ñañaca ¿mashna tiempotataj Quitopi trabajarca? Shuj quillallatami chaipi trabajarca. <2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9> 
6. ¿Imapitaj puebloman rircanguichij? Carropimi rircanchij. <máquina; burro; 

mula> 

7. Caita maillai. Caita maillangui.  <chai; maqui; chaqui; chai huahuapaj chaqui; cai huambrapaj maqui; caicuna; chaicuna> 

8. Cambaj mamaca ¿ima horastaj pueblomanta 
shamurca? 

Las tres horastami shamurca. <las dos; las cuatro; las cinco; las seis; las siete; 
las ocho; las nueve; las duźi> 

9. Chishitami trabajanaman rircani.   <conjugate> 

10. ¿Mashna punllapitaj Quitomanta shamurca? Quimsa punllapimi shamurca.  <four local names> 

11. ¿Pitaj shamucun? Shuj runami shamucun. <huarmi; huahua; amo; ama; jatun runa; jatun amo; uchilla huambra> 

GRAMMAR 

-pi -man

-lla

-ta -pi

1. Adverbial postposition -pi (same order as -man etc., except in 

 where it usually precedes -lla) 

This suffix is used to describe location in or on a place or ob-

ject. Note the difference between English and Quichua usage in Mod-

els 6 and 8. We go places on foot, and by car, while the Quichuas go 

with foot and in car. Model 13 illustrates another use where, by exten-

sion, this same suffix is used to refer to lapsed time. This is like our 

own “He came in three days,” although English is more likely to use 

“after” instead. Another difference can be seen in Model 12 where 

English “in the afternoon” is rendered by -ta, and not by -pi. It helps to 

make a special point of noticing such differences between the two lan-

guages, and of fixing the Quichua usage firmly in the mind, for these 

are always potential trouble-spots.  
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Hora horas

hora

Ima hora

Ima horas

2. Hora vs. horas 

Hora is used, especially in questions, of indefinite “time 

when”. Ima hora may mean “what day”, “what week”, “what month”, 

or even “what year”. Ima horas, on the other hand, refers definitely to 

the time of day (or night), and calls for a specific answer in such terms 

as “at noon, in the morning, in the afternoon, at night” or “at one 

o’clock, at three o’clock” etc. The latter phrases are always in Spanish 

as clocks are modern innovations:  

 

Las tres horastami shamurca.  He came at three o’clock. 

Las trestami shamurca.  He came at three o’clock. 

La unatami shamurca.  He came at one o’clock. 

 

Other genuine Quichua terms for giving the time of day will be 

given in later lessons. 

 

las la

Just in case you’re learning Quichua before Spanish, here are 

the Spanish numerals needed in telling the time of day. (All are pre-

ceded by the word las in telling time, except for una which is pre-

ceded by la). Note that several of them are pronounced in unexpected 

ways in Quichua! 

 

1  la una (Pron. launa) 4  las cuatro (Pron. lascuatru) 7  las siete (Pron. lasiti) 10  las diez (Pron. laźdyis) 

2  las dos (Pron. laźdus) 5  las cinco (Pron. lasincu) 8  las ocho (Pron. laźuchu) 11  las once (Pron. laźunsi) 
3  las tres (Pron. lastris) 6  las seis (Pron. lasais) 9  las nueve (Pron. laźnuybi) 12  las doce (Pron. laźduźi) 

 

-ta

-ta

3. Duration of time with -ta 

The examples just given show that -ta is used to tell specific 

“time when” or the time of day, (as well as in telling, for example, 

what day an action took place, as we have already seen). It is also used 

with time-terms to tell “time how long”, or to indicate the length of 

time during which the action of the verb took place:  
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¿Mashna tiempotataj?  For how long? 

Shuj huatallatami.  It was for just a year. 

 

The context will always make quite clear which sort of “time” 

is referred to.  
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-j ña ñaja ñalla  (-j used adjectivally and adverbially; ña, ñaja, ñalla) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Pipajtaj chai michicuj huambraca?  Whose is that youngster pasturing animals? 

2. Chai leche c'atuj huarmica  That milk-seller woman didn’t come. 

          mana shamurcachu. 
3. ¿Pitaj huillaj shamurca?  Who came to tell (it)? 

 4. Ñuca mamami huillaj shamurca.   My mother came to tell (it). 

5. ¿Maipitaj michigringui?*
 Where are you going to pasture animals? 

 6. Chai lomallapimi michigrini.   I’m going to pasture them just on that hill. 

7. Cambaj yayaman huillagri.  Go and tell your father. 

8. ¿Ñachu rigringui?  Are you going already? (Lit. going to go) 

 9. Ari, ñami rigrini.   Yes, I’m going already (now). 

 10. Ñallami rigrini.   I’m going to go very soon. 

11. Ñajamanmi rirca.  He went quite a while ago. 

VOCABULARY 
 

-j  (the one) doing (it), (the one) that does (it) 

-gri *  go (and) do, be going to do 

-j shamu-  come (and) do, come to do 

canlla  outside, yard 

jahua  above, on top of 

loma  hill, rise 

ñan  road, path, way 

pata  wall, fence 

shuyana  to wait, to wait for 

yura  tree, plant 

huasha  back, behind, after 

lado  side, place, direction 

ña  already 

ñalla  in a little while, soon 

ñajaman  a while ago, some time ago 

tigrana  to go back, to return (there) 

ucu  inside, underneath 
 

                                                 
* -gri -g ri -j

rina

Ellen Ross writes the suffix that I have written -gri separated with a space as two words: -g ri. Evidently she does this because historically this construction was derived from the combination of the suffix -j followed 

by the verb rina, and in the Quechua of Peru it is still that way. However, nowadays in Ecuadorian Quichua there is no doubt that this construction now functions like any other suffix, without any word break, and it is 
written accordingly in all the literature. Ellen Ross herself notes here that these words are accented as one word, not as two. Throughout the rest of this grammar I adjust this accordingly, but I do not mark it in any 

way, since to do so would be distracting. -RPA 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Pipajtaj chai michicuj huambra? Ñucapajmi. <pugllana; ahuana; puchcana; allana; papata 
tarpuna; cebadata cuchuna; huacana> 

2. Chai leche c'atuj huarmica mana shamurcachu. <lulun; aicha; tanda; machca; papa> 

3. ¿Pitaj huillaj shamurca? Ñuca mamami huillaj shamurca.  <personal nouns> 

4. ¿Maipitaj michigringui? Chai lomallapimi michigrini. <huasi lado; ñan lado; pugyu lado; huasi 
huasha; pata huasha> 

5. Cambaj yayaman huillagri.   <relatives> 

6. ¿Maipitaj pugllacurcangui? Huasi ucullapimi pugllacurcani. <huasi lado; huasi canlla; huasi huasha; pata 
jahua; pata huasha; yura ucu; yura jahua; 
huasi jahua; ñan lado> 

7. ¿Ñachu rigringui? Ari, ñami rigrini. <trabajana; michina; tsagmana; jallmana; 
tarpuna; puebloman rina; huasiman rina> 

8. Ñajamanmi puebloman rirca.       <escuela; jaźinda; chagra; trabajana; randina> 
9. Ñallami rigrini. <trabajana; michina; tsagmana; jallmana; tarpuna; puebloman rina; huasiman rina> 

10. ¿Maipitaj shuyacun cambaj yaya? Huasi canllallapimi shuyacun.  <relatives> 

11. ¿Pitataj shuyacungui? Ñuca yayatami shuyacuni.  <relatives> 

12. Chai runaca ¿ima horastaj huasiman tigrarca? Las duźitami tigrarca.  <place nouns>                
 

PRONUNCIATION 

 -gri

-gri -j rina

The -gri suffix 

As mentioned in footnote above, the suffix -gri was originally 

a combination of the suffix -j and the verb rina “go”. However, nowa-

days it must be treated as a suffix in its own right, mainly because of 

the way it is accented. The following word is pronounced with the ac-

cent on the underlined syllable in the first box. If it were two words, it 

would be accented as in the second box: 

 

huillagri  “go and tell” huillag ri 

 

Practice pronouncing the following examples:  

 

ayudagri  go (and) help randigri  go (and) buy 

trabajagri  go (and) work c'atugri  go (and) sell 

yachachigri  go (and) teach michigri  go (and) herd 
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GRAMMAR 

-j

j

1. Nominalizing verb suffix -j 

This suffix may be added to a verb root or stem, thereby 

changing it into a noun, which in turn may take any of the suffixes 

which can be attached to a simple noun. The j is often very similar in 

meaning to the English suffix -er in such nouns as “helper, buyer, 

seller”, etc., meaning “(the) doer (of the action)”:  

 

ayudana  to help ayudaj  helper 

randina  to buy randij  buyer 

c'atuna  to sell c'atuj  seller 

trabajana  to work trabajaj  worker 

 

-j While these -j forms act like independent nouns, and can be 

pluralized like any other noun, their most frequent appearance is as 

modifiers of other nouns:  

 
ñuca ayudaj huambra  (  my helper boy (my boy that helps) 

chai trabajaj runa   that working man (that man that works) 

leche c'atuj huarmi   milk-selling woman (woman that sells milk) 

huagra randij amo   cow-buying white man (white man that buys a cow) 

 

-j

-cu

leche 

c'atuj huarmi

Note the difference between the -j form of Model 1 and that of 

Model 2. The inclusion of -cu in the first indicates that the youngster 

in question is herding sheep right now, while in Model 2 leche c'atuj 

huarmi refers to a woman who habitually sells milk. Thus:  

 
chai trabajaj runa  that working man, that workman 

chai trabajacuj runa  that man who is working 

 

-ta

-ta leche c'atuj huarmi

2. Optional use of -ta in phrases 

The absence of the -ta in the phrase leche c'atuj huarmi may 

seem puzzling. However, the reason is quite simple. The noun leche is 
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leche

c'atu-

huarmi c'atuj

c'atuj huarmi c'a-

tuj huarmi leche

here functioning as an adjective, not as the direct object of the verb 

root c'atu-. 

The noun huarmi is modified by the preceding c'atuj, form-

ing the phrase c'atuj huarmi and in turn the phrase c'atuj huarmi is 

modified by the leche, telling just what kind of a “seller-woman” is 

referred to—not a meat seller-woman, but a milk seller-woman. 

 

A similar thing can be seen in the following, where two differ-

ent ways of saying exactly the same thing are given: 

 

 Papata allanaman ricun.  He’s going to dig potatoes. 

 Papa allanaman ricun.  He’s going to potato-dig. 

 

-ta papa

alla-

papa

In the first case the -ta is used to indicate that papa is the ob-

ject of the verb-root alla-, while in the second case papa is used ad-

jectivally to tell what sort of digging “he” is going to—not gold-

digging, but potato-digging. Find out which your language helper pre-

fers and use that form until you feel sure of it; then you might try 

changing off with the other one for variety. 

-j

-j

-gri

-gri

3. -j forms used adverbially 

These same -j forms may be used also to modify a following 

verb, as in Models 3 to 10. The following verb is always a verb of mo-

tion, and the meaning is “to do such-and-such”, or “and do such-and-

such”. 

These constructions are used the same as the -gri suffix, except 

that the -gri suffix has become one word: 

 
 Ayudaj shamungui.  Come (and) help. (Or) Come to help. 

 Huillagri.  Go (and) tell. (Or) Go to tell. 

 

-j

-naman -ngapaj

In all such adverbial uses of the -j form, reference is to action 

which follows that of the main verb. In many cases this construction is 

interchangeable with those of -naman and -ngapaj, but always there 
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is a definite, though slight, difference of undertone:  

 
 Huillanaman shamurca  He came to tell. 

  (emphasis on the destination-point of telling) 

 Huillangapaj shamurca.  He came in order to tell. 

   (emphasis on purpose of coming) 

 Huillaj shamurca  He came and told. / He came to tell. 

    (emphasis on the comer as being a teller) 

 
 Huillanaman rirca  He went to tell. 

  (emphasis on the destination-point of telling) 

 Huillangapaj rirca.  He went in order to tell. 

   (emphasis on purpose of coming) 

 Huillagrirca  He went and told. / He went to tell. 

    (emphasis on the goer as being a teller) 

 

If Quichua seems unnecessarily prolific in such subtle distinc-

tions as the above, just imagine yourself trying to explain to an Indian 

why English uses two such constructions as “He went and told” and 

“He went to tell” for the very same situation! Or the difference be-

tween “He went a-wooing” and “He went wooing”!  

Ña

ña

Ña

Ñami rirca.

ñajaman

-lla ña

4. Ña “already, now” 

Although the central meaning of ña is “already”, or “now”, it is 

also often used of the immediate future, where English would use 

“right away, right now, this minute” etc. Models 8 and 9 are an often 

heard interchange between host and visitor, the former thus expressing 

surprise (apparent if not real) at the latter bestirring himself to leave so 

soon. Ña alone may be also used of the immediate past as in Ñami 

rirca. “He’s gone already.” When the action described has taken place 

a bit longer ago than “just now”, ñajaman is used to emphasize this 

fact. Again, if the action is to take place, not in the immediate future, 

but soon after, -lla is added to the ña:  
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Ñami rirca.  He’s gone already. 

Ñami ricuni.  I’m going right away. 

Ñajamanmi rirca.  He went some time ago. 

Ñallami rigrini.  I’m going soon. 

 

5. Noun phrases expressing location 

We have already seen that a noun may function as an adjective 

by being placed before another noun, modifying the latter’s meaning. 

In this vocabulary are given a number of “place” nouns which are 

greatly used as the second word in such phrases:  

 

canlla  outside huasi canlla  outside the house 

ucu  inside huasi ucu  inside the house 

lado  side huasi lado  beside the house 

huasha  back, behind huasi huasha  behind the house 

 

Remember that such phrases function exactly as if they were 

composed of a single noun, like “house-outside, house-inside” etc.  
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-mu  (-mu; Future Tense; hortatory forms; more time-terms) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Ima horastaj tigrarca?  When did he go back? 

2. ¿Ima horastaj tigramurca?  When did he come back here? 

3. Yaicuilla.  Just go in! 

4. Yaicumuilla. Just come in here! 

5. Volai, lampata apamugri.  Hurry, go and get the shovel (and come back here)! 

6. Cambaj huauquiman/turiman huillamugri.  Go and tell your brother (and come back here)! 

7. Cayaca ¿imatataj rurangui?  What are you going to do tomorrow? 

 8. Cayaca chagrallapimi trabajasha   I’m just going to work in the field tomorrow. 

9. Cambaj huauquica/turica ¿imatataj ruranga?  And what will your brother do? 

 10. Paipish chagrallapimi trabajanga.  He’ll just work in the field too. 

11. Shamupashun. We will come (in) please! (visitor’s greeting) 

 Shamupaichij.   Y’all come (in) please! (host’s reply) 

12. ¿Puebloman ringuichu?  Are you going to town? 

 Mana rishachu.   I won’t go. 

13. ¿Cambaj yayacá?  And your father? 

 Paipish mana ringachu.   He won’t go either. 

14. Jacu, trabajashun.  Come on, let’s work! 

15. Jacuchij, trabajashunchij.  Come on y’all, let’s work. 

VOCABULARY 
 

caya  tomorrow 

caya yalli(j)  day after tomorrow 

cunan  now, to- (as in “today”) 

sarun  last, “the other (day)” 

tutamanta  morning 

chaupi half 

chaupi punlla midday, noon 

chaupi tuta  midnight 

jacu  come along! let’s go! (to 1 person) 

jacuchij  y’all come along! let’s go, y’all! 

chayana  to arrive 

chaupina  to divide (in two) 

volana  to hurry, to rush, run 

c'ama  Come on, let’s do it! Come on, let’s set to! Heave-ho! (to 1 person) 

c'amachij  Come on, y’all, let’s do it! Come on, y’all, let’s set to! Heave-ho! 

-mu

 

“here” (verb suffix indicating motion towards the speaker or activity at 

the location of the speaker) 

 

caya yalli caya yallij cayapaj caya cayapaj

cayandij

(Note: caya yalli, caya yallij, cayapaj caya, cayapaj 

cayandij are variants for “day after tomorrow”.) 
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 Future Tense / Negative Future (emphatic) 

ahuasha  I will weave 

ahuangui  you will weave 

ahuanga  he/she will weave 

ahuashun(chij)  we will weave 

ahuanguichij  y’all will weave 

ahuangacuna  they will weave 

mana ahuashachu  I will not weave 

mana ahuanguichu  you will not weave 

mana ahuangachu  he/she will not weave 

mana ahuashunchu  we will not weave 

mana ahuanguichijchu  y’all will not weave 

mana ahuangacunachu  they will not weave 
 

EXERCISES 
 

1. Cayaca chagrallapimi trabajasha.   <conjugate> 

2. Mana puebloman rishachu.   <conjugate> 

3. ¿Ima horataj tigrangui? Cayami tigrasha. <shamuna; tigramuna; chayana; chayamuna; rina> 
4. ¿Ima punllataj tigramunga? Lunestami tigramunga.  <days of the week> 

5. Cambaj yayaca ¿ima horastaj 
pueblomanta shamunga? 

Chishitami shamunga. <chaupi punlla; chaupi tuta; las tres horas; las cuatro 
horas> 

6. ¿Ima horastaj chayamunga? Tutamantami chayamunga. <tuta; caya tutamanta; caya tuta; ñalla> 
7. ¿Ima horastaj Quitoman 

chayanguichij? 
Tutamantami chayashun. <tuta; caya tutamanta; caya tuta; ñalla> 

8. ¿Ima horataj Guayaquilman 
ringuichij? 

Lunestami rishunchij.  <days of the week> 

9. Cambaj mamaca ¿ima horastaj 
Quitomanta chayamurca? 

Caina tutamantami 
chayamurca. 

<chishita; tuta; chaupi punllata; las tres horasta> 

10. Jacu trabajashun. <pugllana; tsagmana; jallmana; tarpuna; maquita maillana> 
11. C'ama trabajashun. <pugllana; tsagmana; jallmana; tarpuna; maquita maillana> 

12. ¿Lunestachu tigramungui? Ari, lunestami tigramusha.  <days of the week> 

13. ¿Tigramunguichu? Ari, tigramushallami. <tigrana; shamuna; puebloman rina; japina; huillana; 
ayudana> 

14. ¿Ima horataj jaźindapi 
trabajarcangui? 

Sarun huatami chaipi 
trabajarcani. 

<punllalla; semanalla; quillalla> 

15. Cambaj huauquica/turica cunan 
punllaca ¿maimantaj rin? 

Trabajanallamanmi rin. <pueblo; jaźinda; papata allana; cebadata cuchuna; 
trigota cuchuna; oveja michina> 
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GRAMMAR 

-mu -cu

-mu

-mu

1. Verb suffix -mu (precedes -cu) 

This suffix is used to indicate that the action of the verb is tak-

ing place while the actor is coming towards the speaker (or towards the 

position in which the speaker happens to imagine himself, as in the 

case of narratives). In English we make such a distinction by using the 

verbs “to go” and “to come”, but it is even more important in Quichua 

than in our language. The absence of a -mu in a verb which should 

have it is not only an all too common characteristic of gringo Quichua, 

but also a frequent source of confusion to our listeners. 

They quite literally don’t know whether they, or we, are “com-

ing or going”. Forgetting the -mu can result in some sad misunder-

standings, as for example in telling someone to “hurry up and go 

away” when we really meant to tell them to “hurry up and come back”. 

Here are a few common verb pairs, differentiated only by this suffix:  

 

apana  to take (there) 

yaicuna  to go in (there), to enter (there) 

tigrana  to go back (there), to return (there) 

llujshina  to go out (there) 

apamuna  to bring (here) 

yaicumuna  to come in (here), to enter (here) 

tigramuna to come back (here), to return (here) 

llujshimuna  to come out (here) 

 

-mu -gri

-mu

-mu

Model 6 is an example of this -mu used with the -gri suffix 

just studied. The -mu in this combination indicates clearly to the lis-

tener that he is expected to come back after carrying it out. If we forget 

the -mu in such commands we simply can’t expect our listeners to turn 

up again, for we have as good as told them to go and not return. 

ringui, ringuichij

ri-

shun, rishunchij *

2. Future tense of verb 

(See verb chart above.) 

The second person future forms (ringui, ringuichij) are iden-

tical with those of the present tense. 

Note the optional forms for 1st person plural (rishun, 

rishunchij).* 

                                                 
* rishun

rishunchij
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-shunchij

-shun -shunchij

(In my observation the vast majority of the examples of the suf-

fix -shunchij are imperative, but this is certainly not a strict rule, and 

both -shun and -shunchij can be used in both imperative and non-

imperative situations. - RPA) 

 

¡Jacu! ¡Jacuchij!

c'ama c'amachij

These 1st person plural forms are also used in exhortations, 

frequently (though not necessarily) preceded by the command ¡Jacu! 

“Come on!” or ¡Jacuchij! The former is used to one person, the latter 

is used to two or more. Another command, c'ama (c'amachij) is used 

to exhort to some specific and immediate task—somewhat like older 

English with its “Heave-ho!”: 

 

¡C'amachij, jallmashunchij!  Come on! Let’s hoe! 

-ta

-ta

3. More about time-terms and phrases 

In this vocabulary some new time-nouns are given. Most of 

these do not require the -ta in order to be used adverbially, but there is 

some variation in this. The following never take -ta:  

 

caya  tomorrow 

caina  yesterday 

cunan  now 

tutamanta  morning 

Cayami risha.  I’ll go tomorrow, 

Cainami rircani.  I went yesterday 

Cunanllami rirca.  He went just now, 

Tutamantami rirca.  He went in the morning. 

 

Tuta punlla -ta

-ta

Tuta “night” and punlla “day” usually do not take the -ta, but 

occasionally for no apparent reason, may occur with it. However, when 

they are used in the phrases for midnight and midday, they invariably 

do take -ta, as in:  

Chaupi tutatami shamurca.  He came at midnight. 

Chaupi punllatami shamurca.  He came at noon. 

 

Chishi -ta Chishi “afternoon” almost always takes -ta, but very occa-

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Ellen Ross also said the following, but I have removed it from the main text because it no longer seems to apply in any region of Ecuadorian Quichua: “The older Quichua usage seems to have employed rishun to 

refer to two people, and rishunchij for three or more. This distinction, however, seems to be dying out in some districts. (This dual-plural dichotomy may well be a development from the exclusive-inclusive contrast 
which still exists in Peruvian and Bolivian Quichua, and which may still obtain in some of the Ecuadorian areas not studied in this survey. Check this with your language helper.)” 
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sionally occurs without it. The usual construction is that already stud-

ied, as in: 
 

Chishitami shamurca.  He came in the afternoon. 

 

-ta

According to Betty Malán, the rule of thumb is the following: 

in many cases adding the -ta makes the time specified more specific or 

more “extreme” (RPA): 
 

Tutami shamurca.  He came at night. 

Tutamantami shamurca.  He came in the morning. 

Chishimi shamurca.  He came in the afternoon. 

Tutatami shamurca.  He came late at night / in the middle of the night. 

Tutamantatami shamurca.  He came early in the morning. 

Chishitami shamurca.  He came late in the afternoon. 

 

cunan tuta In most districts the phrase cunan tuta may mean either “last 

night” or “tonight”, depending entirely on the tense of the verb used 

along with it:  

Cunan tuta rirca.  He went last night. 

Cunan tuta ringa.  He will go tonight. 

 

sarun

There seems to be a bit of dialect variation over the use of 

sarun, which in some districts means simply “last”, as in “last year, 

last week”, etc., but in others means “before last”, referring to “year 

before last, week before last”, etc. Check this carefully for your area as 

data is incomplete on it.  
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-shpa -ca -mi -chi  (-shpa; with -ca and with -mi; -chi) 

MODELS 
 

1. Chai huambra volashpa rirca.  That youngster went rushing (off). 

2. Pueblomanta tigramushpaca 
       ¿imatataj rurangui?  

When you get back here from town, 

what are you going to do? 

 3. Pueblomanta tigramushpaca 
       chagrallapimi trabajasha.  

When I get back here from town,  

I’ll just work in the field. 

4. Chaita huillashpaca ¿maimantaj rirca?  When he said that, where did he go? 

5a. ¿Ima horastaj cullquita cuhuangui?  What time will you give me the money? 

 5b. Pueblomanta tigramushpami cusha.

 

I’ll give (it) when I get back here from 

town. 

6. Chai cuchita tigrachi.  Make that pig turn back! 

7. Ñuca cullquita tigrachihuai.  Give me back my money! 

8. Mulacunaman apachishpa rirca.  Loading the mules, he left. 

9. Llujshichihuai.  Let me out! 

 

VOCABULARY 
 

allpa (Imb. alpa)  land, ground, earth 

huañuna  die 

huañuchina  kill 

pamba  plain, area, level ground, 

    ground, floor 

rumi  stone, rock 

urcu  large hill, mountain 

uricuna descend, go downwards 

huaicu  valley, ravine, gully 

llujshina exit, leave, go out, (climb, 

     go upwards, ascend) 

mañana ask for something,  

 borrow (an article) 

mañachina  lend (an article for use and 

   return) 

cutichina return something, give back; 

   to reply, to answer 

-shpa  “-ing” adverbializer -chi  “to cause to do, permit” 

 

llujshina jahuayana huichiyana

uricuna, siquiyana, uriyana

(Note: llujshina, jahuayana, huichiyana are dialect varia-

tions for “ascend”, likewise uricuna, siquiyana, uriyana are varia-

tions for “descend”.)  
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EXERCISES 
 

1. Pueblomanta tigramushpaca trabajashallami.  <conjugate> 

2. Chai huambra volashpa rirca. <cuchi; mula; burro; allcu; misi; huagra; oveja; runa> 
3. Quitomanta tigramushpami cullquita charisha.  <conjugate> 

4. Chai cuchita tigrachi. <cuchi; mula; burro; allcu; misi; huagra; oveja; runa> 

5. Ñuca cullquita tigrachihuai. <atillpa; lampa; azadón; papa; trigo; cebada; oveja>* 
6. Llujshichihuai. Llujshichihuaichij. <yaicuna; yachana; ricuna; mañana; uricuna> 
7. Ñuca misica ñami huañurca.  <animals> 

8. Ama chai misita huañuchichu. 
 Ama chai misita huañuchichijchu. 

 <animals> 

 

9. ¿Maipitaj michigringuichij?    Pugyu ladollapimi michigrinchij. <larca; pata; urcu; huaicu; pamba; ñan lado; chai 
pamba;chai jatun urcu; chai larca pata> 

10. Papata mulaman apachishpa rirca. <trigo; sara; cebada; ujsha; yanta; q'uihua> 
11. Volai. Cambaj huauquiman/turiman lampata mañamugri. <azadón; burro; mula> 
12. Cambaj lampata mañachihuai. <azadón; burro; mula> 

13. Ñuca yayaca allpata randigricun.  <relatives> 

14. Ama chai yuraman llujshinguichu. <loma; pata; huasi jahua; rumi jahua> 
15. Chai yuramanta uricui. Chai yuramanta uricuichij. <pata; huasi jahua; rumi jahua> 

GRAMMAR 

-shpa

-shpa

1. Verb Adverbializer suffix -shpa (precedes suffixes of emphasis) 

This suffix is used with verb roots, transforming them into ad-

verbs, which modify the action of the main verb. A -shpa form is 

roughly equivalent to English “-ing” and indicates action preceding 

that of the main verb, or concurrent with it, and performed by the same 

subject. This is one of the most frequently used constructions in the 

entire language, and extremely important. 

While the central meaning of “-ing” remains the same, notice 

the difference in the English translation of the following:  

 Chai huambra volashpa rirca.  That youngster went rushing (off). 

 Pueblomanta tigramushpaca…  When [I] get back here from town… 

     (Or: If [I] get back…) 

 Pueblomanta tigramushpami…  When [I] get back here from town… 

                                                 
* tigrachihuai cutichihuai

cutichina tigrachina  In some areas this form tigrachihuai suggests that the article was stolen or dishonestly come by, cutichihuai being used if 

one is merely asking for the return of something borrowed. However, in other districts cutichina and tigrachina have exactly the same meaning in such situations. 
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-shpa

volashpa

rirca

-shpa -ca

-shpaca

-mi -shpa

-shpa -shpami

-shpaca -shpami

-shpa

Each one of these -shpa adverbial phrases modifies the main 

verb of the sentence. In the first example the volashpa has no em-

phatic suffix attached, and merely modifies the rirca as would any 

other adverb, telling how that youngster went off— “rushing”. In the 

second the -shpa phrase has the -ca of secondary emphasis attached 

to it, which gives it more emphasis, setting it slightly apart as it were 

from the main verb itself. The combination -shpaca is usually equiv-

alent to English “when” or “if” clauses. In the third example the pri-

mary emphatic suffix -mi is used with -shpa, giving it still more em-

phasis. In such sentences it is not the main verb that is most important, 

but the -shpa adverbial phrase. Such -shpami constructions are usu-

ally equivalent to English “when” or “because” clauses (but note the 

difference between the “when” of -shpaca and that of -shpami). 

If you happen to be one of those folks who simply has to have a 

single central “meaning” for a suffix, hang on to the “-ing” idea, for 

that is basic. The above differing uses result from the combination of 

-shpa with other suffixes. Even such combinations can be rendered in 

English with the “-ing” forms, as follows:  

 
Pueblomanta tigramushpaca…  Getting back here from town… (or: Upon returning here from town…) 

Pueblomanta tigramushpami…  Getting back here from town… (or: Upon returning here from town…) 

 

shamuna

-j

-shpa

In combination with shamuna and similar motion verbs this 

suffix complements the -j in that the latter refers to action subsequent 

to that of the main verb, while the -shpa refers to action preceding: 

 

Paipaj huahuata pushaj shamurca.  He came to take his child. 

Paipaj huahuata pushashpa shamurca.  He came bringing his child. 

 

-chi -mu -cu

-chi

2. Verb suffix -chi (precedes -mu, precedes -cu) 

This verb suffix is used to indicate that the subject of the sen-

tence is not actually performing the action of the verb, but is causing 

another to perform it. This central causative meaning of -chi includes 

the related ideas of letting, permitting, allowing, or even helping an-
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-chi

other to perform the action of the verb. Here are some very common 

verb pairs illustrating the effect of a -chi on the root meaning: 

 
yachana  to know, learn 

apana  to take, to carry 

ricuna  to see, to look at 

tigrana  to return (there) 

yachachina  to teach (to cause to know or learn) 

apachina  to load on animal or person (to cause to carry) 

ricuchina  to show (to cause to look at) 

tigrachina  to return (something), (to cause to return), 

               to turn back 
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nina -sha nina ima nishpa -jpi

nina “to say, to want”; -sha nina “to want to”; ima nishpa “why”; direct quotations; -jpi “when”, “because”, “-ing”) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Imatataj ningui?  What do you want? (Lit. What do you say)? 

 2. Tandatami nini.   I want bread. 

3. ¿Puebloman risha ninguichu?  Do you want to go to town? 

 4. Ari, risha ninimi.   Yes, I want to go. 

5. ¿Ima nishpataj mana escuelaman rircangui?  Why didn’t you go to school? 

 6. Chagrapi trabajagrishpami mana   I didn’t go because I was going to 

           rircani.            work in the field. 

7. Cambaj mamaca ¿maimantaj risha nicun?  Where is your mother planning to go? 

 8. Quitomanmi risha nicun.   She’s planning on going to Quito. 

9. ¿Imatataj nirca cambaj yaya?  What did your father say? 

 10. Ama huillaichu nircami.   He said not to tell. 

      (Lit. He said, “Don’t tell”) 

 11. Ñallami shamunga ninmi.   He says (someone else) is coming soon. 

           (Lit. He says “He’s coming soon”) 

12. Pai shamujpica huillashallami.  When he comes I’ll just let (you) know. 

13. Tamyajpica ¿imatataj rurangui?  What will you do if it rains? 

 14. Tamyajpica huasillapimi trabajasha.   If it rains I’ll just work in the house. 

VOCABULARY 
 

nina  fire, flame 

nina  to say, to want 

churana  to put, to place 

puñu  clay jar 

manga  cooking pot 

tamya  rain 

tamyana  to rain 

ima nishpa  why, for what reason 

japirina  to catch (by or for oneself), touch 

nina japirina  to catch fire, begin to burn 

japichina  to cause to catch 

ninata japichina  to light the fire 

ninata huañuchina  to put the fire out 

tullpa tulpa  hearth; stove 

-sha nina  to want to 

risha nina  to want to go 

-jpi  “when”, “because”, 

“-ing” of different subject 

-ca²  spoken semicolon “;” or ellipsis “…” 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Imatataj ningui? Tandatami nini. <aicha; machca; trigo; cebada; papa; lulun; manga; puñu> 
2. Cultoman risha ninguichu? Ari, risha ninimi. 

/ Mana risha ninichu. 
<escuela; jaźinda; Quito; Guayaquil; trabajana; tsagmana; 

jallmana; tarpuna; randina> 
3. ¿Ima nishpataj mana 

escuelaman rircangui? 
Chagrapi trabajagrishpami mana rircani. <culto; yacu; yanta; q'uihua; ujsha; jaźinda; 

michina; pugllana> 
4. Cambaj mamaca ¿maimantaj risha nicun? Quitomanmi risha nicun.  <five local names> 

5. Cayaca ¿Guayaquilman 
risha nicunguichu? 

Ari, risha nicunimi. Tamyajpica mana rishachu.  <five local names> 

6. Cambaj huauquica/turica 
¿ima nishpataj mana 
rirca? 

Tamyajpimi mana rirca. <chai amo shamuna; can mana ayudana; can mana cayana; 
can mana huillana; ñuca huauqui/turi mana shamuna; 
ñuca mama huañuna; huagra huañuna; oveja huañuna> 

7. Tamyajpica ¿imatataj rurangui? Tamyajpica huasillapimi trabajasha. <tiyacuna; ahuacuna; shuyacuna; 
puchcacuna; tisacuna> 

8. Pai shamujpica huillashallami. <rina; cuna; tigramuna; chayamuna; apamuna; apana; nina> 
9. Can shuyasha nishpaca shuyailla. <rina; shamuna; randina; c'atuna; ayudana; pugllana; 

micuna; apana; japina; huillana> 

10. Cainaca can cebadata randimusha 
nicurcanguica. ¿Ima nishpataj mana 
randimurcangui? 

Mana achca cullquita charircani. 
Chaimi mana randimurcani. 
Chaimi  

<trigo; machca; tanda; oveja; 
cuchi; burro; mula> 
(Chaimi here means “That’s why…”) 

11. Cambaj mama shamujpica, tullpa jahuapi mangata churangui.  <relatives> 

12. Volai; lampata mañamugri.  <manga; puñu; azadón; burro; mula> 

13. Chai huarmica ¿imatataj nin? 
Canca ¿ima ninguitaj? 

Cambaj huagrata mañachi nin. 
Ñucaca mana nini. <animals and things> 

14. Ñuca uchilla huahua ninata huañuchirca. <cambaj; ñuca huauquipaj/turipaj; cambaj 
panipaj/ñañapaj; chai huarmipaj; chai 
runapaj; Pedropaj> 

15. Ñuca uchilla huahua ninata japichina. <cambaj; ñuca huauquipaj/turipaj; cambaj 
panipaj/ñañapaj; chai huarmipaj; chai 
runapaj; Pedropaj> 
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GRAMMAR 
 

nina

“¿Imata ningui?”

“¿Imata ningui?”

nina

1. Idiomatic use of nina “to say, to want” 

This single verb is used for both “to say” and “to want” 

(although there is another less used verb for the latter also). The con-

text always tips us off on which meaning is uppermost. If you have just 

mumbled something to a deaf old lady and she, with a puzzled look, 

says “¿Imata ningui?” she probably wants to know what you said. 

However, if you are standing before a market stall trying to make up 

your mind what to buy, and the vegetable-woman says impatiently 

“¿Imata ningui?” it’ll be 10 to .01 that she is asking what you want. 

If the object of the “wanting” is an action rather than an object, 

nina is preceded by a verb in the first person future form: 

 

Risha ninimi.  I want to go. (Lit. I say “I will go.”) 

Mana risha ninichu.  I don’t want to go. (Lit. I say “I will not go.”) 

Risha ninmi.  He wants to go. (Lit. He says “I will go.”) 

Mana risha ninchu.  He doesn’t want to go. (Lit. He says “I will not go.”) 

¿Risha ninguichu?  Do you want to go? (Lit. Do you say “I will go.”?) 

¿Manachu risha ningui?  Don’t you want to go? (Lit. Do you say “I will not go.”?) 

 

When more than one person want to do the same thing (i.e., 

when the subject is plural), either of two forms may be used: 

Trabajasha ninchijmi.  We want to work. (Lit. We say, “I will work.”) 

Trabajashun ninchijmi.  We want to work. (Lit. We say, “We will work.”) 

 

nina manachu

Note that such phrases function as a single unit, and emphatic 

suffixes, if used, are always attached to the main verb—the nina 

form—except when manachu is used. 

-cu  -sha nina

-cu nina

2. Progressive -cu with -sha nina constructions 

The use of -cu in the nina form changes the meaning, subtly, 

from “wanting to do” to “planning to do”, or “intending to do”. (Nice 

material here for a sermon—continued desire becomes actual inten-

tion!): 
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¿Risha nicunguichu?  Are you planning to go? (Lit. Are you saying, “I will 

go”?) 

 

-cu nina When -cu is used with the past tense of nina in such construc-

tions, it usually (though not necessarily) refers to frustrated intention, 

as in English “I meant to go (but didn’t).” 

 

Quitoman risha nicurcani.  I was planning to go to Quito. 

 

Ima nishpa

-taj~

“¿Ima nishpataj?”

 nina

3. Ima nishpa “Why” 

This phrase, usually with the interrogative emphatic suffix, 

-taj~ attached, is very often used in asking the reason for an action. 

Literally it means “saying what” or “wanting what”, assuming that the 

action in question was performed because the actor wanted a certain 

result. That particular “want” in the mind of the actor, is considered the 

reason or purpose of the action, so “¿Ima nishpataj?” is equivalent 

to our “Why?” or “For what reason?” or “For what purpose?” The an-

swer need not use the nina construction, although it may. 

nina

nina 

nina

4. Direct quotes with nina 

Models 10 and 11 illustrate the simplest use of nina in direct 

quotations. Note that in such sentences two primary-emphasis suffixes 

may occur—the one in the direct quote, the other with the nina verb. 

This is because such quotations are really two independent sentences, 

one inside the other. 

-jpi

-jpi -shpa

-jpi

-shpa 

-jpi

-jpi

-jpi -shpa

5. Adverbial postposition -jpi “-ing” 

The only difference between the suffixes -jpi and -shpa is that 

-jpi is used when the subordinate action is being performed by a sub-

ject other than that of the main verb. (As already noted -shpa is used 

when both the subordinate and the main action are performed by the 

same subject.) When a Quichua hears a -jpi form he knows immedi-

ately that two different actors are being discussed—one of them per-

forming the action indicated in the -jpi form, the other performing the 

action of the main verb. To mix up our -jpi’s and -shpa’s is an even 

worse mistake in Quichua than not to use them at all—and this latter is 
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quite serious enough. If our listeners are repeatedly annoying us by in-

terrupting with the question “Who did you say did it?” it may well be 

that we, not they, are the ones who are confused. Notice the difference 

in the following sentences: 

Paipaj huahua huañushpaca lampata mañagrirca. 

Paipaj huahua huañujpica lampata mañagrirca. 

-jpi

In the first sentence (unfortunately a good sample of what we 

often inflict on our listeners), we are soberly stating, “When his child 

died, he (the child) went to borrow a shovel.” The second one corrects 

this by using a -jpi form in the “dying” verb, which immediately alerts 

our listeners to the fact that the dead child is not the subject of the fol-

lowing verb. 

It is impossible to overemphasize the importance of these two 

constructions in learning Quichua. Until we can use them freely and 

correctly, our attempts to speak are bound to sound like so much baby 

talk. Their use enables us to speak in smooth, freely flowing sen-

tences— the kind of sentences with which Quichuas feel at home, and 

the kind which really get information across to them. It isn’t easy, but 

it’s worth it! Just remember that: 

 

-shpa -shpa is used when the one doing the action is 

the same as the one doing the main action. 

-jpi -jpi is used when the one doing the action is 
not the same as the one doing the main action. 

 

-jpi -j -pi

-j-pi -jpi

-jpi

-shpa -jpi

For the more analytically minded, it may be helpful to notice 

that -jpi is really a combination of the -j of “actor” and the -pi of “in, 

on, upon”. (If this doesn’t appeal to you, skip it, as it isn’t necessary to 

an understanding of how -j-pi works.) Literally, a -jpi form means 

“upon so-and-so being the actor in such-and-such an activity” indicat-

ing that the actor of the main verb is another one. The -jpi is like a 

spotlight which fades off one player in order to shift to another.
*
 

In exactly the same way as -shpa forms, these -jpi forms may 

occur either as simple adverbs with no suffix attached, or with em-

                                                 
* -j -pi

To be more precise, it is the “action referent” function of -j followed by -pi. See the relevant sections in my grammar (A Reference Grammar of Ecuadorian Quichua). - RPA 
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-jpi 

phatic suffixes. However, because there is more likely to be a thought-

pause or emphasis when a change of actors takes place, -jpi is less 

likely to appear without an emphatic suffix. The following are illustra-

tions of its most frequent use: 
 

Tamyajpica mana rishachu.  If it rains I won’t go. (In case it rains I won’t go.) 

Tamyajpimi mana rircanichu.  I didn’t go because it rained. (It rained, so I didn’t go.) 

 

-jpi -ca

-jpi -mi 

-shpa -jpi 

The combination of -jpi and -ca is usually best translated by an 

English “when”, or “if” clause, while -jpi with -mi is usually the 

equivalent of a “when” or “because” clause, but of course with added 

emphasis. 

Note that the -shpa and -jpi forms have no tense of their own, 

but may refer to either past or future actions, depending on the tense of 

the main verb. 

-ca²

-ca

5. Emphatic suffix -ca² (only used on main verbs), and emphatic 

suffixes viewed as “spoken punctuation” 

In Exercise 10 we see the suffix -ca added onto the main verb 

of a sentence: 

 

Cainaca can cebadata randimusha nicurcanguica. ¿Ima nishpataj mana randimurcangui? 

Yesterday you were planning to buy barley and bring it here; why didn’t you buy it and bring it? 

 
-ca

-ca²

-ca

-mi, -chu,

-taj~

This suffix is actually distinct from the other -ca suffix we 

have seen so far. This new suffix I am calling -ca². Unlike the other 

-ca (which is a suffix of secondary emphasis), this suffix is a suffix of 

primary emphasis, in the same category with -mi, -chu, and -taj~. 

The best definition I have found for it is to call it a “spoken semicolon” 

or a “spoken ellipsis”. Like a semicolon (;) or an ellipsis (…), it indi-

cates that this sentence is in a sense an incomplete thought, and that it 

is usually closely linked to the following sentence. Because of this use, 

it can substitute for almost any of the other primary emphasis suffixes. 

Unlike the other primary emphasis suffixes, it is not movable, but can 

only occur on the main verb. In any case, only one primary emphasis 

suffix is allowed in any given sentence. 
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-mi

-ca

 

Actually, it is possible to view most of the emphatic suffixes as 

“spoken punctuation”: the suffix -mi can be viewed as a spoken period 

(even though it does not always occur at the end of the sentence), since 

it indicates a statement. Similarly, the more common -ca suffix often 

functions as a spoken comma, making a separation between two 

phrases. The following chart shows what “spoken punctuation” each 

emphatic suffix represents: 

 
Emphatic Suffixes Viewed as “Spoken Punctuation” 

 / 

primary emphasis (Sentence Focus Suffixes) 

  / 

secondary emphasis (Phrase Separators) 

 

-chu  <yes - no question> 

-taj~  <information question> 

-mi  <affirmative statement> 

-ca²  <spoken semicolon or 

  ellipsis> 

“?” 

“?” 

“.” 

“;”, ”…” 

 

-ca

<topic or simple separation> 
-pish  too, also 

“,” 

 

-ca²

 

-ca

This -ca² suffix will not be seen very frequently in this gram-

mar, but it is not an uncommon suffix, and when it is seen, it is im-

portant that you recognize its function, and learn to distinguish it from 

the other -ca suffix. - RPA 
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-ri -cu -shpa -jpi tucuna shina -mari

(reflexive -ri, -cu with -shpa and -jpi; tucuna; shina & derivatives; -mari) 

MODELS 

1. Cai ninaca mana japirisha ninchu.  This fire won’t light. 

    (Lit. This fire doesn’t want to light.) 

2. Ninata japichi.  Light the fire. 

3. Cai papata apari.  Carry these potatoes (on your back). 

4. Cai papata mulaman apachi.  Load these potatoes on the mule. 

5. Tandaca ñami tucurin.  The bread is finished already (all gone). 

6. Chaita tucuchishpaca maquita maillangui.  When you finish that, wash your hands. 

7a. ¿Ima horastaj ñuca huauquita/turita ricurcangui?  What time did you see my brother? 

 7b. Ñuca michigricushpami cambaj   I saw your brother while I was on my way 

 huauquita/turita ricurcani.  to herd. 

8. Pai trabajacujpimi ayudagrircani.  I went to help him while he was working. 

9. ¿Imataj tucurcangui?  What happened to you? 

 10. Azadonhuanmari shina tucurcani.   I did this with the hoe! 

     (Lit. I got this way with the hoe!) 

11. Ña cullquita mana charishpaca ¿imataj  Now that we don’t have money what shall we do? 

 tucushun?   (Lit. what will we become?) 

12. ¿Ima nishpataj cambaj huambra chashna Why has your youngster turned stuck-up like that? 

 jatun tucurca? 

VOCABULARY 
 

cashna  this way, like this 

chashna  that way, like that 

chingarina  to become lost 

chingachina  to lose something 

p'iñarina  to become angry 

     (Imb. fiñarina) 

p'iñachina  to bother, to annoy, 

     (Imb. fiñachina)   to offend 

aparina  to carry on the back 

illana  to be away, be absent, not exist, not be 

purina  to walk, to go about, to go around 

shina  * thus* 

shinana  to do thus, to act thus, to be thus 

tucuna  to become, to happen 

tucurina  to come to an end, to be finished 

tucuchina  to finish (something); destroy 

-mari  <exclamatory suffix> -ri  verb suffix, reflexive / passive 
 

                                                 
* shina 

There is one use of shina as an adverb, as seen here, and another use almost as if it were a suffix. Ellen Ross does not distinguish these two uses, but some constructions make 

no sense unless one does so. Its use almost as if it were a suffix is presented in Lesson 20. - RPA 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. Tandaca ñami tucurin. Chaimi randimugrini. <aicha; machca; papa; leche; café; trigo; cebada> 
2. Chaita tucuchishpaca burrota pushamugringui. <mula; oveja; huagra; cuchi; cambaj huauqui/turi; 

cambaj pani/ñaña> 
3. Chai huagraca huasimanta chingarishpa puricun.  <animals> 

4. Ñucaca ñanta chingachircani.  <conjugate> 

5. Ñuca huauquica/turica chagrapi trabajacushpa lampata chingachirca. <azadón; mula; burro; oveja; huagra; cuchi> 
6. Cai papata huasiman apari. <cebada; sara; ujsha; q'uihua; trigo> 
7. Cai papata mulaman apachishpa huasiman ringui. <cebada; sara; ujsha; q'uihua; trigo> 

8. ¿Ima nishpataj paihuan p'iñarircangui? Ñuca ovejata huañuchijpimi p'iñarircani.  <animals> 

9. ¿Ima nishpataj chai huambrata p'iñachicungui? 
¿Ima nishpataj chai huambrata p'iñachicunguichij? 

<huahua; runa; huarmi; allcu; misi; burro>

10. Ñuca yaya trabajacujpimi ayudagrircani.  <relatives> 

11. Ña cullquita mana charishpaca ¿imataj tucushun? <-ngui; -nguichij; -rca> 
12. ¿Ima nishpataj cambaj huahua chashna jatun tucun?  <relatives> 

13. Shina nijpica, ¿imatataj nirca cambaj yaya?  <relatives> 

14. Shinashpaca, ñami rigrini. <michina; trabajana; tsagmana; jallmana; papata 
allana; lampata mañana; lampata mañamuna> 

15. ¿Cambaj yaya caipichu? Mana caipichu. Illanmi.  <personal nouns> 

16. ¿Ima nishpataj cambaj huahua chashna puricun?  <relatives> 

GRAMMAR 

-ri -cu

-ri

-chi

1. Verb suffix -ri, reflexive (precedes -cu) 

When -ri is added to a verb root, it indicates that the action is being 
performed to, for, upon, or by the subject himself. This suffix 

contrasts with the causative -chi in a number of striking verb 
pairs; of which the following are a few:  

 

japirina  catch oneself, catch fire 

tucurina  come an end, be all done. 

chingarina  become lost, be lost 

aparina  carry on the back 

p'iñarina  become angry or vexed 

japichina  cause to catch, light (the fire) 

tucuchina  cause to end, finish (transitive) 

chingachina  cause to be lost, lose (transitive) 

apachina  cause to carry, load 

p'iñachina  cause to become vexed, bother 

 

chingarina chingachina

chingana

(The contrast between chingarina and chingachina is lack-

ing in Pichincha and Imbabura, as the simple form of the verb 

chingana there means “to become lost”.) 
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-cu -shpa -jpi

-cu -shpa -jpi

-shpa

-jpi

2. -cu with -shpa / -jpi forms 

Notice the effect of the addition of -cu to the -shpa / -jpi 

forms, changing the idea from “when such-and-such happened” to 

“while such-and-such happened”. The duration of the -shpa or -jpi 

action is here being emphasized, rather than its mere occurrence.  

Tucuna

tu-

cuna

cana rurana

tucuna

tucuna

3. Tucuna “to become, to turn, to happen” 

This is a very versatile and much used verb. The meaning “be-

come” is probably the closest to its basic meaning. The meaning “hap-

pen” is also quite common, but with this meaning it is used somewhat 

backward from the way it is used in English: in Quichua one “hap-

pens” (or “becomes”) something, whereas in English something al-

ways “happens to” one. In other words, tucuna is not an impersonal 

verb, but functions much as does the verb cana, “to be”, or rurana, 

“to make, to do” (except that it is not transitive). This explains why it 

may often be freely translated, as in Models 10 and 11, by the verb “to 

do”.
*
 

Primarily, tucuna is used to describe changes (sometimes 

sudden) of condition or state, of entering upon a new scene, etc. In all 

cases, the one who has entered the new state of condition is considered 

the subject of tucuna. More of this verb later. 

 

shina, cashna, chashna 4. shina, cashna, chashna 

shina  thus 

cashna (cai shina)  like this, this-a-way 

chashna (chai shina)  like that, that-a-way 

shinana  to do thus, to be thus, to act thus 

cashna

chashna

¡Cashna rurangui! 

¡Chashna rurangui! 

Cashna is used to refer to something to be shown or demon-

strated in the near future, while chashna refers to something already 

evident or demonstrated. Thus ¡Cashna rurangui! “Do it this way!” 

would precede a demonstration of the way to do it, while ¡Chashna 

rurangui! “Do it like that!” Would follow such a demonstration. 

Shinana acts like any other verb:  

                                                 
*

I have changed Ellen Ross’s explanation here. She considered the “happen” meaning to be more basic. - RPA 
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Shinana
 

¿Pitaj shinarca?  Who did such a thing? 

Shinashpaca ñami rini.  Since that’s how it is (Lit. how I am), I’m going now. 

Shinajpica ñami rini.  Since that’s how it is (another subject) I’m going now. 

 

shinashpaca

shinajpica

shinajpica

However, in CHQ shinashpaca is used much more than 

shinajpica, even in cases there is a change of subject (being the only 

exception to the rule before mentioned). It would seem that the word 

has almost become a colorless adverb like “well”, or a phrase like “in 

that case”, and has so lost its verbal flavor. However, in other areas the 

distinction is adhered to, with shinajpica being used if there is a 

change of subject.  

-mari 5. Emphatic Suffix -mari. 

This is a suffix of primary emphasis, used in exclamatory af-

firmations.  
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-na  (-na forms as subject, object, adjective) 

MODELS 

1. ¿Caipi ganana tiyanchu?  Is there (anything) to earn here? 

 2. Ari, achca gananami tiyan.   Yes, there is lots to earn. 

3a. Canca, ¿puchcanata yachanguichu?  And you, do you know how to spin? 

 3b. Ari, yachanimi.    Yes, I do know how to. 

4a. ¿Ñachu puchcanata tucuchircangui?  Have you finished spinning already? 

 4b. Ari, ñami tucuchircani.    Yes, I’ve finished already. 

5. Ñucaca ni ima ruranata mana charinichu.  I don’t have a single thing to do. 

6. Mana huillarca maiman rinata.  He didn’t say where he was going. 

7. Ñami trabajana horas.  It’s time to work now. 

8. Pai huasiman rina ñanta chingachircami.  He lost (missed) the road going to the house 

9a. ¿C'atuna cebadata charinguichu?  Do you have barley for sale? 

 9b. Ari, charinimi, achcata.  Yes I have, lots. 

9c. Shinashpaca, c'atungui.  In that case, sell (me some). 

VOCABULARY 
 

asua†
 corn liquor 

consentina  to consent, to permit 

quillcana*
to write 

escribina to write 

ganana to earn, to gain (money) 

ni not even, nor 

ni ima nothing, not any 

reźana / liyana to read 

      (Imb. leyina  

jarcana  to impede, to obstruct, prevent 

munana  to want, to wish, to like 

pudina to be able to 

trago  whiskey-like liquor 

ubyana  to drink 

valina  to be worth; to be able to; 

 to be capable of 

machana  to become drunk 

 

                                                 
as-hua  asua

Ellen Ross writes this word as-hua, which phonologically is more correct, since the pronunciation is . However, in practical terms it is much less confusing to write it as asua. - RPA 
* quillcana escribina quillcana quilcana escribina

quillcana escribina Ellen Ross doesn’t mention the verb quillcana, only escribina, but 

nowadays quillcana (Imb. quilcana) is used much more than escribina for “write”, although this varies from region to region: in the Chimborazo Bible only quillcana is used, but in the Imbabura Bible and in the 

Salasaca New Testament only escribina is used. - RPA 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. Canca ¿puchcanata yachanguichu? Ari, yachanimi. (Mana yachanichu.) <tisana; ahuana; tsagmana; reźana; 
escribina; jallmana; allana; tarpuna> 

2. ¿Ñachu puchcanata tucuchircangui? Ari, tucuchinimi. <tisana; ahuana; tsagmana; reźana; 
escribina; jallmana; allana; tarpuna> 

3. Ñami trabajana horas.  <rina; shamuna; pai shamuna; pai tigramuna; pai 
chayamuna; chagraman rina; huasiman rina; jatarina> 

4. Pai huasiman rina ñanta chingachirca.  <pueblo; jaźinda; laguna; Quito; escuela> 
5. ¿C'atuna cebadata charinguichu? Ari, charinimi, achcata. 

(Mana charinichu.) 
<trigo; sara; tanda; aicha; leche; 

machca> 
6. Ñucaca ni ima ruranata mana charinichu.  <allana; puchcana; ahuana; randina; trabajana; huillana; carana> 
7. Cambaj mama mana huillarca maiman rinata.   <relatives> 

8. ¿Ima nishpataj mana cultoman shamunata yachangui?  <-nguichij; -n; -ncuna> 
9. Reźanata yachachihuai.  <escribina; tisana; ahuana; jallmana; chashna rurana> 
10. Mana trabajanata yachanichu.   <conjugate> 

11. ¿Ima nishpataj shinarcangui? Mana puchcanata yachashpami 
shinarcani. 

<escribina; tisana; ahuana; jallmana; 
chashna rurana> 

12. Ni jatarinata mana valircanichu.  <conjugate> pudina 

<substitute pudina if preferred> 
13. Ñuca yaya ñuca escuelaman rinata mana consentircachu.  <jarcana; munana; yachana; huillana> 
14. ¿Quitopica ganana tiyanchu? Mana tiyanchu.  <place names> 

15. ¿Ima nishpataj mana cafeta ubyanata yachangui?  <yacu; leche; asua; trago> 
16. Chai runaca achcata machashpa paipaj burrota huañuchirca.   <animals> 

GRAMMAR 
 

-na

-na

-na

-na

-man

1. -na forms as subjects, direct objects, adjectives 

An important thing to note regarding the -na infinitive is that it 

always refers to action that is future with reference to that of the main 

verb. This is an essential distinction— every bit as important as a 

brand new tense. 

Since there are two other infinitive forms besides that of -na, it 

is essential that this one be thoroughly understood before we encounter 

the others. We have already noted that -na is a nominalizing suffix, 

transforming a verb root into a noun. So far we have seen such forms 

used only after the addition of a further suffix, the adverbial postposi-

tion -man, as in: 

Randinaman ricuni.  I’m going buying (to buy). 
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-na

-na -ta

-na

puchcanata

yachanguichu tu-

cuchircanguichu

huillan  “maiman rinata”

-na

-na

-nata

In this lesson -na forms are used in Models 1 and 2 as the sub-

ject of the sentence. This, however, is not as frequent a use as is the 

type shown in Models 3 through 5, where the -na form occurs with the 

-ta of direct object. The adjectival use is also very frequent. 

Go over each of these models carefully to make sure you can 

see that in each case, the action to which the -na form refers is future 

with reference to that of the main verb. In the first pair of sentences 

reference is made to future, possible earning. In 3a, puchcanata, the 

object of yachanguichu, (and in 4a., the object of 

tucuchircanguichu) may give a bit of trouble, but in each case the 

“spinning” is considered just one jump ahead, as it were, of the 

“knowing”, or the “finishing”. Until it was all finished, there was still 

some “to spin” in the future, or some “future spinning”. In Model 6 the 

“going” referred to may seem to be past, but remember that the point 

of reference is not now, but the time of performance of the main verb, 

which in this case is past. This model might be freely translated as “He 

did not tell the location of his future going.” If the verb had been 

huillan, “maiman rinata” would have been translated “where he is 

going” instead of “where he was going”. Used adjectivally, -na still 

retains its future value. “Time to work” means “time for future work-

ing”, for although it is now time, the working has not yet begun. In 8, 

the road was “going to the house” ahead of the traveller— it was the 

“road to go to the house”. In 9 the barley is “to sell”, but is not yet 

sold. 

Not all verbs take the -na form of the infinitive as direct object. 

Those most likely to do so are verbs of wanting, wishing, fearing, 

threatening, hoping, promising, knowing how or being able, planning, 

preventing, consenting. Note that these are all verbs that generally refer 

to future actions as their objects, which is why they are the most likely 

to take the -nata form.  
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yachana

yachana

2. yachana and extended uses 

The basic meaning of yachana has been given as “to know”, 

but in this lesson we have seen that it also can refer to ability to do, so 

that “to know how” is another of its meanings. By further extension, 

this same verb is also used with the meaning of “to be in the habit of 

doing such-and-such”, or “to be accustomed to do such-and-such”:  

 
 Can ¿cultoman shamunata yachanguichu?  Are you in the habit of coming to church? 

   

 Mana yachanichu.  No, I’m not in the habit of doing so. 

  

 

The reference here is not to one’s knowledge or ability, but to 

custom. (The Spanish verb  is used with this same meaning in 

Highland Ecuadorian Spanish, probably because of Quichua influence. 

- RPA) 
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-na -nalla -na -ta -shina  

(-na in impersonal constructions; -nalla “to be ready”; -na of obligation; -ta with verbs of locomotion; -shina used like a suffix) 

MODELS 

1a. ¿Caica micunachu?  Is this edible (Lit. to eat)? 

 1b. Mana micunachu.    No, it isn’t edible. 

 1c. Ari, micunami.    Yes, it’s edible. 

2a. ¿Ima shinataj cai jambita ubyana?  How should one drink this medicine? 

 2b. Yacupimi ubyana.    It’s to be taken (Lit. drunk) in water. 

3a. Cambaj papaca ¿ñachu allanalla?  Are your potatoes ready to dig already? 

 3b. Ari, ñami allanalla.    Yes, they’re ready to dig already. 

4a. ¡Jacu, pugllashun!  Come on, let’s play! 

 4b. ¡Mana! Trabajanami cani.    Nope! I have to work. 

5. ¿Ima nishpataj cambaj yaya shamunata  Why didn’t you tell (me) that your father 

    mana huillarcangui? Huillanami carcangui.          was coming. You should have told! 

6. Chai jatun punguta yaicui.  Enter by that big door. 

7. ¿Maitataj pasana?  Whereabouts does one pass? 

 Chaita pasai.    Go that way. 

8. Pata jahuatami uricurcani.  I climbed down over the wall. 

VOCABULARY 
 

chiri  cold (n. and adj.) 

cunuj  warm 

doctor (pr. dújtur)  doctor 

huaira  wind, air 

inti  sun, sunny 

inti shitana  to shine (the sun) 

pasana  to pass, to go by 

jambi  medicine 

jambina  to treat, to give medicine 

jambichina  to ask for treatment or medicine 

rupana  to burn (intransitive) 

rupachina  to burn something 

rupai  heat, sunshine 

rupaj  hot 

-shina  like, as* ima shina  how, in what way 

    (Lit. like what?) 
 

                                                 
shina -lla

-shna -sna
shina

In CHQ, SHQ and Salasaca, in many cases shina functions like a suffix, in the same class as -lla, although it is not customarily written that way in these languages or in this grammar, and Ellen Ross does not 

analyze it that way. However, some constructions do not make sense unless one analyzes them this way. In Imbabura this suffix has the form -shna, and in the Lowlands -sna, and in these languages this is always 

written as a suffix; the other use of shina as an adverb has the same form as in CHQ, and is written as a separate word. 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Ima shinataj cai jambita ubyana? Cunuj yacupimi ubyana. <chiri yacu; rupaj yacu; chiri yaculla; cunuj 
leche; rupaj leche; chiri leche; cunuj café> 

2. Mana pugllanaman rishachu. Trabajanami cani.   <conjugate> 

3. Mana pugllanachu cani. Escuelaman rinami cani.   <conjugate> 

4. Jatari. Cunan trabajanami canchij.  <jallmana; tsagmana; tarpuna; papata tarpuna; 
cebadata cuchuna; trigota cuchuna> 

5. ¿Ima nishpataj cambaj yaya shamunata mana huillarcangui? 
Huillanami carcangui. 

 <rina; Quitoman rina; Guayaquilmanta shamuna; 
chayamuna; tigramuna> 

6. ¿Maitataj pasana? Chaita pasai. <llujshina; yaicuna; yaicuchina; llujshichina; uricuna> 

7. Ñanta shamucushpa, shuj jatun allcuta ricurcani.   <animals> 

8. Chai jatun huagrata ricushpa, shujtaj ladota rircani.  <allcu; runa; huarmi; amo; ama> 
9. Cunan punllaca achca rupai tiyarca.  <huaira; tamya; chiri> 
10. Inti shitajllapimi risha.   <conjugate> 

11. Ñucaca chirihuan huañucunimi. 

<conjugate> (Merely means “I’m very cold!”) 

12. ¿Imataj chaipi rupacun? Ujshallami rupacun. <tanda; papa; yanta; leche> 
13. Chai huambraca ¿imatataj rupachicun? Ujshatami rupachicun. <tanda; papa; yanta; leche> 
14. ¿Ñachu cambaj huahuata jambichircangui? Ari, ñami doctorpajman aparcani.  <relatives> 

15. Pasachihuai.  <llujshina; ricuna; yachana; mañana> 
16. Jambihuai.  <ayudana; c'atuna; pushana; carana> 

GRAMMAR 

-na 1. Impersonal constructions with -na 

 
¿Micunachu?  Is it for eating? (Does one eat it?) 

¿Cashnachu rurana?  Is it supposed to be done like this? (Does one do it like this?) 

¿Ima shinataj ubyana?  How is one supposed to drink it? (How does one drink it?) 

¿Maitataj pasana?  Which way is one supposed to go? (Which way does one go?) 

 

-na

-na

-ta -na

When no main verb appears in the sentence, -na forms are used 

as above as the equivalent of English indefinite or impersonal “one 

does” constructions. (Spanish  etc. is a close parallel.) Note that 

the object of the -na action may appear in the sentence either as sub-

ject (Model 1) or as direct object with -ta (Model 2a), depending on 

whether the -na form is functioning as an adjective or as an impersonal 

verb. 
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-lla -na When -lla is added to the -na in this type of occurrence, the 

meaning is “ready for such-and-such an action”. 
allanalla  ready for digging, ready to dig 

cuchunalla  ready for cutting, ready to cut 

rinalla  ready for going, ready to go. 

 

-nalla

-na

-nalla

Note here again that the subject of the -nalla form may in actu-

ality be either receiving the action or performing it. The -na or -nalla 

form, not being a main verb, does not make it explicit just who is doing 

the action.  

-na -na cana 2. Personal -na constructions (-na with cana) 

 
Trabajanami cani.  I must work, I ought to work, I have to work, etc. 

Trabajanami cangui.  You must work, you ought to work, you have to work, etc. 

Trabajanami (can).  He must work, he ought to work, he has to work, etc. 

-na cana

cana

-na followed by cana indicates personal obligation to perform 

the action. The literal translation of such constructions would be “I am 

to work, etc.” indicating that “necessity is laid upon me”. 

When a past tense form of cana is used, past obligation or past 

intention is indicated, very often with the connotation of neglected 

duty or frustrated intention:  

 
Shamunami carca.  He was to have come. 

Huillanami carcangui.  You should have told (Lit. were to have told.) 

-ta

-ta

-man -ta

3. Use of -ta adverbs with verbs of locomotion 

When a -ta adverb is used with a verb such as go, climb, enter, 

leave, etc., it is the equivalent of English “by, by way of, through, 

along”, and also of the -bouts in “whereabouts, hereabouts, therea-

bouts”. There is a distinct difference between the use of -man and that 

of -ta in these situations:  

 
¿Maimantaj rircangui?  Where did you go? 

¿Maitataj rircangui?  Which way did you go? Whereabouts did you go? 

 

-man

-ta

Here, -man refers to a specific destination, while -ta refers to 

the general direction or route. 
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 / REVIEW #2: Lessons 11-20

(Maybe you should first go back to Review 1 and try yourself on all the sentences in it. They should come more easily this time.) 

Can you say sentences in Quichua, 

fluidly and with confidence? 
1. Where did you go yesterday? I went to Riobamba. 

2. What day did you go? I went on Friday. 

3. With whom did your brother go to Quito? He went with . 

4. How many sheep do you have? I have only ten. 

5. And you? I don’t have any sheep, I have only chickens. 

6. Where is your father? He’s working in the field. 

7. When did you work in Guayaquil? I worked there last year. 

8. For how long did you work there? I just worked there for two months. 

9. When did your mother come back here from town? She came at three o’clock. 

10. When did you go to the hacienda? I went in the afternoon. 

11. Where are you going to pasture 

animals? 

Just on that hill. 

12. Are you going already? Yes, I’m going already (now). 

13. What will your brother do tomorrow? He will just work in the field. 

14. When you come back here from 

Quito what are you going to do? 

I’ll just work in the house. 

15. When will you give me the bread? I’ll give it (to you) when I get back here 

from town. 

16. What do you want? I want (some) barley. 

17. Don’t you want to go to town? (No,) I don’t want to go. 

18. When do you plan on going to Quito? I’m planning on going tomorrow. If it 

rains I won’t go. 

19. When you finish that, wash your hands. 

20. Going to Riobamba, my brother lost his way (Lit. the road). 

21. Take this woman to the doctor. 

22. Do you know how to read? Yes I do. Do you? 

(No,) I don’t. Teach me how to read. 

23. Have you finished spinning already?  Yes, I’ve finished already. 

24. He didn’t say where he was going. He should have told (us). 

25. How should one drink this medicine? Drink it in hot water. 

26. While I was coming along the road, I saw a big dog. Seeing that big dog, I went 

by another way (Lit. side). 

27. Are your potatoes ready to dig already? Yes, they are ready to dig already. 

28. The woman who sells milk didn’t come yesterday. 

29. Whose is that child who is playing by the side of the house? He’s mine. 
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/ Quichua-English Translations 

This exercise was not in Ellen Ross’s review chapter, but I 

think they are an important part of any review. I have simple selected 

Model sentences from the various lessons and exercises. In some cases 

I modified them significantly. – RPA 
 

Can you say these phrases in English, 

fluidly and with confidence? 
1. Cainaca, ¿maimantaj rircangui? Riobambamanmi rircani. 

2. ¿Ima punllataj rircangui? Viernestami rircani. 

3. ¿Cambaj huauquica/turica pihuantaj Quitoman rirca? Pedro Lamarhuanmi rirca. 

4. ¿Mashna ovejacunatataj charingui? Chungallatami charini. 

5. ¿Ovejacunata charinguichu? Ovejacunataca mana charinichu; atillpacunallatami charini. 

6. ¿Maipitaj cambaj yaya? Chagrallapimi trabajacun. 

7. ¿Ima horataj Guayaquilpi trabajarcangui? Sarun huatami chaipi trabajarcani. 

8. ¿Mashna tiempotataj chaipi trabajarcangui? Ishqui quillatami chaipi trabajarcani. 

9. Cambaj mamaca ¿ima horastaj pueblomanta tigramurca? Las tres horastami tigramurca. 

10. ¿Ima horastaj jaźindaman rircangui? Chishitami rircani. 

11. ¿Maipitaj michigringui? Chai lomallapi. 

12. ¿Ñachu rigringui? Ari, ñami rigrini. 

13. ¿Cambaj huauquica/turica caya ¿imatataj ruranga? Chagrallapimi trabajanga. 

14. Quitomanta tigramushpaca ¿imatataj rurangui? Huasillapimi trabajasha. 

15. ¿Ima horataj tandata cuhuangui? Pueblomanta tigramushpami cusha. 

16. ¿Imatataj ningui? Cebadatami nini. 

17. ¿Manachu Puebloman risha ningui? Mana risha ninichu. 

18. ¿Ima horataj Quitoman risha nicungui? Cayami risha nicuni. Tamyajpica mana rishachu. 

19. Chaita tucuchishpaca maquita maillangui. 

20. Ñuca huauquica/turica Riobambaman rishpa ñanta chingachircami. 

21. Cai huarmita doctorpajman apangui. 

22. ¿Reźanata yachanguichu? Ari, yachanimi. ¿Cancá/Quiquincá? 
Mana yachanichu. Reźanata yachachihuai. 

23. ¿Ñachu puchcanata tucuchircangui? Ari, ñami tucuchircani. 

24. Mana huillarca maiman rinata. Huillanami carca. 

25. ¿Ima shinataj cai jambita ubyana? Cunuj yacupi ubyangui. 

26. Ñanta shamucushpa, shuj jatun allcuta ricurcani. Chai jatun allcuta ricushpa, shujtaj ladota rircani. 

27. Cambaj papaca ¿ñachu allanalla? Ari, ñami allanalla. 

28. Leche c'atuj huarmica cainaca mana shamurcachu. 

29. ¿Pipajtaj chai huasi ladopi pugllacuj huahuaca?  Ñucapajmi. 
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/ Summary of Suffixes and Constructions Studied So Far 

 

The underlined ones in this section and the next are new or are 

further explained in Lessons 11 to 20. I have also expanded this section 

significantly from what Ellen Ross had, and added the next one. – RPA 

 

 Verbs - Simple Past Tense  Verbs - Future Tense 

ahuarcani  I wove 

ahuarcangui  you wove 

ahuarca  he/she wove 

ahuarcanchij  we wove 

ahuarcanguichij  y’all wove 

ahuarcacuna  they wove 

ahuasha  I will weave 

ahuangui  you will weave 

ahuanga  he/she will weave 

ahuashun(chij)  we will weave 

ahuanguichij  y’all will weave 

ahuangacuna  they will weave 

  

/ Immediate Imperative Verbs / Future Imperative Verbs

ahuai  weave! 

 
ahuaichij  y’all weave! 

ahuangui  weave! 

ahuashun(chij)  we will weave 

ahuanguichij  y’all weave! 

  

 Other Verb Suffixes  / Noun Suffixes 

-cu  (progressive action) 

-hua  me, us 

-pa politeness, with

imperative “please” 

-mu  “here” 

-chi  Causative 

-ri  Reflexive/Passive 

-cuna  plural 

 

  

 / Verb Nominalizer 

 / (converts verb into noun or adjective) 

/ Nominal Postposition 

(converts noun into noun or adjective) 

-na  Future Nominalizer 

     (intended purpose, 

     obligation) 

-j  Present Subject-Referent 

     Nominalizer 

     “the doer” 

-paj  of (possessive) 
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 / Verb Adverbializer 

 / (converts verb into adverb) 

/ Adverbial Postpositions 

 / (convert noun into adverb) 

-ngapaj  in order to (purpose) 

   (same subject) 

-shpa  (same subject) 

-jpi  (different subject) 

 

-huan  with 

-man  to, towards 

-manta  from 

-pi  in, on, at 

-ta  (direct object) 

   (“on Monday”) 

   (“at two o’clock”) 

   (“by way of”: route) 

-paj  for (purpose) 

Neutral Suffixes (General Suffixes) 

primary emphasis (Sentence Focus Suffixes) 

 

 / 

secondary emphasis 

(Phrase Separators) 

 

Adverbial Suffix

-chu  <yes - no question> 

-taj~  <information question> 

-mi  <affirmative statement> 

-ca²  <spoken semicolon or 

    ellipsis 

“?” 

“?” 

“.” 

“;”, 

“…” 

-ca 

<topic or simple separation> 

-pish  too, also 

“,” -lla (DV -la)  just, only 

-shina  like, as 

 

Various Constructions 

ña  ña and its derivatives 

shina  shina and its derivatives 

 direct quotes 

-sha nina  want (to do) 

-sha nicuna  be planning (to do) 

ima hora  when 

ima horas  what time 

mashna tiempota  for how long 

ima nishpa  why, for what reason 

tucuna  to become, to happen 
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 / Suffix Order 

 

Non-Final Verb Suffixes Verb suffixes -cuna 

Noun suffixes 

(-cuna can also be used on verbs) 

Suffixes for any part of speech 

 

 Voice Concentration Attention Aspect Attention Verb 

Category 

Suffixes 

Person & 

Number 

(Verbs) 

Nominal 

Postpositions, 

etc. 

Adverbial 

Suffixes 

Adverbial 

Postpositions 

 Secondary 

Emphasis 

(Phrase 

Separators) 

Primary 

Emphasis 

(Sentence 

Focus) 

 B1
*
 B2 B3 B4 B5 C D F G H J2 P1 P2 

Verb suffixes

-chi 
-ri 

-mu -hua** -cu 
-gri 

-pa -nˆ 
-rca 

-ni 
-ngui 
-nchij 
-nguichij 

-cuna      

     -iˆ 
-ichij 
-j 
-na 
-ngapaj 
-shpa 
-jpi 

       

Noun or 

adjective 

suffixes

       -cuna 
-paj 

 -huan 
-man 
-manta 
-pi 
-ta 

   

 

Neutral 

Suffixes 

(General 

Suffixes) 

        -lla†
 

(-shina)† 
 (-lla)†

 

-shina† 
-ca 
-pish 

-chu 
-taj~ 
-mi 
-ca² 

 

                                                 
*  These codes are the ones used in my grammar (A Reference Grammar of Ecuadorian Quichua). - RPA 
**  In Imbabura this suffix comes in column B5, because it comes after the suffixes in column B4. 

These suffixes are the only ones which have some flexibility as to their position, but each one has a preferred position. This preferred position is not always the same for all of the Quichua languages. Here the 

preferred position is given for CHQ, and for most of the Quichua languages of Ecuador. 
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Lesson Examples of Suffix Order No. of suffixes 

1 ¿Alli-lla-chu ca-nˆ-ngui? Are you (feeling) well? 2 

2 Ñuca-pish alli-lla-mi ca-nˆ-ni. I’m fine too. 2 

3 Pai-ca chagra-man-mi ri-cu-nˆ. He is going to the field. 2 

4 randi-na to buy      1 

6 ¿Jaźinda-manta-chu shamu-cu-nˆ-ngui?  Are you coming from the plantation? 3 

8 Cullqui-ta japi-ngapaj(-mi trabaja-cu-nˆ).  (He is working) to get (some) money. 2 

8 Ñuca amo-paj-man-mi ri-cu-nˆ-ni.  I’m going to my master’s. 3 

9 Ñuca ushushi-ta yachachi-pa-iˆ. Please teach my daughter. 2 

9 Ayuda-hua-ichij. Yachachi-hua-ichij. Y’all help me. Y’all teach me. 2 

10 ¿Pi-paj-taj~ chai oveja-cuna-ca? Whose are those sheep? 2 

10 Trabaja-cu-nˆ-cuna-mi.  They’re working. 4 

10 Pueblo-man-mi ri-cu-nˆ-nchij. We’re going to town. 3 

10 Ama shamu-nˆ-nguichij-chu. Don’t y’all come (in the future). 3 

10  Ama randi-nˆ-ngui-chu.  Don’t buy (in the future). 3 

10  Ama randi-nˆ-nguichij-chu.  Don’t y’all buy (in the future). 3 

12  ¿Ima punlla-ta-taj chai yanta-ta  ¿(With all due respect), which day did 3 

  apa-mu-pa-rca-nguichij?  y’all bring that firewood here? 4 

12  Atillpa-cuna-lla-ta-mi chari-ni.  I only have chickens. 4 

13 Chagra-lla-pi-mi trabaja-cu-nˆ.  He’s just working in the field. 3 

14 ¿Pi-paj-taj~ chai michi-cu-j huambra-ca?  Whose is that youngster pasturing animals? 2 

15 Yaicu-mu-iˆ-lla. Just come in here! 3 

16 Ñuca cullqui-ta tigra-chi-hua-iˆ.  Give me back my money! 3 

16  Llujshi-chi-hua-iˆ. Llujshi-chi-hua-ichij.  Let me out! Y’all let me out! 3 

18 Pai trabaja-cu-jpi-mi ayuda-gri-rca-ni.  I went to help him while he was working. 3 

18  ¿Ima ni-shpa-taj~ pai-huan p'iña-ri-rca-ngui?  Why did you get angry with him? 3 

20 ¿Ima shina-taj~ cai jambi-ta ubya-na?  How should one drink this medicine? 1 
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-j -dor yuyachina -j

(-j in habitual forms; -dor; yuyachina with -j) 

MODELS 
 

1. Ñaupa tiempoca gentecuna chaquillahuan purij 
carca.  

In early times the people used to walk just on 

foot. 

2. Ñucaca machaj carcani. 

 

I used to be a drunkard. (Lit. I used to drink). 

3. Ñuca uchilla cashpa mana trabajajchu carcani. 

 

When I was little I wasn’t in the habit of 

working. 

4. Chai huambraca trabajadormi.  That youngster is a worker. 

5. Chai runaca machadormi.  That man is a drunkard. 

6. Tamyagrijmi yuyachin.  It looks as if it’s going to rain. 

7. Jambi mana tiyajchu yuyachin.  It looks as if there isn’t any medicine. 

8. Ñucaca mana cullquita apamujchu yuyachini.  It looks as if I haven’t brought any money. 

9. Ñami máquina pasacuj yuyachin.  It sounds as if the train is going by already. 

 

VOCABULARY 
 

canina  to bite 

gente  person; human 

gentecuna  people; persons 

llulla  lie, (liar); false, falsehood 

llullana  to lie, tell falsehoods 

macana  to hit, beat 

ñaupa  prior; before; former; ancient; older; first 

ñaupaj  before, in front of, in the presence of 

nunca  never 

shuhua  thief 

shuhuana  to steal, rob 

siempre (pron. simpri)  always 

yuyana yana, yajuna  to think 

yuyachina  to cause to think; remind one; advise; seem 

yuyarina yarina  to remember, decide, recall, consider 

-dor(a)  “doer” habitually 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. Ñuca llullaj carcani.  <conjugate> 

2. Ñuca huarmita macaj carcani.  <conjugate> 

3. Ñuca uchilla cashpa mana trabajajchu carcani.  <conjugate> 

4. Ñuca uchilla cajpi ñuca yaya siempre macaj carca. <llullana; shuhuana; trabajana; Quitoman rina; ñuca mamata 
macana> 

5. Ñuca nunca mana shuhuajchu carcani.  <conjugate> 

6. Ñuca allcuca canidormi. <cambaj; Pedropaj; chai; chai jatun; ñuca huauquipaj/turipaj> 
7. Chai huarmica huacadorami. <trabajana; machana; macana; puchcana; huahuata macana> 
8. Tamyagrijmi yuyachin. <trabajana; michina; jallmana; tarpuna> 
9. Jambi mana tiyajchu yuyachin. <ujsha; q'uihua; yacu; leche; aicha; tanda; lulun; machca> 
10. Ñami máquina pasacuj yuyachin. <carro; cambaj yaya; cambaj huauqui/turi; ñuca amo> 

11. Chai ñanta shamucuj runa ñuca huauqui/turimi yuyachin.  <relatives> 

12. ¿Mashna gentecunataj cultoman shamurca? Quimsallami shamurca.  <4 to 10> 

13. Ñucanchij mana machanata yachanchijchu.  <shuhuana; llullana; cultoman rina; reźana; escribina> 
14. ¡Ama chai shuhuata macaichu!  <allcu; huambra; runa; huahua; mula; burro; cuchi> 
15. ¿Ima nishpataj chai llullahuan shamungui?  <huambra; huahua; runa; amo; ama; huarmi> 

16. ¿Manachu cambaj yayata yuyaringui? Ña mana paita yuyarinichu.  <relatives> 

17. Yuyanami cangui.  <trabajana; shamuna; huillana; ayudana> 
18. ¿Ima nishpataj cambaj yayapaj ñaupajpi shinarcangui?   <relatives> 

 

GRAMMAR 

-j cana

-j cana

-j

-j

cana

1. -j with past tense of cana to express former habitual or customary 
action. 

Action which was formerly habitual but is now no longer so is 

expressed by -j plus the past tense of cana. This is a close equivalent 

to English “used to” and is perfectly in keeping with the basic meaning 

of -j as a “doer of such and such an action”. The first three Models 

might be translated literally as “… people were just foot-walkers,” “I 

was a drinker,” and “… I wasn’t a worker.” For some reason, this -j 

form is almost never used with the present tense of cana to refer to 

present habitual action, although it is used to indicate customary action 

as in:  

 Chai huambraca caipi trabajajmi.  That youngster works here. 

 

Two Spanish adverbs have been borrowed for use with this 
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siempre nunca

construction. Siempre, “always”, and nunca “never” are very often 

used with, respectively, the affirmative and the negative. However, 

their use, though frequent, is not obligatory:  
 

Ñuca yayaca siempre machaj carca.  My father always used to get drunk. 

Ñucaca nunca mana trabajajchu carcani.  I never used to work. 
 

-dor -dora cana

cana

-dora

2. -dor or -dora with present forms of cana 

This suffix has been borrowed directly from Spanish (being the 

same as that in ), and is used in Quichua with 

present tense forms of cana to express present habitual action. To in-

dicate that, for example, a man habitually gets drunk, a boy habitually 

works hard, a mule habitually kicks, a dog habitually bites, etc., this is 

the construction used. If the subject is feminine, -dora is used: 

Chai huarmica huacadorami.  That woman is a habitual crier. 

-dor -dora In a few cases, instead of using -dor or -dora, a descriptive noun is 

repeated twice, with the same meaning, or actually with the effect of 

strengthening the quality:  

 shuhua  thief 

 Shuhua shuhuami.  He’s (really) a thief. 

 llulla  lie, liar, false 

 Llulla llullami.  He’s a (big) liar. 

Yuyachina 3. Yuyachina in statements of apparent fact 

 Ñucaca mana apamujchu yuyachini.  It looks as if I haven’t brought it here. 

 Canca mana apamujchu yuyachingui.  It looks as if you haven’t brought it here. 

 Paica mana apamujchu yuyachin.  It looks as if he hasn’t brought it here. 

 Ñucanchijca mana apamujchu yuyachinchij.  It looks as if we haven’t brought it here. 

-j

yuyachina

-j

The literal meaning of these sentences is “I cause to think I am 

not a bringer” etc., with the subject of the -j action being also the sub-

ject of the main verb. Yuyachina is used in this way to state apparent 

facts, the equivalent of English impersonal “It looks as if…”, or “it 

seems that…” and of Spanish . The -j form is not the only 

one which can precede this verb. It is used to indicate that it is an ap-

parent present action which is under discussion. A simple noun may be 
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used to indicate that it is an apparent identity being considered:  

Chai ñanta shamucuj runa ñuca huauquimi yuyachin. 

 

It looks as if that man coming along the road is my brother. 

 

yuyachina

yuyachina

Still other forms which are used in the yuyachina construc-

tion in this way will be taken up later. (This verb can also occur in its 

literal sense of “to cause to think, to remind”, so although this idio-

matic occurrence is very frequent and very useful, it must not be con-

sidered the only use of yuyachina.) 

ñaupaj: 

ñaupaj

ñaupaj

4. ñaupaj: 

The word ñaupaj occurring in this vocabulary, meaning “be-

fore, in front of, in the presence of” can be used with both animate and 

inanimate objects. If used with the former, the possessive form of the 

noun must be used preceding the ñaupaj:  

 
 ñuca ñaupajpi  in my presence, before me 

 cambaj ñaupajpi  in your presence, before you 

 paipaj ñaupajpi  in his presence, before him 

 

     but 

 
 chai huasi ñaupajpi  in front of that house, before that house 
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-j -cujta tucuna

(-j forms as direct object; -cujta; tucuna as “pretend”; present tense as “past”) 

MODELS 
 

1. Shina nijta uyarcani.  I heard (him) say that (Lit. “thus”). 

2. ¿Manachu ñuca huagra caita pasajta 
ricurcangui? 

 Didn’t you see my cow (bull) go by hereabouts? 

3. Paipaj huarmita macajta ricurcanchij.  We saw him hit his wife. 

4. Chai chagraman yaicucujta ricurcani. 

 

I saw it (while it was) going into that field. 

5. Cambaj huambra caipi ñuca papata shuhuacujta 
japircani.  

I caught your youngster here (while he was) 

stealing my potatoes. 

6. Shuj huahua huacacujtami uyacurca. 

 

He was listening to a child crying. 

7. Chai huambra allcu tucushpa puricun. 

 

That youngster is going around pretending to be 

a dog. 

8. Nij tucunillami.  I was just fooling. 

9. ¿Ima nishpa chashna nij tucungui?  Why did you fool (him) like that? 

 10. Pugllashpallami nini.   I just said it for fun. 

11. ¿Ñachu shamungui? 
 Ari, ñami shamuni.  

Have you come already? 

 Yes, I’ve come already. 

12. ¿Imatataj nin? 
Imata mana ninchu.  

What did he say? 

He didn’t say anything. 

VOCABULARY 
 

balde  pail, bucket 

cachana  to send 

grano  grain, fruit, crop 

nij tucuna  to fool, to spoof, to kid 

plato  plate, dish 

trillana  to thresh 

yanuna  to cook 

cuźichana  to harvest (esp. grain crops) 

ñaupana  to go first, (to precede), 

  be in front of 

ñaupacuna  to be going on ahead 

parva  stack of grain or straw 

pugllashpalla nina  to say just for fun, to joke 

tía (pr. tiya)  aunt, term of respect for women 

tío (pr. tiyu)  uncle, term of respect for men 
 

tía tío María tía In Colta tía and tío follow the proper name as in María tía, 

“Aunt Mary”. In other districts, this order is reversed.  
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EXERCISES 
 

1. Shina nijta uyarcani.   <conjugate> 

2. Shina nicujta uyarcani.    <conjugate> 

3. ¿Manachu ñuca huagra caita pasajta ricurcangui? Ari, chai chagraman yaicucujta ricurcani.  <animals> 

4. Paipaj huahuata macajta ricurcanchij.   <relatives> 

5. Cambaj huambra caipi ñuca papata shuhuacujta japircani.  <tanda; machca; ujsha; yanta; q'uihua; atillpa; oveja; cuchi> 

6. ¿Imatataj uyacungui? Shuj huahua huacacujtami uyacuni. <burro; allcu; carro; máquina; misi; oveja; huambra; huarmi; 
cuchi; huagra> 

7. ¿Imatataj ricucungui? Chaita shuj runa volashpa 
shamucujtami ricucuni. 

<burro; allcu; carro; máquina; misi; oveja; huambra; huarmi; 
cuchi; huagra> 

8. Cai mangata maillai.  <plato; platocuna; balde; puñu; huambrapaj maqui; maqui> 
9. Ña mana ima grano tiyarcachu.  <trigo; cebada; tanda; aicha; leche; machca> 
10. ¿Cambaj cebadaca ñachu cuźichanalla? Ari, ñami cuźichanalla. <cambaj huauquipaj/turipaj; cambaj yayapaj; cambaj 

mamapaj; cambaj amopaj; cambaj amapaj> 
11. Tía María, shamupashun. Shamupanguichij.  <names of women> 

12. Tío José, cambaj lampata mañachihuai.  <azadón; burro; mula; balde; puñu> 

13. Can ¿yanunata yachanguichu? Mana yachanichu. 
Chagrapi trabajanallatami yachani. 

<puchcana; ahuana; tisana; reźana; escribina> 

14. ¿Maimantaj ricungui? Trigo cuźichanamanmi ricuni. <trillana; randina; jallmana; papa jallmana; papa tarpuna> 
15. Ñaupacui can.  <reźana; micuna; ubyana; yanuna> 
16. Ñuca yaya ñaupashpa rirca.   <relatives> 
 

GRAMMAR 

-j 1. -j forms used as direct objects 

 
Nijta uyarcani.  I heard (him) say (it).  

Pasacujta ricurca.  He saw it passing.  

Macajta ricurcanchij.  We saw (him) hit (her).  

Shuhuacujta japircani.  I caught (him) stealing.  
 

-ta

-j

-ta

-j

In this type of construction, when the direct object of the verb 

is an animate object which is “doing such-and-such an action” at the 

time when seen, heard, caught, etc., the -ta of the direct object is at-

tached to the -j form. The noun indicating the object of the main verb 

does not take -ta, being considered the subject of the -j form instead. 

Another way of looking at this is that, in reality, what is seen 

(or heard or caught) is not the person doing the action, but the action 

itself, which is really a complete sentence (or dependent clause) in its 

own right, having its own subject, verb, and other components - RPA. 
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 Cambaj huambra shuhuacujta japircani.  I caught your child stealing. 
 

huambra shuhuacujta

-ta -j

huambra

In this sentence, huambra shuhuacujta functions as a single 

phrase (or dependent clause), the -ta occurring on the -j form rather 

than on huambra. 

-cu -jta

-cu

2. -cu with -jta forms 

Notice the difference when -cu is used in this construction. It 

“stretches out” the action, making the difference between “do” and 

“doing” in such sentences as “I saw him do it,” and “I saw him doing 

it.”  

Tucuna nij tucuna

tucuna

Nij tucuna pugllashpalla nina

3. Tucuna “to pretend to be”, and nij tucuna “to fool, to kid, to 
spoof” 

The literal translation of Model 7 would be “That youngster, 

turning into a dog, is going about.” There is really nothing but the 

context to indicate whether tucuna it to be taken literally or figura-

tively, but the meaning of the words used is generally enough to clarify 

things. Only in a fairy story would a boy turn into a fox, or a rabbit, for 

instance. In real life he merely pretends to be such. 

Quichuas too have their lighter moments, and say things that 

are not meant to be taken seriously. Models 8 and 9 are two different 

ways of stating that something was said in this way. Nij tucuna and 

pugllashpalla nina are almost identical in meaning, about the 

equivalent of “to just pretend or fool”, and “to just say in fun (Lit. 

playing)”.  

-rca

4. Use of present tense for “past” actions 

In Models 8, 10, 11 and 12, the present tense is used where in 

English several different past tenses would be required. Perhaps the 

most frequent occurrence of this is in cases which in English are ex-

pressed by the present perfect, “I have gone, etc.” In the four Models 

mentioned, there is no attempt to emphasize that the action is past and 

over. Such a situation would require the -rca. To say that “I’ve just 

been fooling”, “I’ve just been saving it in fun”, “I’ve got here”, and 

“He hasn’t said anything”, the present tense is correct in Quichua. Try 

to notice unexpected occurrences of the present tense when listening to 
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Quichuas speak, and work on getting the “feel” of this usage. It is not 

an easy thing for us, since it cuts across our familiar and well-worn 

language habits.  
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(-cama; -ncama; -ngacama; -jta  “until”) 

MODELS 
 

1. Chishicama. See you in the afternoon. (Lit. Till afternoon.) 

2. Ratocama. See you later! (Lit. Until later.) 

3. Chaipi trabajasha ishqui semanacamalla. I will just work there for two weeks. 

(Lit. until just two weeks) 

4. Las ochomanta las duźicamami trabajarca. He worked from eight o’clock to twelve. 

5. ¿Maicamataj rircangui? How far did you go? 

6. Shuyangui ñuca shamuncama. Wait until I come (back). 

7. Ñuca yanuncamaca yacuta apamugri. While I cook you go and bring water here. 

8. Can yanuncamaca lampata mañamugrisha. While you cook I’ll go and borrow the shovel 

(and bring it back here). 

9. Can shamungacamaca ñucaca ¿imatataj 
ruracusha? 

What shall I be doing until you get back? 

10. Doctor shamungacama shuyasha 
nishpaca shuyailla. 

If you want to wait till the doctor gets back, do 

so. 

11. Paipaj huarmita caźi huañujta macarca. He hit his wife so that she almost died. 

12. Tucui punlla ubyarcacuna, alli machajta. They drank all day until they were well drunk. 

(Lit. “good and drunk”) 
 

VOCABULARY 
 

alli ali  good 

mana alli  bad, not good 

nali    (esp. of character) 

caźi  almost 

contento  happy 

llaqui(lla)  sad, sorrowful

saquina  to leave something 

saquirina  to remain, to stay 

shujtaj shuj  another 

tapana  to cover up, to cover over 

tucui  all, every 

urmana  to fall 

rato  a little while, a short while -manta  from, because of, about 

rico  rich, wealthy -cama  until, during 

charij  rich, wealthy 

  (Lit. “[the one] that has”) 

pobre  poor 

huajcha  poor, orphaned 

mana charij  poor (Lit. “[the one] that 

does not have”) 

-ncama  until, while 

    (immediate, soon) 

-ngacama  until 

    (farther in the future) 

-jta  such that, so that, (until) 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. Ratocama.  <chishi; caya; shujtaj rato; shujtaj domingo> 
2. Chaipi trabajasha ishqui semanacamalla.  <3 - 8> 

3. Las ochomanta las duźicamami trabajarcani.   <conjugate> 

4. Quimsa punllacama Quitopi saquirircanchij.  <4 - 10> 

5. Shuyangui ñuca shamuncama.  <pai; paicuna; cambaj yaya; doctor; ñuca amo; cambaj ama> 
6. Ñuca yanuncamaca yacuta apamugri.  <ujsha; q'uihua; tanda; machca; yanta> 
7. Can shamungacamaca ñucaca ¿imatataj ruracusha?  <like 5> 

8. Huasiman chayajta rircani.   <conjugate> 

9. Cai papata tapajta yacuta churasha.   <conjugate> 

10. Paipaj huarmita caźi huañujta macarca.  <relatives; animals> 

11. ¿Ima shinataj chai runa rico tucurca? Pai shuj huagrata c'aturca. 
Chaimantami rico tucurca. 

<huarmi - oveja; huambra - burro; 
amo - jaźinda; ama - huagra> 

12. Chai runa ricomi yuyachin.  <contento; pobre; llaquilla> 
13. Tucuicunami Riobambaman ricun. Ñucallami mana rini.   <five local names> 

14. Tucui punlla ubyarca.  <trabajana; tsagmana; ahuana; cuźichana; trillana; puchcana> 
15. ¿Maipitaj lampata saquimurcangui? Volai, apamugri.  <manga; balde; puñu; azadón> 
16. Shujtaj runa shamucun.   <personal nouns> 

17. ¿Imata rurashpataj urmarcangui? Pata jahuaman llujshicushpallami 
urmarcani. 

<yura; huasi; chai jatun rumi; chai jatun 
pata; chai jatun yura; chai uchilla yura> 

 

GRAMMAR 

-cama -lla

-cama

1. Adverbial postposition -cama (precedes -lla) 

The basic meaning of -cama is “as far as, until, up to the point 

of” —placing a limit on the action of the verb which it modifies. This 

limit may be either temporal or spatial, telling either to what point in 

time or to what spot in space the action goes. 

In Colta this suffix has been noticed a number of times used in 

the sense of “by that time”. 

However, in  at least, this translation is refused (just as 

vigorously as it is insisted upon in ). In  this sentence 

means only “We will dig potatoes until Monday.” It seems probable 

that this latter is more faithful to original Quichua usage. 
 

( ) Lunescamami papata allashun.  By Monday we’ll (start to) dig the potatoes. 

( ) Lunescamami papata allashun.  We will dig potatoes until Monday. 
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2. -ncama -ngacama 

-ngapaj -shpa -jpi

-jpi

-cama

-ncama -ngacama

2. -ncama and -ngacama 

These are two more verb adverbializer suffixes, similar in 

function (though not in meaning) to -ngapaj, -shpa, and -jpi. Ellen 

Ross claimed that, like -jpi, the subject of the verb to which these are 

attached is always different from the subject of the main verb, but there 

are exceptions, such as Luke 9:4 in the Chimborazo Bible. - RPA 

The adverbs formed by these suffixes limit the verbs they 

modify to the time during which or up to which the action of the 

-cama forms is performed. If this is a comparatively short time, 

-ncama, is used; if it is a longer time, -ngacama is used. The latter, 

in effect, puts the “limit” farther into the future: 
 

ñuca shamuncama ...  till I come ... 

ñuca shamungacama ...  till I shall (have) come 

  

3. -jta  

-j -ta

-jta

-cama

-jta

-ncama -ngacama

-jta

3. -jta in “until” adverbs 

In this usage (different from its usage in Lesson 22) this is also 

a verb adverbializer suffix, composed of the two suffixes -j and -ta. 

- RPA 

Although “until” may be used to translate both -jta adverbs and 

the -cama types just discussed, there is a distinct difference in the 

meaning in Quichua. -jta is used of subordinate actions or conditions 

which are the direct result of the action of the main verb, whereas 

-ncama or -ngacama refer to subordinate actions which are not con-

nected causally with the main verb. So we find -jta in sentences such 

as:  
 

Huasiman chayajta rircanchij.  We went until we arrived at the house. 

Papata tapajta yacuta churarca.  He put in water till it covered the potatoes. 
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-i tucuna callarina -paj

(the -i form of infinitive as subject, adverb, object; with tucuna and callarina; with -paj) 

MODELS 
 

1. Shuj ungüimi paita japirca. He got sick. (Lit. An illness seized him.) 

2. Ama rupaipi puricunguichu. Don’t go walking in the sun (heat). 

3. Shuj yuyaipica: —Risha— yuyarcani; 
shuj yuyaipica: —Mana risha— 
yuyarcani. 

At first I thought I’d go, but on second thought I decided 

not to. (Lit. In one thought I thought “I will go.” In 

one thought I thought “I won’t go.”) 

4. Chaita nijpi ñuca mama huacai callarirca. When he said that my mother began to cry. 

5. Cancuna ¿ñachu papa allaita 
callarircanguichij? 

Have y’all begun digging potatoes already? 

6. Cullquita ña charishpa huagrata randi 
tucurca. 

Having the money now, he was able to buy the cow. 

7. Chai jatun yacuta mana pasai tucurca. He wasn’t able to pass that river (Lit. big water). 

8. Chai huambraca pata jahuamanta 
urmashpa mana jatari tucurca. 

That youngster, falling off the top of the wall, couldn’t 

get up. 

9. Tamyaipajmi yuyachin. It looks as if it may rain. 

10. Don Enrique, ¿ñucata puebloman 
pushaipajchu cangui? 

, could you take me to town? 

11. Ñuca nunca mana reźai tucuipajchu 
yuyachini. 

It looks as if I’ll never be able to read. 

 

VOCABULARY 
 

allai  digging, to dig 

cama  bed 

huacai  crying, to cry 

llaqui  sadness, sorrow 

manchai  fear 

nanai  pain 

ungüi  illness, sickness 

callarina  to begin, to start 

dormina (Imb., Salasaca puñuna*
, QSS suiñuna)  to sleep 

llaquirina  to be sad 

manchana  to be afraid 

rijchachina  to wake someone up 

rijcharina  to wake up (intr.) 

unguna  to be sick 

pasai tucuna  to be able to pass 

randi tucuna  to be able to buy

yaricai yarjai yarcai yariji  hunger 

yuyai  thought, idea 
 

                                                 
* puñuna

puñuna

The word puñuna is the original Quichua word for “sleep”. However, in many communities in CHQ and in SHQ, this word has now taken on sexual connotations, and means “to have sexual relations”. 

Therefore in these areas Spanish forms have been substituted. However, in other areas, like Imbabura, Salasaca and some communities in CHQ, puñuna is still used with its original meaning. - RPA 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. Shuj ungüimi ñuca huahuata japirca.  <relatives> 

2. Chaita nijpi chai huarmi huacai callarirca. <huahua; huambra; tía Juana; tía María; ama; 
uchilla huahua; tía Juanapaj huambra> 

3. Cancuna ¿ñachu papa allaita callarircanguichij? <papa tarpui; papa jallmai; sara cuchui; cebada 
cuchui; trigo cuchui> 

4. Tutamanta Riobambaman ricushpa, chirihuan huañucurcani.  <conjugate> 

5. ¿Ima ungüihuantaj cambaj huahua huañurca?  <relatives> 

6. Cullquita ña charishpaca huagrata randi tucurca.  <animals> 

7. Cai jatun yacuta mana pasai tucuni.  <conjugate> 

8. Chai huambraca pata jahuamanta urmashpa mana jatari tucurca. <huasi; chai huasi; yura; chai yura; chai jatun yura; 
chai jatun rumi> 

9. Don Enrique ¿ñucata pushaipajchu cangui? <ñuca yaya; ñuca mama; cai huambra; cai huahua; 
cai runa; cai huarmi; cai huarmipaj huahua> 

10. Ñuca nunca mana reźai tucuipajchu yuyachini. <escribina; trabajana; camamanta jatarina; chaita 
randina; Quitoman rina; cai ovejata c'atuna> 

11. Chai huahuaca achca nanaitami charicuj yuyachin. <yaricai; llaqui; manchai; cullqui> 
12. Shuj yuyaipica: —Risha— yuyarcani; 
 shuj yuyaipica: —Mana risha yuyarcani. 

<shamuna; huillana; ayudana; ricuchina; trabajana; 
michigrina; mañamugrina; cuna; carana> 

13. Ñanta chingachishpa maita mana ri tucurcani.  <conjugate> 
 

GRAMMAR 

-iº -paj 1. Present Nominalizing suffix -iº (precedes -paj)  
 

huacana to cry huacai crying, to cry 

allana to dig allai digging, to dig 

yuyana to think yuyai thought, idea 

rupana to burn rupai heat, sunshine 
 

-iº

-na

huasi

-na

-iº

-iº

When -iº is added to a verb root or stem, it (like -na) trans-

forms it into an infinitive which can function exactly as if it were a 

simple noun like huasi. The difference between these two infinitives 

is that the -na form refers primarily to impending or unrealized action, 

regarded as still to do, or in the future, while the -iº form refers to the 

action as if it were being realized. Actually the -iº form might almost 

be considered timeless as far as tense is concerned, for it focuses at-

tention on the action itself as an abstract noun, often without reference 

to time, but occasionally it will be helpful to think of it as being a pre-
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-na

-iº

-iº

-iº

sent infinitive, contrasting with the future infinitive -na. In a good 

many cases the -iº infinitive is the equivalent to “-ness” forms in Eng-

lish. In other cases, depending on the context, it is best translated by “-

ing” forms, or by the simple infinitive “to do such-and-such.” 

(However, the meaning of the -iº infinitive often seems to be 

that of an event, occasion, moment or time when an action happens, 

and it can almost always be translated in this way, although it is gener-

ally not the shortest or simplest translation. For this reason I refer to 

the -iº suffix as the Present Temporal Nominalizer. - RPA) 

Here are a few more examples to help point up its use and 

meaning: 

 

unguna to be sick ungüi illness (time when someone is sick) 

llaquina to be sad llaqui sadness (time when someone is sad) 

chirina to be or make cold chiri cold, coldness (time when someone is cold) 

causana to live causai life (time when someone lives) 

cuchuna to cut, harvest grain cuchui cutting, grain harvest (time when someone cuts) 
 

-iˆ

i

-na -iº

(Note that, as in the case of the imperative -iˆ, if two i’s come 

together, one is dropped.) 

Like the -na forms, the -iº form may occur as the subject of a 

sentence (as in Model 1), or may occur as the direct object (as in 

Model 5). The latter is probably their most frequent use. 

-iº callarina tucuna

Callarina

-i

-na ca-

llarina -ta

-i

2. -iº infinitives with callarina and tucuna. 

Callarina “to begin” usually take the -i form of the infinitive 

as object when it is used of the beginning of an action. (This however 

is not invariable, as -na forms occasionally appear instead, as object of 

callarina). The -ta of direct object is not obligatory in such cases on 

the -i form, though it is sometimes used: 

 

huacai callarirca she began to cry 

allai callarirca he began to dig 

allaita callarirca he began the digging 
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-ta -iº

-ta -iº

Tucuna -iº

tucuna

tucuna

-iº tucuna 

Actually, when the -ta is not used, the -iº infinitive and the 

main verb form a close-knit verb phrase, while with the addition of the 

-ta the -iº form is set distinctly apart as the object of the verb. For all 

practical purposes there is little difference between these constructions, 

however. 

Tucuna when preceded by an -iº infinitive means “to be able 

to do such-and-such an action”. This is not as much of a departure 

from the central meaning of tucuna as it may seem on first sight, be-

cause invariably this construction is used of a subject who has become 

able to perform the action, (or, in the negative, who has become unable 

to perform it). 

(Actually, this meaning is more of a departure from the core 

meaning of tucuna than Ellen Ross suggests, since this -iº tucuna 

construction only has this meaning in Central Highland Quichua and 

very rarely in Salasaca. In every other Ecuador Quichua language this 

construction means “to be done to one”. I have given a pair of exam-

ples from Imbabura and CHQ to demonstrate the difference. - RPA) 

 

Shitai tucurcami.  It was thrown. (Imbabura) 

Shitai tucurcami.  He can throw. (CHQ) 
 

-iº -paj 3. -iº forms plus -paj 
 

tamyaipaj (Lit.) for raining (able to rain) 

pushaipaj (Lit.) for taking (able to take) 

tucuipaj (Lit.) for becoming (able to become) 
 

 -i tucuna

-gri

This construction is used to indicate disposition, willingness, or 

future ability to perform the action soon. Note the contrast between this 

and the -i tucuna construction, which emphasizes present ability, or 

inability. Also the difference between this and the -gri suffix: 

 

Tamyagrijmi yuyachin.  It looks as if it’s going to rain (right away). 

Tamyaipajmi yuyachin.  It looks as if it may rain (fairly soon). 
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chirina, nanana, yaricana -naya -na -chi -napaj 

(Impersonal verbs chirina, nanana, yaricana; -naya (-na); -chi with these; -napaj “before -ing”) 

MODELS 
 

1. Ñucata achcatami chiricun.  I’m very cold. (Lit. It’s colding me a lot.) 

2. ¿Nananchu? 
Ari, nananmi.  

Does it hurt? 

Yes, it hurts. 

3. ¿Maitataj nanan? 
Umatami nanan.  

Whereabouts does it hurt? 

It hurts (my) head. 

4a. ¿Yaricanchu? 
Mana yaricanchu.  

Are you hungry? (Lit. Does it make hungry?) 

I’m not hungry. (Lit. It doesn’t make 

hungry.) 

4b. Yacunanllami.  I’m only thirsty. (Lit. It only makes thirsty.) 

5. ¿Dorminanchu? 
Ari, dorminanmi.  

Are you sleepy? (Lit. Does it make sleepy?) 

Yes, I’m sleepy. (Lit. Yes, it makes sleepy.) 

6. Ñucataca chai huagrataca 
manchanayanmi.  

I’m afraid of that cow. 

(Lit. It causes me to want to fear that cow.) 

7. Ñucataca achcatami rinayan. 

 

I want very much to go. 

(Lit. It causes me to want to go a lot.) 

8. ¿Manachu manchanayan?  Aren’t you afraid? 

9. ¿Manachu manchanachingui?  Aren’t you afraid? 

10. ¿Cantaca chiricunchu?  Aren’t you cold? 

11. ¿Canca chirichicunguichu?  Aren’t you cold? 

12. Pai chayamunapaj tucuchinami cani.  I must finish before he arrives. 

13. Can shamunapaj ña ñuca yayaman 
huillarcani. 

 I already told my father before you came. 

 

VOCABULARY 
 

calor  heat 

(pron. cálur)  rupai (not so strong as rupai) 

huijsa  abdomen, viscera 

ñahui  face, eyes, sight 

quiru  tooth 

rinrin  ear (Note both r’s are the 

 “buzzy” kind) 

uma  head 

llaqui  sad, sadness 

llaquirina  be sad 

llaquinayana  to cause to feel like being sad 

nanana  to cause pain, to hurt 

pingai  shame, shyness, bashfulness 

pingana  be ashamed 

pinganayana/pinganana  to cause to feel ashamed or bashful 

q'uilla  lazy, laziness 

-napaj  “before doing …” 

-naya -na  to cause desire to … 

q'uillana  be lazy 

q'uillanayana/q'uillanana  to cause to feel lazy 

yaricana  to cause to feel hungry yacunayana/yacunana  to cause thirst, to make thirsty 
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EXERCISES 
 

1. ¿Chirinchu? Ari, chirinmi. <nanana; yaricana; dorminana; yacunayana; aichanana; tandanayana; 
q'uillanayana; rinayana; shamunayana; trabajanayana> 

2. ¿Chirinchu? Mana chirinchu. <nanana; yaricana; dorminana; yacunayana; aichanana; tandanayana; 
q'uillanayana; rinayana; shamunayana; trabajanayana> 

3. ¿Maitataj nanan? Umatami nanan. <quiru; rinrin; ñahui; huijsa; maqui; chaqui> 

4. Chai huambraca mana risha nijchu yuyachin. <personal nouns> 

5. Ñucataca achcata rinayanca. <shamuna; trabajana; escuelaman rina; Quitoman rina; 
reźana; escribina; randina> 

6. Ñucata chai huarmiman huillanata pinganayan. <personal nouns> 

7. Ñucata chai huagrata manchanayan. <runa; huarmi; amo; ama; mula; allcu; cuchi; burro> 
8. Ñucataca chirin; ñuca huahuapish chirichicujmi yuyachin. <relatives> 

9. Huijsatami nanachij yuyachin. <uma; quiru, rinrin; ñahui; maqui; chaqui> 
10. Ñuca yaya: —Mana risha nini— ninmi. <relatives> 

11. ¿Manachu pinganayan chashna purinataca? <trabajana; llullana; shuhuana; machana; macana> 
12. Chai huambra jallmanata q'uillanayajpi puebloman rirca. <trabajana; tsagmana; tarpuna; trigota cuchuna; sarata 

cuchuna; papata allana> 
13. Chai allcuta manchanayan, caninata. <cuchi; mula; burro> 
14. Chai huahua achca nanaita charicujmi yuyachin. <calor; chiri; pingai; manchai> 
 

GRAMMAR 

chirina nanana yaricana

1. Impersonal verbs taking personal objects: chirina, nanana, 

yaricana 
 

chirina  to cause one to feel cold. 

nanana  to cause one to feel pain. 

yaricana  to cause one to feel hunger. 
 

chiri- nana- yarica- The roots chiri-, nana-, and yarica- are used in third person 

singular as impersonal verbs, which usually imply a personal object, 

even though this may not be expressed. They are similar to English 

impersonal verbs occurring with “it” as subject, as “It’s cold”, “It 

hurts”, etc. The latter verb is the best equivalent to keep in mind, as we 

can also say “It hurts me”, which is just what they say in Quichua, not 

only for “hurting”, but also for “colding”, and “hungering”. In English 

we are cold, but in Quichua we are “colded”.  
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-naya -na

-naya -na

“I’m tempted to do such-and-such”

-naya

dorminana

dorminayana

-naya

2. Verb suffix -naya (or -na) “to cause one to want to perform an 
action”. 

When -naya (or -na) is added to a verb root, it changes it into 

an impersonal verb which, like those just mentioned, always occurs in 

third person singular, and takes a personal object. Use of this suffix in-

dicates that the object is being caused to want to perform the action of 

the verb. To turn this around, and express it in English form, the person 

“feels like doing such-and-such”, Spanish  is a 

perfect equivalent. English “I’m tempted to do such-and-such” may 

also be helpful to use for a link, but is not quite the same in meaning. 

The last syllable of -naya is often either dropped or slurred 

almost unrecognizably into the first, especially in fast speech. This 

happens more often with certain verb roots, but is not perfectly regular, 

except in the case of dorminana which, in CHQ at least, is very sel-

dom pronounced dorminayana.
*
 

-naya may also be used as a verbalizing suffix. Attached to 

certain nouns, it changes them into verb stems, indicating desire for the 

object named. This is usually found with nouns naming foods, drinks, 

and other objects of bodily needs or states of feeling: 

 

aicha  meat Ñucataca aichanayan.  I feel like (eating) meat. 

yacu  water Ñucataca yacunayan.  I feel like (drinking) water. 

llaqui  sadness Ñucataca llaquinayan. I feel like being sad. 

q'uilla  laziness Ñucataca q'uillanayan.  I feel like being lazy. 
 

-chi

-chi

-chi

3. Use of -chi with impersonal verb-stems: 

An impersonal verb root or stem may be changed into a regular 

personal verb form by the use of causative -chi, which has the effect of 

inverting its meaning. When this is done, the one doing the “feeling” is 

the subject of the sentence, and the verb agrees with this subject, as 

usual. Models 9 and 11 are examples. This may best be understood by 

thinking of the subject as allowing himself to be caused to feel the de-

sire or sensation. The “allow” is represented by the -chi, and the 

                                                 
dorminayana dorminana

There isn’t a single example of dorminayana in the Chimborazo Bible, but many examples of dorminana. - RPA 
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yacunaya- chiri-

“cause to feel” by the original impersonal stem or root (as yacunaya- 

or chiri-). With some verbs, there are three different possibilities for 

expressing almost the same thing in this connection:  
 

¿Manachu manchangui? Aren’t you afraid? 

¿Manachu manchanayan? Doesn’t it frighten you? 

¿Manachu manchanachingui? Aren’t you (letting yourself be) frightened? 
 

-chi

It would probably be best to stick to the impersonal form till 

you have it well in hand (or head) and then venture farther with the 

-chi inverted form. The latter has been given here in order to prevent 

confusion, for you will hear it often too, and might mistake it for the 

impersonal construction, which does not use personal suffixes (but al-

ways the third person singular).  

-napaj

-napaj

-na 

-paj

-napaj

4. -napaj 

While -napaj is occasionally used with the simple combined 

meanings of the two suffixes -na and -paj, “in order to do such-and-

such”, it has a very common idiomatic use which is illustrated by 

Models 12 and 13. Here, it means “before such-and-such happens”, or 

“by the time such-and-such happens”. This is used when the subject of 

the -napaj form is not the same as the subject of the main verb.  

5. “How do you know?” 

Humans seem to be the “jumpingest beans” of any on earth, 

and unfortunately the conclusions to which they jump are all too often 

wrong—but don’t ever try to show them that their jumping technique 

is faulty! Spend your energy instead on learning to talk in Quichua, 

which is much more particular than English about stating the kind and 

source of information which one feels called on to pass on. In Quichua, 

I am the only one qualified to make positive statements about the state 

of my feelings, thoughts, and intentions, as well as about my own pri-

vate observations, experiences, and actions. Thus, one cannot say in 

Quichua, “That child is cold,” or “My mother is hungry.” They can 

only say “That child looks cold,” or “My mother seems to be hungry.” 

If the child or mother has told them that the one is cold and the other 

hungry, they can then pass on the definite information, but only as a 

quotation (direct or indirect). Listen to Quichuas talk and you’ll hear 

their conversation liberally sprinkled with “yuyachin” and “ninmi” 

or other forms of these verbs. This will take a good deal of effort on 
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“yuyachin” “ninmi” our part. Instead of saying “She was going to town” we must say “She 

said she was going to town.” The impersonal and inverted impersonal 

constructions of this lesson will be used thus:  

 

Umatami nanachij yuyachin.  It looks as if his head aches. 

Umatami nanan ninmi.  He says his head aches. (Lit. “It aches my head.”) 

Chai huahuaca nanachicujmi yuyachin.  It looks as if that child has pain. 

Chai huahuaca chirichicujmi yuyachin.  It looks as if that child is cold. 

 


